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The Fir~t Thousand Days
of the Next Thousand Years

. The Wildlands Proj$ct at Three ~
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OUR MISSION

The mission of The Wildlands Project is to help protect

and ~estore the ecological richness and native biodiversity

of North America through the establishment of a connected

system of reserves.

As a newmillennium begins, society approaches a wa

te~shed for wildlife and wilderness. The environment of

North America is at risk ~d an audacious plan is need"ed for

its~urvivaland,recovery. Healing the land means reconnect

ing its parts so that vital flows can be renewed. The land 

has given much to us; now it is time to give something back-
. r

to begin to allow nature to comeout of hiding and to restore

the links that will sustain both wilderness and the spirit of

future human generations.; "- .

The idea is siillp~e. To stt:m the disappearaI!ce of wildlife

and wil~ernesswe must all~w the recovery of whole ecosys

tems and landsGapes iIi every regioGof North America. Allow

ing these systems to 'recov~r requires a long-term master plan.

A feature'of thi.s design is that it rests op the spirit of social

responsibility that has built so many great institutions in the past

Jobs wi.!l be created, notlost; land will ?e given freely, not taken,

PUR VISION

Our vision (s simple: w~ live for the'day when Grizzlies in

Chihuahua have"an l)llbroken connection to Grizzlies in Alaska;

when Gray. Wolf populations are continuous from Dur~go to

Labrador; when vast unbroken forests and flowing plains again

thrive and suppoit pre-Columbian populations of pl<m.ts and ani

mals; when ~umansdwell with respect, harmony, and affection·

for the land; when we come to live no longer as st'rangers and

•aliens on this continent.

Qur vision is continental: from Paruima and the Caribbean

to Alaska and Greenland, from the high peaks to the oontinenfuJ.,

shelves, we seek to bring together conservationists, ecologists,

indigenous peoples, and others to protect and restore evolution

ary processes .and biodiversity. We seek to assist other conser':

vation organizatiOli's, and to develop cooperative relationships

with activists and grassroots groups every~herewho are com
mitted to these goals,

,
THE PROBLEM:.Biological Impoverishment

• I ~ _

We are called to our task because existing parks ~d

wildlife refuges have not adequately protected life in

North'AmeriCa. While these areas preserve laiJ.dscape~
, .

of sPfXtacular scenery '91d areas ideally suited to non-

mechanized forms of recreation, they are too small, too.

isolated, and represent too few types of ecosystems to

.perpetuate thl( biodiversity of the co,ntinent. Despite the

establishme~t of Parks and other reserves' from Canada

to ~entral A~erica, true wilde~ess and wiJdemess

dependent species are in precipitous decline:.

-v'Large p'redators like the Grizzly Bear, Gray Wolf,

Wolverine, Ppma;Jaguar, Green Sea Turtle, and Amen

can Crocodile have been exterminated from most of their

pre-CoIUm1:lian range and are Imperiled in much of their
. remaining habitat. ' Populatibns of many songbirds are

crashing and waterfowl ~d sh~rebird populations are

reaching new lows. ,

-v'Native forests have been extensively cleared, leav-.

ing _only scattered remnantS of most forest types'. Even"

extensive forest types, such as boreal, face imminent ?~

struction in many areas.
'-v'Tallgrass' and shortgrass prairies,'once the habitat

of the most spectacular large mammal concentrations on

the co,ntinent, have been almost entirely destroyed or

domesticated.

THE SOLUTION: Big Wilderness
. ~ , ..

The.failure of reserves to pr~vent the losses JUst'

mentioned rests in large part with their historic purpose

and design: to protect scenery and recreation or to create.

outdoor z~s, The Wi.ldlands Project, in contrast, calls for

reserves e~tablished to protect wild habitat, biodiversity,

ecological integrity, ecological services,.and evolution

ary proces~es- that is, vast interconnected ar~ of true

wilderness. We reject the notion that wilderness is merely I

remote, scenic terrain suitable for backpacking. Rather,
we see wilderness as the home for Unfettered life, free

from iildustrial human intervention.



Wilderness means:

• Extensive areas of native vegetation in various succes

sional stages off-limits to human exploitation. We rec

ognize that most of Earth has been colonized by humans

only in the last several thousand years.

• Viable, self-reproducing, genetically diverse popu

lations of all native plant and animal species, includ

ing large predators. Diversity at the genetic, species,

ecosystem, and landscape levels is fundamental to the

integrity of nature.

• Vast landscapes without roads, dams, motorized ve

hicles, powerlines, overllights, or other artifacts of civi

lization, where evolutionary and ecological processes

that represent four billion years of Earth wisdom can'

continue. Such wilderness is absolutely essential to the·.

comprehensive maintenance ofbiodiveisity. It is not a

s?lution to every ecological problem, but without ~t the

planetwill sink further into biological poverty.

THE MEANS: Core Reserves, Corridors,

Buffers, and Restoration

We are committed to a proposal based on the require

ments of all native species to flourish within the ebb and

flow of ecological processes, rather than within the con

straints of what industrial civilization is content to leave

alone. Present reserves-parks, wilderness areas, refuges-.

exist as discrete islands of nature in a sea of human modi

fied landscapes. Building upon those natural areas, we seek

to develop a system of large, wild core reserves where bio

diversity and ecological processes dominate.

Core reserves would be linked by biological corridors

to allow for the natural dispersal of wide-ranging species,

for genetic exchange between populations, and for migra

tion of organisms in res~nse to climate change.

Buffers would be established around core reserves and

corridors to protect their integrity from disruptive human

.activities. Only human activity compatible with protection

of the core reserves and corridors would be allowed. Buff

ers would also be managed to restore ecological health,

extirpated species, and natural disturbance regimes. Inten

sive human activity associated with civilization-agric~

ture, industrial production, urban centerS-could continue

outside the buffers.

Implementation of such a system would take place over

many decades. Existing natural areas should be protected

immediately. Other areas, already degraded, will be iden

tified and restoration undertaken.

The Wildlands Project sets a new agenda for the con

servation movement. For the first time a proposal based on

the needs of all life, rather than just human life, will be

clearly enunciated. Both conservationists and those who

would reduce nature to resources will have to confront the

reality of what is required for a ~ealthy, viable, and diverse.

·.North America. Citizens, activists, and policy makers will

be able to confront the real choices because the choi<;es will

be on the agenda. It will no longer be possible to operate in

a business-as-usual manner and ignore what is at stake.

'The Wildlands Project will also inspire the development

of indigenous proposals for other continents.

THE PROJECT

The Wildlands Project is a non-profit publicly supported

organization based in Tucson, Arizona. We are a group of

conservation biologists and citizen cons~rvationists from

-- across the continent devoted to forming a North American

Wilderness Recovery Strategy.

We work in cooperation with independent grassroots

organizations throughout the continent to develop propos-,
als for each bioregion. These organizations includeAlliance

for the Wild Rockies, Northwest Ecosystem Alliance, Sky

IslandAlliance, Siskiyou Regional Education Project, Coast

Range Association (Oregon), NorthernAppalachian Resto

ration Project, RESTORE: The North Woods, Canadian

Parks and Wilderness Society, Southern Appalachian Bio

diversity Project, and many others. Development of regional

wilderness proposals is based tipo~principlesof conserva

tion biology. Draft proposals are developed through dis

cussions and conferences that bring together regional

activists, conservation biologists and other scientists, and

conservation groups across the spectrum of the movement.

The Wildlands Project supports this process through fund

ing, networking, and offering technical expertise.

We undertake and encourage research on appropriate

human activities in buffers, reintroduction of extirpated spe

cies, design of connecting corridors (especially through areas

with significanthuman obstacles), overcoming fragmentation

and achieving habitat connectivity, population viability, and

control of exotic species.'

As proposals are drafted we publish the results in pam

pWet form, in Wild Earth, and in other conservation publi

cations to reach a wide audience. Videos, slide shows, and

academic articles will be produced and traveling exhibits

will be organized to educate the public about the proposals.

When proposal~for all bioregions of the continent have been

completed, a boOk and compendium of maps will be pro

duced, as well as updated videos and related materials.

In short, our job is to educate the public, the environ

mental movement, government agencies, the academic com

- munity, and others about the importance of biodiversity and

what is necessary to protect it. I

The Wildlands Project welcomes the participation

and support ofall persons and organiz.atio/ls interested

in these issues.
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Around the Campfire

1920. THE NEW MEXICO
in which my momma was born
was determined to bring civiliza
tion to the land. This meant mak
ing the range safe for the
white-faced cow and the sportsman's buck. The last packs of lpbos were hunted

- down on the high plains; then came the more difficult task of tracking down
the scattered packs and loners in the western mountains and southern deserts.

1946. The New Mexico in which I was born was wolfless. Federal doll~s,
Newhouse traps, strychnine, and repeating rifles had done the job. But one of
the ringleaders in the campaign to exterminate the wolf was having a change

- of heart. This man-Aldo Leopold-was polishing a wolf elegy for his book,
A Sand County Almanac. Did we know What we had done when we killed the
last of the Lobos, he wondered. Could we even imagine what we had lost when
we extinguished the green fire that shone in the eyes of wild wolves?

1995. New Mexicans both newly arrived and those claiming generations of
inhabitancy decide that a New Mexico without Lobos is not really New Mexico,
that humans without wolves have lost something priceless, something we need
to be really human. Like Aldo Leopold, they have come to understand what
the howl of the wolf means, that a'land emptied of it is an empty land, that a
people who fear sharing the land with wolves are a pitiful people, a people
afraid of wild things and sunsets.

Two months ago I sat in an auditorium in Socorro, New Mexico, for the US
Fish & Wildlife Service's public hearing on reintroduction of the Mexican

Wolf. When Jim Winder, a public lands rancher with roots stretching back into the
last century, got up to testify that he could live with wolves, I realized that The
Wildlapds Project wasn't so improbable after all.

We of The Wildlands Project (fWP) hold as our mission the protection and
restoration of the ecological richness and native biodiversity of North America. We
propose to accomplish this by applying the science of conservation biology to de
sign and establish a connected system of reserves throughout the continent. In this
second special issue of Wild Earth about The Wildlands Project, we catalogue the
progress made both in theory and practice toward that lofty goal.

continued...
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To better spread the word, we're sending this.issue to
Sierra Club and other conservation leaders and to mem
bers of the Society for Conservation Biology, in addition

.to regular subscribers of Wild Earth. It's fitting that this
second Wildlands Project special issue marks the comple
tion of Wild Earth's fifth volume-our first half decade of
publishing the most visionary writing on biodiversity and
wilderness issues, of promoting New Conservation Move
ment groups and campaigns, and of serving as publishing
wing of sister organization The WLldlands Project. (If this
is your first view of Wild Earth and The WLldlands Project,
reading The WLldlands Project Mission Statement on the
inside front cover and WE's Statement of Purpose on page
96 will help You understand what, these collaborating en
tities aim to accomplish and what role each plays.)

In the three years since the first special issue of Wild
Earth;The Wildlands Project has held dozen~of meetings
around North America to begin the mapping of science
based reserve designs. We've spread the word about mar
rying conservation biology and conservation advocacy. Our
progress can be measured in three areas.

First, .we have influenced a variety of conservation
groups to use science-based arguments to defend Nature
and to apply The WLldlands Project model to reserve de
sign and land management. Second, with our keywoper
ating groups, we have begun the real work of designing
reserve networks in various regions of North America.
Third, both the science and the politics ofThe Wildlands
Project have become more detailed and sophisticated.

This issue presents our progress in theory, advocacy,
and reserve design.

In "Wilderness: From Scenery to Nature," I set out
the evolution of nature reserve design and advocacy from
scenic National Parks to the protection of all Nature. In

'WLlderness Areas and National Parks:
The Foundation for an Ecological

Reserve Network," I argue that
even with changing goals,

Wilderness Areas and Na
tional Parks remain the
basic. building blocks
for protecting Nature.

In "Science
Grounding Strategy:
Conservation Biology
in Wildlands Work,"
Reed Noss invites sci-

entists to employ their
expertise in helping

ground a wilderness re
covery strategy. In "What

Should Fndangered Ecosys
tems Mean to The Wildlands

Project?," Reed urges the nature

4 WILD EARTH· WINTER 1995196

preservation movement to turn its attention to protect
ing and restoring samples of all native ecosystems.

In "Getting from Here to There: An Outline ofThe
WLldlands Reserve Design Process," David Johns and
Michael Soule show us how to translate vision into re
ality. Ofcourse, without actual proposals for actual land
scapes, all of the above is theory, hot air. But hot air can
lead to lines on maps. Lines on maps can lead to public
support which can lead to nature reserves whichcan lead
to healthy populations of wolves and Caribou or Jag
uars and tapirs. The center of the magazine updates you
on reserve design progress in six key regions of North
America: the Southern Rockies (by Roz McOellan),
New England's Northern Forest (Jamie Sayen), north
ern Minnesota (Mike Biltonen), the North Cascades (pe
ter Morrison et al.), Costa Rica (George Powell et al.),
.and the Klamath-Siskiyou mountains of Oregon and
California (Ken Vance-Borland et al.). Then Rod Mondt,
field director ofTWP, wraps it up with "Real Work and
Wild Vision."

All is not sweetness and light, of course. (Newt
Gingrich hasn't called to invite me to a power lunch with
the GOP satraps to figure out how to implement The
WLldlands Project. Hell, Bill Ointon hasn't even called.)
There are real problems with designing natufereserves;
there are even bigger problems trying to establish them.
Steve Trombulak, Reed Noss, and Jim Strittholt hang
these problems up to dry for all ofus to see in "Obstacles
to Implementing TheWLldlands Project Vision."Among
the problems wefa<;e are tliedumped-spaghetti-plate of
roads fragmenting wildlands. Kraig Klungness and Katie
Alvord Scarborough look at that mess in "ROAD-RIP
and The Wildlands Project." Law professor Eric
Freyfogle takes a look at another big problem- how to
protect biodiversity and wilderness on private land- in
"Land Ownership, Private and Wild." In "Endangered
Interrelationships ... ') biologist Don Wrndsor reminds us
that biodiversity means much more than just big ani
mals; equally important are the many parasites that in
habit all animals' bodies and the networks of
relationships all these organisms fonn.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to implementation of
The Wildlands Project's vision is in the hearts of men
and women. Back to 1920. Lots offolks still live there.
TerryTempest WLlliams takes on that monumental prob
lem, and sets the tone for this whole issue, in her open
ing "Testimony."

To frnd out how you can help realize our dream of
a wild North America, contact The WLldlands Project
(POB 5365 Tu~on,AZ 85703; 520-884-0875; FAX
520-884-0962). Stay in touch by subscribing to Wild
Earth. If you want additional copies of this issue, con
tact Tucson. Happy Trails.

-Dave Foreman

illustration by Sarah Lauterbach
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Testimony
by Terry Tempest Williams

To bear testimony is to bear witness, to speakjrom the truth ofour lives.

Barry Lopez reminds us, "the correspondence between the interior and exterior landscape is story."

The act ofbearing testimony is the act ofstorytelling, a gesture on behalfofcommunity.

Our wildlands are under siege; even the idea ofwildnt;ss is being compromised in the name ofintellectual abstractions.

We must continue to speak out ofthe humility ofour bodies and the bedrock knowledge we hold in our bones.

Wild hearts. Open miiuis. Alert eyes. Our testimonies allow us to put our love into action. ,

Thefollowing is the testimony Ipresented before the Senate Subcommittee on Forest & Public Lands Man
agement regarding·the Utah Public Lands Management Act of I995, in Washington, DC,. 13 July 1995.

M r. Chainnan, members of this subcommittee, my name is Terry Tempes~Williams.
I am a native of Utah. My family roots run deep holding me in place-five, six generations

. of Mormon stock run through my veins. Our family has made its living on the land for the
last six decades laying pipe in the Utah substrate. We are a family of pipeline contractors and although
I have never dug the ditches, I love and care for the men who do: my brothers', cousins, uncle, father,
John Henry Tempest, my 'grandfather, John Henry Tempest Jr., who is in his ninetieth year, even my
great grandfather, John Henry Tempest Sr. We understand the power of continuity and our debt to
these lands that have given us livelihood. As a Utah family, we would
like to enter into the Congressional Record personal letters, four
generations worth, of why we care about wilderness, why we do not
favor Senate Bill 884, and why we want more wilderness designation
in Utah, not less. Some of the letters are forthcoming, some I have
brought with. me. With a large, extended family I trust you can
appreciate the organizational logistics. These letters represent men
and women, Republicans and Pemocrats alike, registered voters and
voices too young to vote but not too young to register their opinions.
They are individual and original, some sealed, some open. It is a
gesture of sincere concern for what we hold dear.

I appreciate this time to be·able to ,share with you some of my own
thoughts about the Utah Public Lands Management Act of 1995.

o It is not a wilderness bill that the majority of Utahns recog
nize, want or desire.

o It is not a wilderness bill that honors or respects our history
as a people.

o It is not a wilderness bill that honors or respects the naturm'
laws required for a healthy environment.

o And it is not a wilderness bill that takes an empathetic stance
toward our future.

o It is a wilderness bill that lacks vision and undermines the
bipartisan principles inherent in the Wilderness Act of 1964.

Dead Junipers, woodcut by Patrick Oengate
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Quite simply, in the name ofpolitical expediency and with
eyes capable of seeing only through the lens of econom
ics, our public lands in Utah are being sacrificed. OurCon~
gressional delegation has told you that this issue must be
resolved, now, that this debate over the wildlands in Utah
has tom our state in half..But I prefer to take the artist
Frederick Sommer's approach when he says, "Quarrel
ing is the cork of a good wish. "

What i's it we wish for?

In Utah, there was a man with a vision. He dreamed of a
civilization bright with lights. and strong of belief.' He
knew the industrious nature of work and picked the bee
hive CJ!l his symbol. He loved the land he saw before him,
a landsCape so vast, pristine, and virginal, that he recog
nized it as the kingdom of God, a place for Saints with a
desire for home. The desert country of the Great Basin
and Colorado Plateau was an answer to prayers of spiri
tual sovereignty.

He sent families north into the mountains and south into
the valleys where red rock walls rose upward like pray
ing hands. He said, "We will create Zion among the wil
derness." And with great stamina and imagination akin
only to communities committed to faith, the building of
culture among the pioneers began. Humble ranches, small
businesses, and cottage industries of silk and wool sprung
up and a United Order was dreamed.

6 WILD EARTH' WINTER 1995196 "

Brigham Young, the colonizing prophet of the Mor
mons, brought with him not only a religion and a life
but a land ethic.

"Here are the stupendous works of the God of Nature,
though all do not appreciate His wisdom as manifested
in his works .. .! could sit here for a month.and reflect on
the mercies of God."

Time. Reflection. Mercy. I do not find in the Utah Public
Lands Act of 1995 these qualities revered by our forefa
thers. There is little gratitude extended on behalf of these
sacred lands.

Only a few generations ago, Utah was settled on spiri
tual grounds: It is ironic that now Utah must be protected
on spiritual grounds for the generations to come.

What do we wish for?

To be whole. To be complete. Wildness reminds us
what it means to be human, what we are connected to
rather than what we are separate from. "Our troubles,"
Pulitzer-prize winning scientist Edward O. Wilson
writes, "arise from the fact that we d~ not kDow what
we are and cannot agree on what we want to
be...Humanity is part of nature, a species that evolved
among other species., The more closely we identify
ourselves with the rest of life, the more quickly we
will be able to discover the sources of human sensi
bility and acquire knowledge on which an enduring
ethic, a sense of preferred direction, can be built. "

Wilderness is both the bedrock oflands of southern Utah
and a metaphor of "unlimited possibility. " The question
must be asked, "How can we cut ourselves off from the
very source of our creation?"

This is not about economics. This is not about the preser
vation of ranching culture inArnerica. And it is especially
not about settling a political feud once and for all. This is
about putting ourselves in accordance with nature, of
consecrating these lands by remembering our relation
ships to them. A strong wilderness bill as recommend~
by Congressman Maurice Hinchey, HR 1500, is an act
of such consecration. At a recent family gathering, my
uncle Richard Tempest, a former Republican state sena
tor, said simply, "Wilderness is a feeling. "

Mr. Chairman, if you knew wilderness in the way that
you know love, you would be unwilling to let it go. We
are talking about the body of the beloved, not real estate.
We must ask ourselves as .{\mericans, "Can we really
survive the worship of our own destructiveness?"We do

Prickly Pear, woodcut by Patrick Dengate
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not exist in isolation. Our sense of commJUlity and com
passionate intelligence must be extended to all life fonns,
plants, animals, rocks, rivers, and human beings. This is

. the story of our past and it will be the story of our future ...

Senate Bill 884 falls desperately short of these ideals.

Who can say how much of nature can be destroyed with
out consequence? Who can say how much land can be
used for extractive purposes until it is rendered barren
forever? And who can say what the human spirit will be
.crying out for one hundred years from now? Two 'hun
dred years from now? A few weeks ago, Yosemite Na
tional Park had to close their gates and not allow any more
visitors entry. The park was overcrowded. Last week, Yel
lowstone reported traffic gridlocks in the Lamar Valley,
carloads of families with the wish of seeing a wolf. Did
our country's lawmakers who held.the vision of national
parks in the nineteenth century dream of this kind ofhun
ger? In the same vein, can you as our lawmakers today
toward the end of the twentieth century imagine what the
sanctity of wilderness in utah might hold for us as a
people at the tum of the twenty-first century?

We must act with this kind of vision and concern notjust.
for ourselves, but for our children and our children's chil
dren. This is our natural heritage. And we are desperate
for visionary leadership.

It's strange how deserts tum us into believers. I believe
in walking in a landscape of mirages, because you learn
huinility. I believe in living in a land ~f little water, be
cause life is drawn together. And I believe in the gather
ing of bones as a testament to spirits that have moved on.

If the desert is holy, it is because it is a forgotte~ place
that allows us to remember the sacred. Perhaps that is why
every pilgrimage to the desert is a pilgrimage to the self.
There is no place to hide and so we are found.

Wtlderness courts our souls. Wh~n I sat in church through
out my growing years, I listened to teachings about Christ
walking in the wilderness for forty days and forty irights,
reclaiming his' strength, where he was able to say to Sa
tan, "Get thee hence."And when I imagined'Joseph Smith
kneeling in lj. grove of trees as he received his vision to
create a new religion, I believed their sojourns into na-·
ture weie sacred. Are ours any less?

There is a Monnon scripture, from the Doctrine and Cov- 
enants section 88:44-47, that I carry with me:

The earth rolls upon her wings, and the sun giveth his
light by day, and the moon giveth her light by night, and

Butte, woodcut by Patrick Dengate

, the stars also give their light, as they roll upon their wings
in their glory, in the 1Jlidst and power ofGod.

, Unto what shall I liken these kingdoms t!fat ye may un
derstand?
Behold all these are kingdoms and any man who hath
seen any or the least of these hath seen God moving in
his majesty andpower.

Without a philosophy of wildness and the recognition of
its inherent spiritual value, we will as E.o. Wilson re
minds us, "descend farther from heaven's air ifwe forget
how much the natural world means-to us."

I

For those of us who so love these lands in Utah, who rec
ognizeAmerica's Redrock Wilderness as a sanctuary for
the preservation of our souls, Senate Bill 884, the Utah
Public Lands Management Act of 1995, is the beginning
of this forgetting, a forgetting we may never reclaim. I

Terry Tempest Williams is Naturalist-in-Residence at the
Utah Museum ofNatural History in Salt Lake City, and
the author ofPieces of White Shell, Refuge, An Unspo
ken Hunger and other works ofnatural history. Her lat
est book is Desert Quartet. She serves on the boards of
The Wildlands Project and Southern Utah Wilderness
Alliance(l41 South 1100East, Salt Lake City, UT84105),

I
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TWO,SCENES, ONLY MONTHS APART:
October 31, 1994. President Bill Clinton lifts his pen from the

California Desert Protection Act and the acreage of the National Wil
derness Preservation System soars to ov~r 100 million acres, nearly
half of which is outside Alaska, and the acreage of the National Park
Systemjumps to almost 90 million acres, over one-third outsideAlaska.
American Wilderness Areas and National Parks-the world's finest
nature re~erve system-are a legacy of citizen conservationists from
Barrow to Key West, of courageous federal agency employees, and of
farsighted elected officials. One hundred million acres is more than I
thought we would ever protect when I enlisted in the wilderness wars .

(and I'm far from a hoary old w,ar-horse like Dave Brower or Ed
Waybum-I've only been fighting for a quarter of a century).

February 14, 1995. The New York Times reports on a National
Biological Service study done by three distinguished biologists. Reed
Noss, editor of the widely-cited scientific journal Conservation Biol
ogy and one the ~eport's authors, says, "We're not just losing single
species here and there, we're lqsi,ng entire assemblages of speCies and
their habitats. "The comprehensive review shows that ecosystems cov
ering half the area of the 48 states are endangered or thfeatened. The
Longleaf Pine Ecosystem, for example, once the dominant vegetation
of the coastal plain from Virginia to Texas and covering more than 60
million acres, remains only in dabs and scraps covering less than 2
percent of its original sprawl. Ninety-nine percent of the native grass
land of California has been lost There has been a 90 percent loss of ripar
ian ecosystems in Arizona and New Mexico. Of the various natural
ecosystem types in the United States, 58 have declined by 85 percent
or more and 38 by 70 to 84percent [See Reed's article ''What Do Endan
gered Ecosystems Meay. to The Wildlands Project?" in this issue.]

The dissonance between these two events is as jarring as chain
saws in the forest, dirt bikes in the desert, the exploding ofhatpoons
in the polar sea.

How have we lost so much whil~ we have protected so much?
The answer lies in the goals, arguments, and process used to es-

tablish Wilderness Areas and National Parks over the last century.. .

A shorter version of this article originally appeared in Sierra.
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n e s
t 0 Nat u r e· by Dave Foreman

In his epochal study, National Parks: The American Experie.nce (University of Nebraska Press, 1979),Alfred

Runte discusses the arguments crafted to support establishment of the early National Parks. Foremost was what
Runte tenus monumentalism - the preservation of inspi;ational
scenic grandeur like the Grand Canyon or Yosemite Valley and
the protection of the curiosities of nature like Yellowstone's
hot pots and geysers. Later proposals for National Parks had
to measure up to the scenic quality of Mt. Rainier.or Crater
Lake. Even the heavily glaciated Olympic Mountains were
denied National Park designation for many years because they
weren't deemed up to snuff. Then, after the icy mountains were
grudgingly accepted as National Park material, the National
Park Service and even some conservation groups bristled over
induding the lush temperate rainforests of the Hoh and Quinalt
valleys in the new Park, seeing them as mere trees unworthy
of National Park designation. National Park status was only
for the "crown jewels" of American nature, an award akin to
the Congressional Medal of Honor. If a substandard area be
carne a National Park, it would tarnish the idea of National
Parks as well as diminish all other National Parks. (In our
slightly more enlightened age, the stupendous conifers are the
most celebrated feature of Olympic National Park.)

A second argument for new National Parks: Runte ex
plains, was based on "worthless lands." Areas propOsed
for protection, conservatipnists argued, were unsuitable for
agriculture, mining, grazing, logging, and pther make-a
buck uses. Yellowstone could be set aside because no one
in his right mind would try to grow com there; no one wanted
to mine the glaciers of Mt. Rainier or log the sheer cliffs of
the Grand Canyon. The worthless-lands argument often led
Park advocates to a'gree to boundaries gerrymandered
around economically valuable forests eyed by timber in
terests, or simply t~.avoid proposing timbered lands alto
gether. Where Parks were designated over industry objections
(such as Kings,Canyon ational Park which was coveted
as a reservoir site by Central Valley irrigators), protection
prevailed only because of the dogged efforts of the Sierra
Club and allied groups. Such campaigns took decades.

illustrations by Evan Cantor
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EVENT IN • Wide-ranging, large carnivores like Grizzly Bear, Gray Wolf,
Mountain Lion, Lynx, Wolverine, and Jaguar have been ex
terminated from many parts o~ their pre-European settlement
ranges and are in decline elsewhere.

• Populations of many songbirds are crashing.
• Waterfowl and shorebirdpopulations are approaChing record lows.
• Native forests have been extensively cleared and degraded,

leaving only remnants ofmost fores~ types -such as the grand
California redwoods and the low-elevation coniferous for
ests of the PacifIc Northwest. Forest types with signifIcant
natural acreages, suc~ as those of the Northern Rockies, face:
imminent destruction. '

• Tallgrass and Shortgrass Prairies, once the habitat of the most
spectacular large mammal concentrations on the continent,
have been almost entirely converted to agriculture or other
human uses.

It is important to note, however, that ecological integrity
has always been at least a minor goal and secondary justifIca
tion in Wilderness Area and National Park advocacy. At.the
Sierra Club Biennial Wilderness Conferences from 1949 to
1973, scientists and others presented ecological arguments for
wilderness preservation and discussed the scientifIc values of
Wilderness Areas and National Parks. In the 1920s and 30s,
the Ecological Society ofAmerica and the American Society
of Mammalogists developed proposals for ecological reserves
on the public lands. The eminent ecologist Victor Shelford was.
an early proponent of protected wildlands big enough to sus
tain populations of large carnivores.

.area. Members of a Sierra Club group or individual ,hikers dis
cover a wild place on public land. They hike the trails, run the
rivers, climb the peaks, camp near its lakes. They photograph
'the area and show slides to others to persua"cle them to write
letters in its support. We backcountry recreationists fall in love
with wild places that appeal to our sense ofnatural beauty. Con
,servationists also know the many political compromises made
in establis)ling boundaries by chopping off areas coveted by
industry for lumber, forage, minerals, oil & gas, irrigation wa
ter, and other natural resources - "worthless" lands corning
back to haunt us. ,

The character of the National Wilderness Preservation and
National Park Systems is formed by these monumental, worth
less, utilitarian; and recreational arguments. Wilderness Areas
and National Parks are generally scenic, have rough terrain that
prevented,easy resource exploitation or lack valuable natural
resources (timber and minerals especially)~ and are popular for
non-motorized recreation.

, So, in 1995, despite the protection of nearly 50 million
acres of Wilderness Areas and about 30 million acres of Na
tional Parks in the United States outside ofAlaska, we see true
wilderness-biological diversity with integrity-iIi precipitous
decline. In 1992, The Wildlands Project cited sO,me of these
losses in its mission statement:

TODAY,

THE SIXTH"

LIFEFACES

RICHTNow, . When the great conser
vat~onist Aldo Leopold and
fellow rangers called for pro
tecting Wilderness Areas on the ,
National Forests in the 1920s
and '30s, they adapt~d the
monumentalism and worthless
lands arguments with success.
The Forest Service's enthusiasm
for Leopold's wilderness idea
was, in fact, partly an attempt
to head off the Park Service's
raid on the more scenic chunks
of the National Forests. "Why
transfer this land to the Park
Service?" the Forest Service
asked. "We have 'our own
system to recogriize and protect
the crown jewels of Am~rican
scenery!" Wilderne~s advo-

E ' cates also reiterated the
XTINCTION utilitarian' arguments used

decades earlier for land
protection. TheAdirondack Pre
servein NewYorlc, for example,
had been set aside to protect the
watershed for booming New
York City. The first Forest
Reserves in the West had been
established toprotect watersheds
above towns and agricultural
regions. Such utilitarian
arguments became standard for
Wilderness Area advocacy in
the twentieth century.

The most cOmmon argument for designating Wilderness
Areas, though, touted their recreational values. Leopold, who
railed against "Ford dust" in the backcountry, feared thatgrow-'
ing automobile access to the National Forests would supplant
the pioneer skills of early foresters. "Wilderness areas are fIrst
of all a series of sanctuaries for the primitive arts of wilder
ness travel, especially canoeing and packing," said Leopold.
He defmed Wilderness Areas as scenic roodless areas suitable
for pack trips of two weeks' duration without crossing a road.
Bob Marshall in the 19308 elaborated on the recreation argu
ments. Wilderness Areas were reserVoirs of freedom and in
spiration for those willing to hike the trails and climb the.peaks.
John Muir, of course, had used similar recreation arguments
for the fIrst National Parks.

In the fmal analysis, most areas in the National Wilder
ness Preservation System and the National Park System were
(and are) decreed because they had friends. Conservationists
know that the way to protect an area is to develop a constitu
ency for it. We create those advocates by getting them into the
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Some of this country's greatest conservationists have been
scientists, too. One of the many hats John Muir wore was ~at
of a scientist. AIdo Leopold was a pioneer in the sciences of
wildlife management and ecology, and argued for Wilderness
Areas as ecological baselines. Bob Marshall had a Ph.D. in
plant physiology. Olaus Murie, long-time president of The
Wilderness Society, was an early wildlife ecologist and one of.
the first to defend the wolf.

Moreover, not all National Parks were protected prima
rily for their scenery. Mt. McKinley National Park was set aside
in 1917 not for its stunning moUntain hut as a wildlife reserve.
Everglades NatioDaI Park, fmally established in 1947, was spe
cifically protected as a wilderness ecosystem. E\(en the Forest
Service used ecosystem representation to recommend areas for
Wilderness in the Second Roadless Area Review and Evalua
tion (RARE II) in 1977-79.

Somehow, though, professional biologists and advocates
for wilderness preservation drifted apart- never far apart, but
far enough so that the United States Forest Service lumped its
wilderness program under the division of recreation.

. That drifting apart was brought to an abrupt halt when
the most important-and most depressing-scientific dis- .
covery of the twen,tieth century was revealed some fifteen
years ago. During the 1970s, field biologists had grown
increasingly alarmed at popul~tion losses in a myriad o(
species and by the loss of ecosystems of all kind~ around
the world. Tropical rainforests were falling to saw and torch.
Coral reefs were dying from god knows what. Ocean fish
stocks were crashing. Elephants, rhinos, Gorillas, Tigers,
and other charismatic megafauna were being slaughtered.
Frogs everywhere were vanishing. These staggering losses
were in oceans and on the highest peaks; they, were in
deserts and in rivers, in tropical t:ainforests and Arctic tun
dra alike.

A few scientists-like Michael Soule, later founder of
the Society for Conservation Biology, and Harvard's famed
entomofogist E.O. Wilson-put these disturbing anecdotes
and bits of data together. They knew, through studies of the
fossil record, that in the 500 million years or so of terres
trial evolution there had been five great extinction events
the hard punctuations in the equilibrium. The last occurred
65 million years ago at the end of the Cretaceous when di
nosaurs became extinct. Wilson and company calcuiated
that the current rate of extinction was one thousand to ten
thousand times the background rate of extinction in the fos
sil record. That discovery hit with all the'subtlety of an as
teroid striking Earth:

RIGHT NOW, TODAY, LIFE FACES THE SIXTH
GREAT EXTINCTION EVENT IN EARTH·HISTORY.

The cause is just as disturbing: eating, manufacturing,
traveling, warring, and breeding by five and a half billion
human beings.

The crisis we face is biological meltdown.
_Wilson warns that one-third of all species on Earth could be
come extinct in 40 years. Soul~ says tIllirthe only large mam
mals that will be left after th« tum of the century will be those
we consciously choose to protect; that for all practical purPoses
"the evolution of new species oflarge.vertebrates has come to
a screeChing halt."

.That 1980 realization shook the daylights out of biology
and conservation. Biology could no longer be removed from
activism, if scientists wished their research subjects to survive.
Conservation could no longer be aboutproteCting outdoor mu
seums and art galleries, and setting aside backpacking parks
and open,air zoos. Biologists and conservationists began to
understand that species can't be brought back from the brink
bf extinction one by one. Nature reserves had to protect entife
ecosystems, guarding the flow and dance of evolution.

Anew branch of applied biology was launched. Conser-
\

vation biology, Michael Soule declared, is a crisis discipline.
Conservation biologists immediately turned their attention

tO,nature re.serves. Why hadn't National Parks, Wilderness
Areas, and other reserves prevented the extinction crisis? ijow
could reserves be better designed and managed in the future to
protect biological diversity? Looking back, we see that four
lines of scientific inquiry led to the sort of reserve design now
proposed by The Wildlands Project and our allies.

Conservation biologists first drew on an obscure comer
of population biology called island biogeography for insights.
In the 19608, E.O. Wilson and Robert MacArthur studied colo
nization and extinction rates in oceanic islands like the Hawai
ian chaIn. They hoped to devise a mathematical formula for
the number of species an island can hold, based on factors
'such as the island's size and its distanl.:e from mainlimd.

They also looked at continental islands. Oceanic islands
have never been connected to the continents. Hawaii, for
example, is a group of volcanic peaks rising from the sea
floor. Any plants.or animals had to get there from some
where else. But continental islands, like Bornt:0 or
Vancouver or Ireland, were once part of nearby continents.
When the glaciers melted 10,000 years ago and the sea level
rose, these high 'spots were cut off from the rest of the con
tinents and became islands. Over the years, continental is
lands invariably lose species oj plants and animals that
remain on their parent continents, a process called relax
ation. On continental islands, ishmd biogeographers tried
to develop formulas for the rate of species loss and for fu
ture colonization, and to determine whether equilibrium
would someday be reached.

Certain generalities jumped out at the researchers. The
first species to vanish from continental islands are the big
guys. Tigers. Elephants. Bears. The larger the island, the
slower the rate at which species disappear. The farther an
island is from the mainland, the more species it loses; the
closer, the fewer. An isolated island loses more species than
one in an archipelago.

WINTER 1995/96 • WILD EARTH 11



In 1985, as Soule, David Ehrenfeld, Jared Diamond, Wtl
liam Conway, Peter Brossard, and other top biologists were
forming the SocietYfor Conservation Biology, ecologist Will
iam Newmark looked at a map of the western United States
and realized that its National ParKs were also islands. As the
sea of development had swept over North America, National
Parks had become islands of natural habitat. Did island bioge
ographyapply'? ,

Newmark found that the smaller the National Park and
the more isolated it was from other wildlands; the more spe
cies it had lost. The first species to go had been the large, wide
ranging critters-Gray Wolf, Grizzly Bear, Wolverine. Faunal
relaxation had occurred, and was still occurring: Newmark
predicted that all National Parks would continue to lose spe
cies. EvenYellowstone National Park isn't big enough to main
tain viable populations of all the large wide-ranging mammals.
Only the complex of Natioilal Parks in the Canadian, Rockies
is. substantial enough to-ensure their survival.

While Newmark was applying island biogeography to
. National Parks, Reed Noss and Larry Harris at the Univer

sity of Florida were using the metapopulatiolJ. concept to
design reserves for the Florida Panther, an Endangered sub
species, and the Florida Black Bear, a Threatened subspe
cies. Metapopulations are populatiops of subpopulations.
A small isolated population of bears or Panthers faces ge
netic and stochastic threats. With few members of the popu
lation, inbreeding is likely, and this can lead to all kinds of
genetic weirdness. Also a small population is more vulner
able than a large one to local extinction (winking out in
ecological jargon). If the animals are isolated, their habitat
can't be recolonized by members of the species from an
other population. ,But if habitats are connected so that ani
mals can move between them-even as little as one,horny
adolescent every ten years - then inbreeding is usually .
avoided, and a habitat whose population winks out can be
recolonized by dispersers from a nearby population.

Nass and Harris designed a nature reserve system for
Florida consisting of core reserves surrounded by buffer zones
and linked by habitat corridors. Florida is the fastest growing
state in the nation. When the Noss proposal, calling for 60 per
cent of Florida to be protected in such a nature reserve net
work, -was published in 1985, it was considered ... well,
impractical. But over the last decade this visionary application
of conservation biology has been refmed by the State ofFlorida,. 
and now state agencies and The Nature Conservancy are us-,
ing the refmenient to set priorities for land'acquisition and pro
tection of key areas.

In 1994 the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commis
sion published a 239 page document, Closing the Gaps In
Florida's Wildlife Habitat Conservation System, Using GIS
computer mapping technology, Closing the Gaps identified
Biodiversity Hot Spots for Florida. The study looked in detail
at range occurrences and habitat needs for 33 sensitive species
ranging from the Florida Panther to the Pine Barre~sTreefrog,
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and at 25,000 known locations of rare plants, animals, and natu
ral communities. Existing conservation lands in Florida cover
6.95 million acres. The hot spots-called Strategic Habitat
Conservation Areas-encompass another 4.82 million acres.
Florida is working with private landowners to protect identi
fied areas and has appropriated $3.2 billion to purchase Stra
tegic Habitat ConservationAreas by the year 2000. Once a new

J Ph.D.'s pie-in-the-sky, a conservation biology-based reserve
system is now the master plan for land protection in Florida.

While metapopulation dynamics and island biogeography
theory were being applied to nature reserve design, biologists
were beginning to recognize the value of large carnivores to
their ecosystems. Previously, scientists had tended to see wolves
and Wolverines and Jaguars as relatively unimportant species
perched on top of the food chairi. They really didn't have that
much influence on the overall functioning of the natural sys
tem, biologists thought. Until the 1930s, in f~ct, the National
Park Service used guns, traps, and poison to exterminate Gray
Wolves and Mountain lions from Yellowstone and other Parks
(they succeeded with the wolf). Early in his career, evenAldo
Leopold beat the drum for killing predators. I

Today, biologists know that lions and bears and wolves
are ecologically essential, in addition to being important for a
sense of wildness in the landscape. For example, the eastern
United States is overrun with White-tailed Deer. Their preda
tion on trees is preventing forest regeneration and altering spe
cies composition, acco~ding to University of Wisconsin
botanists Don Waller, Steve Solheim, and Wtlliam Alversqn.
If allowed to return, wolves and Mountain lions would scat
ter deer from their concentrated wintering yards and reduce
their 'numbers, thereby allowing the forest to return to more
natural patterns of succession and species comPosition.

Large herds of Elk are overgrazing Yellowstone National
Park. Conservation biologists hope that the recent reintroduc
tion of the Gray Wolf will control Elk numbers and keep large
herds from loafing in open grasslands.

Mic~el Soule has shown that native songbirds survive in
suburban San Diego canyons where Coyotes remain; they dis
appear when Coyotes disappear. Coyotes eat foxes and prowl
ing house cats. Foxes and cats eat quail, cactus wrens,
gnatcatchers, and their nestlrngs. Michael Soule calls this phe
nomenon of increasing mid-sized carnivores because of de
creasing large carnivores mesopredator release.

In the East, David Wilcove, staff ecologist for the Envi
ronmental Defense Fund, has found that songbirds are victim~
of the extirpation of wolves and Cougars. Neotropical mi
grant songbirds such as warblers, thrushes, and flypatchers
winter in Central America and breed in the United States
and Canada. The adverse effects of forest fragm~ntationon '
songbird populations are well documented; but Wilcove has
shown that songbird declines are partly due to the absence
of large carnivores in the East. Cougars and Gray Wolves
don't eat warblers or their eggs, but raccoons, foxes, and pos
sums do, and the Cougars and wolves eat these midsize preda-
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tors. When the big guys were hunted out, the
populations of the middling guys exploded
with dire results for the birds. Soule's
mesopredator release rears its ugly head again.

On the Great Plains, the tiny Swift Fox is
Endangered. Why? Because the wolf is gone.
Swift Foxes scavenged on wolf kills but wolves
didn't bother their little cousins. Coyotes, how
ever, eat Swift Foxes. Wolves eat Coyotes. Get
rid of the wolf and Swift Foxes don't have wolf
kills to clean up, and abundant Coyotes eat up
the foxes.

John Terborgh of Duke University (in my
·mind the dean of tropical ecology) is currently
studying the ecological effects of eliminating
large carnivores from tropical forests. He tells
us tllat large carnivores are major reg~ators of
prey species numbers-the opposite of once
upon-a-time ecological orthOdoxy. He has also
found that the removal or population decline of
large carnivores can alter plant species compo
sition, particularly the balance between large
and small-seeded plants, due to increased plant
predation by animals n9rmally preyed upon by
large carnivores.

In addition to being critical players in
various eat-or-be-eaten schemes,large carni
vores are valuable as umbrella species. Sim
ply put, if enough habitat is protected to

. maintain viable populations of top predators
like Wolverines or Harpy Eagles, then most
of the other species in the region will also be
protected. Those that aren't: such as rare
plants with very restricted habitats, can usu
ally be protected with vest-pocket preserves
of the old Nature Conservancy variety.

Afinal piece in conservation biology's big
picture puzzle is the importance of natural dis
turbances. Caribbean forests are adapted to
periodic hurriCanes. Many plant communities
in North America evolved with wildfire. Hoods
are crucial to new trees sprouting in riparian
forests. To be viable, habitats must be large
enough to absorb major natural disturbances
(types of stochastic events in ecologist lingo).
When Yellowstone burned in 1988, there was a
great hue and cry over the imagined destruction;
but ecologists tell us that the fire was natural
and beneficial. Because Yellowstone National
Park covers two million acres and is surrounded
by several million acres more of National For
est Wilderness Areas and roadless areas, the
extensive fIre$ affected only a portion of the total
reserve area.

Harpy Eagle by Darren Burkey

In addition to being cri~ical players

In various eat-or-be-eaten schemes,

large carnIvores are valuable as

umbrella species.
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lbings didn't turn out so well when The Nature Con
servancy's Cathedral Pines Preserve in Connecticut was ham
mered by tornadoes in 1989. In this tiny patch of remnant
old-growth White Pine forest (with some trees 150 feet tall),
70 percent of the trees were knocked flat, devastating the en-

. tire for<;st patch. Had the tornadoes ripped through an old
growth forest of hundreds of thousands of acres, they instead
would have played a positive role by opening up .small sec
tions to new forest growth.

These four~ of recent ecological research- island bio
geography, metapopulation theory, large carnivore ecology, and
natural disturbance dynamics-are the foundation for The
Wildlands Project. We used insights from these four fields to
set our goals for protecting Nature in a reserve network For a
conservation strategy to succeed, it ml)st ha~e clearly defined
goals. These goals should be scientifically justifiable and they
should be visionary and idealistic. Reed Noss, science direc
tor fOf the Project, set out the four fundamental goals of The
Wl1dlands Project in 1992:

deep forests, rolling grasslands, an'd fertile river valleys on
which a disproportionate number of rare and Endangered spe-

.cies depend have passed into private ownership or, if public,
have been "rel~ased"for development and resource exploita
tion. To make matters worse, the elimination of large carni
vores, suppression'of natural fire, and livestock grazing have'
degraded even the largest and most remote Wilderness Areas
and National Parks in the lower 48 states. '

To achieve TWP's four reserve design goals, we must go
beyond current National Park, Wildlife Refuge, and Wilder
ness Area systems. Our ecological model for nature reserves
consists of large Wilderness cores, buffer zones, and biologi
cal corridors. The core Wilderness Areas would be strictly man
aged to protect and, where necessary, to restore native biological
diversity and natural processes. Traditional wilderness recre
ation is entirely compatible, so long as ecological considerations
come first. Biological corridors would provide secure routes
between core reserves for the dispersal of wide-ranging spe
cies, for genetic exchange between populatioI:\s, and for mi-

1) Represent, in a system of protected areas, all native 
ecosystem types and seral stages across their natural
range of variation.

2) Maintain viable populations of all native species in natu
ral patterns of abundance and distribution.

3) Maintain ecological and evolutionary processes, such
as disturbance r~gimes, hy,drological processes, nutri
ent cycles, and biotic interactions, including predation.

4) Design and manage the system to be responsive to
short-term and long-term environmental change and to
maintain the evolutionary potential of lineages.

With the criteria embodied' in these goals, we can look
closely at existing Wilderness Areas and National Parks and
answer our original question-why has the world's greatest
nature reserve system failed to prevent biological meltdown
in the United States?

As we have seen, ~l1demess Areas and National Pemal are
generally islands ofwild habitat in a matrix ofhuman-altered land
scapes. By fragmenting wildlife habitat, we imperil species from
Grizzlies to warblers who need large, intact ecosystems. Be
cause they have been chosen largely for their scenic and recre
ational values, and to minimize resource conflicts with
extractive industries, Wilderness Areas and National Parks are
often "rock and ice"- high elevation, arid, or rough areas which
are beautiful and are popular for backpacking, but which also
are relatively unproductive habitats. For the most part, the richer
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gration of plants and animals in response to climate change.
Surrounding the COre reserves, buffer zones would allow in
creasing levels of compatible human activity away from the
cores. Active intervention or protective management, depend
ing on the area, woul,d aid in the restoration of extirpated spe
cies and natural conditions.

Admittedly, there has been some debate among scientists
about reserve design. Some aspects of corridors have been criti
cized. Several "scientists"'representing the anti-conservation wise
useJrnilitiamovementhave misstated these controversies, ignor
ing the general consensus that bas emerged among reputable
'scientists on all sides of these discussions. '

This emerging consensus has been summarized in several
forms during the last five years, In 1990 with the Conservation.
Strategy for the Northern ~potted Owl, Jack WardThomas,.now
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Chief of the Forest Service, set forth five reserve design priD.
ciples "widely accepted among specialis!S in the fields of ecol
ogyand conservation biology." In 1992, Reed Noss updated
those five and added an important sixth principle:

1. Species well distributed across their native range are less
susceptible to extinction than species confmed to small por
tions of their range.

2. Large blocks of habitat containing large populations of-a tar
get species are superior to small blocks of habitat contain
ing small populations.

3. Blocks ofhabitat close together are better than blocks far apart.

4. Habitat in contiguous blocks is better than fragmented habitat.

5. Interconnected blOCks of habitat are better than isolated
blocks; corridors or linkages function better when habitat
within them resembles that preferred by target species.

6. Blocks of habitat that are roadless or otherwise inacces
sible to humans' are better than roaded and accessible
habitat blocks.

Based on his studies of faunal extinctions in fraginented
chaparral p.abitats in San Diego County, Michael Soule sum
marized some reserve design principles in a v~ry understand
able way for us layfolk:

A. Bigger is better.
B. Single large is usually better than several small.
C. Large native carnivores are better than none.
D. Intact habitat is better than artificially disturbed.
E. Connected habitat is usually better than fragmented..

illustration byKurt Seaberg

In a 1995 report for the World WIldlife Fund, Maintain
ing Ecological Integrity in Representative Reserve Networks,
Noss added several more fundamental principles:
• Ecosystems are not only more complex than we think, but

more complex than we can think (Egler 1977).
• The less data or more uncertainty involved, the more conser

vative a conservation plan must be (i.e., the more protection
it must offer).

• Natural is not an absolute, but a relative concept.
• In order to be comprehensive, biodiversity conservation IJ}.Ust

be concerned with multiple levels of biological organization
and with many different spatial and temporal scales.

• Conservation biology is interdisciplinary, but biology must
determine the bottom line (for instance, where conflicts with
socio-economic'objectives occur).

• Conservation strategy must not treat all species as equal but
must focus on species and habitatS threatened by human ac
tivities (Diamond 1976).

• Ecosystem boundaries should be determined by reference to
ecology, not politics.

• Because conservation value varies across a regional landscape,
zoning is a useful approach to land-use planning and reserve
network design. .

• Ecosystem health and integrity depend on the maintenance
of ecological processes.

• Human disturbances that mimic or simulate natural distur
bances are less likely to threaten ecological integrity than are
disturbances radically different from the natural regime.

• Ecosystem management requires cOoperation among agen
cies and landowners and coordination of inventory, research,
monitoring, and management activities.

• Management must be adaptive.
• Natural areas have a critical role to playas benchmarks or con

trol areas for management experiments, and as refugia from
which areas being restored can be recolonized by native species.

o
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Now what? Where do we go with all this?
Conservation biology has shown us the crisis we face (and it
'is a crisis despite the sugary "What, me worry?" attitude of
Eco-Pollyannas like Gregg Easterbrook); conservation biology
has developed the theory supporting the protection of biologi
cal diversity; and conservation biology has set out a new model
of how nature reserves should be designed. It is up to citizen
conserva.tionists to apply conservati,on biology to specific land
use decision,s' and Wilderness Area proposals. We have the po-

. litical expertise, the love for the land, and the ability to mobi
lize support that an ambitious Nature protection campaign
demands.

There is wide agreement among conservation biologists
that existing Wilderness Areas, NationalJ>arks, and other f~d
eral and state reserves are the building blocks for an ~ologi

cal reserve network (see my companion article in this issue).
Inspired by Noss's and Soule's wo~k, conservationists in the
Northern Rockies, led by the Alliance for the Wild Rockies,
applied conservation biology principles there as early as 1990.
Biologists like pioneer Grizzly Bear researcher John Craighead
and conservationists like former Wilderness Society head
Stewart Brandborg reckoned that if Yellowstone is not large

. enough to maintain viable populations of Grizzlies and Wol
verines, then we need to link Yellowstone with the big Wilder- '
ness Areas of central Idaho: the Glacier National Park/Bob.
Marshall Wilderness complex in northern Montana, and on into
Canada's Banff/Jasper National Park complex. Maintaining
metapopulations of wide-ranging species means landscape
connectivity must be protected throughout the entire Northern
Rockies. The Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act
(NREPA), which would designate .20 million acres of new
Wilderness Areas in the United States and protect corridors
between areas, has been introduced into Congress and drew
over 60 cosponsors' in 1994. The proposal is now being refined
by scientists and conservationists in Canada and the, United
States for a Yellowstone to Yukon reserve' system. Scores of
grassroots wilderness groups have helped advance the legisla
tion. The Sierra Club was the first major national conservation
organization to endorse NREPA.

Other conservation groups are using conservation bi
ology to develop alternative proposals for the next genera
tion of National Forest Management Plans. They are seeking
to identify biological hot spots including habitat for sensi
tive species, remaining natural forest, and travel corridors
for wide-ranging species. With such maps they will argue
for expanding existing Wilderness Areas into ecologically
rich habitats and for protecting wildlife linkages. In many
areas roads need to be closed in sensitive ecqsystems, once
present species like wolves and Mountain Lions reintro
duced, and damaged watersheds restored. The Southern
Rockies ~osystemProject is coordinating several groups
in a comprehensive conservation biology approach to new
National Forest Plans in Colorado. The SoutheIll;. Appala-,
chian Forest Coalition is developing a conservation biol-
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ogy management strategy for all National Forests in its re-, .
gion. SREP and SAFC are the best examples of regional
coalitions working from conservation biology principles.

One of the central messages of conservation biology is
that ecosystems and wildlife ranges do not follow political
boundaries. Mally nature reserves will need 'to crpss interna
tional bord~rs. The best application of this so far is in Central
America where a consortium of government agencies, scien
tists, a.nd private groups are working with Wildlife Conserva
tion International to link existing National Parks and other
reserves from Panama to Mexico's Yucatan. This proposed
nature reserve network, called Paseo Pantera (Path of the Pan
ther), would allqw Jaguars and Mountain Lions, to move be
tween core reserves throughout Central America. [See Wild
Earth's first special issue on TWP]

To the north, the Canadian Parks and Wilderness So
ciety and World Wildlife Fund Canada are incorporating
conservation biology in their Endangered Spaces campaign
throughout Canada. In every province and territory, scien
tists and activists are working to identify core reserves and .
connecting corridors based on the needs of large carnivores,
biological hot spots, and ".enduring features" on the landscape.
The Canadians are working with conservationists in Alaska and
the north~rn part of the lower48 states on cross-border reserves
and linkages. ,

, National conservation groups in the United States like the
Sierra Club, Wilderness Society, Defenders ofWilcilife, World
Wildlife Fund, and American Wildlands have been influen~
by The Wildlands Project and are seeking to incorporate con
servation biology into their work. The Sierra Club's Ecoregions
Campaign cOuld become a promising initiative for bringing
conservation biology to conservation policy. Early this year the'
Sierra Club brought together Noss and Soule with Club activ
ists and public opinion, political, and marketing experts to ex
plore how to "sell" biodiversity to politicians and the p~blic.

In fifteen years, conservation biology has wrought a revo
hition. The goal for nature reserves has moved beyond pro
tecting scenery to protecting all Nature- the diversity ofgenes,

. species, ecOsystems, and natural pr~sses. No longer are con
servationists content with protecting remnant and isolated
roadless areas; more and more biologists have come to agr~

with Reed Noss, who says, "Wilderness recovery, I firmly be
lieve, is the most important task of our g~neration." Recycling,
living more simply, and protecting human health through pol
lution control are all important. But it is only by encouraging
wilderness recovery that we can learn humility and respect;
that we can come home, at last. And that the grand dance of
life will continue in all its beauty, jntegrity, and evolutionary
potential. I

Dave Foreman is the chairman o/The Wildlands Project.
publisher ofWild Earth, and a member o/the Sierra Club board
o/directors,
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Science.·Grounding Strategy
Conservation Biology in, Wildlands Work

by Reed F. Noss

onservation biology-which can be dermed as
science in the service of conservation-is funda-

mental to The Wildlands ProjeCt. It provides the
theories, concepts, methods, and data for put
ting together proposals for wildlands recovery
that, ifimplemented, have reasonable chances
of success. Reserve network proposals that are
thorougWy grounded in conservation·biology

~~ and have received the benefit of peer review
~=
~J\:. I will be more defensible in the arenas of sci-
~ .. ~'~ j ence and pllblic policy. Several professional
~~-.:. ' j.'~4"'! conservation biologists - Mi,chael Soule, Steve
~~~V Tromb~ak, and ~yself":"'-have been' closely in-
~ volved With the project, and dozens more have of-

- fered their services on specific proposals over the last
few years. But many other conservation biologists have been leery ofTh~Wild
lands Project. Their hesitaricy to get actively [nvolved is not surprising. S~ien

tists have been trailled to separate fact and value (which, ultimately, is impossible)
./

and to be totally objective (also impossible, but worth trying if you want to prac-
~ce science). Bold advocacy s~es scientists, who are by nature conservative.
On the other hand, scientists are at their best as skeptics and critics. The Wild
lands Project can benefit from their questioning, probing, and critical review.
Because there is abundant misunderstanding aboutThe Wildlands Project, in large
part perpetrated by the press, we have strived to explain oursel'ves to the scien
tific community and to solicit its input on our strategy and proposals. We need
scientists and (we believe) they need us.

We have made a special effort to communicate with the Society for Conser
vation Biology (SCB), the major professional society of scientists interested in
conservation problems. In 1993, at the annual meeting of SCB at Arizona State
University in Tempe, we presented a symposium on The Wildlands Project. We
invited scientists formally involved with the project, as well as others doing re
search in similar areas ofconservation biology, to provide a scientific background
on the principles under~ying' the project. Dave Foreman, Michael Soule, and 1
all of us among the founders of the project-presented our views on why the

, project was founded, why we think it is needed (in other words, why it doesn't
simply duplicate existing efforts), and what it's trying to do. Briefly, we told the
conservation biologists in 1993 that The Wildlands Project represents a loose·

, coalition of regionally-based groups across North America, each of which is com-

i!lustration by Mary Elder Jac~bsen

The Wildlands Project
'is trying to put a little

- flesh on thr:; often vague
mission of protecting

,
and restoring

biodiversity that most

conservation' biologists,

publicly or privately,

believe in.
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posed of conservation scientists and activists, and each inter
ested in developing long-term strategies to restore native bio
logical diversity, ecological integrity, and wildness to their
region. On a broader scale, project directors and staff develop
and demonstrate reserve design models that can 6e adapted and
applied to various regions; and we try to articulate a vision of
what the continent of North America might look like in 100 or
200 years if we can reduce the scale of human activities and
give wild nature a chance to recover. Thus, we give conserva
tion biologists something hopeful to work for. Our technical
approach,is the familiar map-based conservation planning,
which involves an iterative process of reserve selection, reserve
network design, and development of management and resto
ration plans.

Following the main presentations at the meeting inTempe,
we asked a panel of scientists from academia, government, and
the private conserVation community to critique The Wildlands
Project. Anything this big and ambitious has to have its weak
points, and sure enough, our panel located them for us. They
told us (expected1y) that we were making wildly utopian as
sumptions about the future, especially giv~n the facts of hu
man population growth and resource consumption. They told
us that our values (princip3.lly wildness and biodiversity) were
not necessarily shared by other citizens, at least not to this de- .
gree. They warned us of potential backlash against our ambi
tious proposals and felt that our goals were politically
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unrealistic. There was little criticism of the scientific under
pinning of our proposals, although some pointed out that the
benefits of corridors'and roadless areas, in particular, were
insufficiently validated to form the basis of our approach.
This review was generally friendly and helped us refine our
arguments and models. It did not persuade us to change our
basic go.als or conceptual models. The SeB symposium and
The Wildlands Project in general was covered as a major
news story in Science magazine and, subsequently, in many
newspapers and magazines around the continent. As usual,
the reporters did not get all their facts straight and exag
gerated some aspects of the project. "Human exclusion
zones" (a term we never used) became a topic of much dis-

l' cussion and inspired a few nastY editorials. Hence The Wild
, lands Project became controversial and remains so. This

is as expected and as hoped. Ifit were not controversial,
.we'wouldn't be doing our job.

At the 1995 annual meeting of SCB at Colorado
State University in Fort Collins, The Wildlands Project
presented a second symposium. As in the first sympo
sium, the lecture hall was filled beyond capacity. This
time we provided an update on the project and described
sevefal research efforts in progress. In my introduction I
explained that The Wildlands Project has a unique role
in the sociology of science. Much of what we are trying

, to do is shake people-especially environmentalists and
conservation biologists -out of theiI; self-fulfilling res
ignation that the wprld is fa1ling apart and there's noth
ing we can do about it. We are putting forth a positive
vision of the future from the per~pective of all life, not
just humans. While recognizing that further ecological
damage is bound to occur, we are trying to identify the
hot spots and vi tal points of the natural landscape using
established and innovative methods of conservation bi
010gy. We are joining with activists and working like hell
to protect those critical areas now, before it's too late;
but meanwhile, we 'are also seeking to establish long
term restoration strategies and harmonious human-na
ture relationships for the rest of the landscape. We believe
a positive vision of the future is a better motivator for
getting things accomplished than a vision of despair.
Steve Trombulak, in the closing lecture of the sympo

sium, addressed some of the challenges - technical, scientific,
and sociopolitical-that make it difficult to implement our vi
sion. The difficulties are formidable and our adversaries (such
as the indefatigable Dr. Mike Coffman of Environmental Per
spectives, Inc.) ha~e been busy publishing lies and distortions
about us. But the audience of SeB scientists found Steve's call
for conservation biologists to join activists in the good fight
inspiring. We won some converts. Before we move into the
lengthier discussions in this second issue of Wild Earth devoted
to The Wildlands Project, I will identify some of the major ar
eas of misunderstanding about TWP that I pointed out to con
servation biologists in Fort Collins.

illustration by Jim Nallman
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First, the press has gone out of its way to make the project
appear more radical than it rea!1y is. Beginning with the 1993
article in Science, the press has given the impression that the
reserve networks we're planning are proposed to be established
right away. In fact, in most cases we are talking about phasing
in conservatio~over a period of several decades, with ful(re
covery often requiring a century or more. We assume (opti
mistically, of coUrse) that during this time, socioeconomic and
cultural transitions will occur in many regions, moving them
from a strict dependence on commodity production as a means ., .
ofemployment to more diversified economies. Such transitions
are already well underway in regions such as the Pacific North
west and Rocky Mountains. I refer readers, for example, to
the work of economist To~ Power at the University of Mon
tana, which shows that the healthiest economies in Montana
are now'in counties with the most wilderness and the least re
·source extraction.

Second, the press has suggested-often very explicitly
that we are trying to kick people off the land and even out of
their homes in order to establish our reserve networks. In other
words, our reserves are to be closed to all human uses. This
charge is absolutely false. We envision a variety of benign hu
man uses even within our proposed core areas -except in the
most sensitive local sites, such as around bear dens, bird rook-'
eries, endangered plant populations, and so on- the places that
existing conservation policies in most regions already strive
to protect (in principle if not in fact). Compatible uses of core
areas in our wildlands proposals might include non-motorized
recreation, non-intrusive ecological research, and environmen
tal education. Furthermore, many of these core areas will re
quire active restoration and management, employing many
workers for a long time to come. For our buffer zones and other
transitional areas, we foresee experiments in "sustainable for
estry" and other "ecosystem management," if applied sensi
tively, to be compatible with our conservation goals. It is true
that we are emphasizing road removal and restricted access in
all zones. In most cases, you can't niaintain the more sensitive
fauna-large carnivores, for example-with high road densities.

Third, some misunderstanding remains about where and
how science enters the wilderness recovery process we're ad
vocating. How can conservation biologists be involved in some
thing like this without sacrificing their standing as impartial,
neutral observers? Scientists in SCB and elsewhere have long
debated the issue of advocacy; this" is not the place to get into
it in. detail. We must remember that conservation biology has
almost always been dermed as a mission-oriented discipline.
But what does it mean to be oriented toward a mission, and
what is the mission? The Wildlands Project is trying to put a
little flesh on the often vague mission of protecting and restor
ing biodiversity that most conservation biologists, publicly or
privately, believe in. That means setting explicit goals and ob
jectives. If a scj..entistagrees with oUr general goals-full.rep
resentation of ecosystem types in protected areas, maintaining
viable populations of all native species, sustaining natural eco-

logical and evolutionary prOcesses, and so on- then he or she
is free to test the'hypotheses and obtain the info~ation neces
sary to fulfill these goals using methods just as objective and

\rigorous as in any other kind of science. ,
One of the guiding presuppositions of The Wildlands

Project is that maintaining biodiversity (or, more broadly, eco
logical integrity) is good. Biologists are comfortable with this
idea;'it legitimates rpeir profession. Indicators of biodiversity
at several levels of biological organization-can be developed,
measured, mapped, and analyzed in reasonably unbiased ways.
Conservation biologists spend entire careers doing these things,
and whole technologies (GIS, remote sensing, etc.) have been
adapted to serve their purposes. The concept of wildness,
which also guides The WJ.1dlands Project-is nol as familiar
to most conservation biologists. It makes them feel ~comfort
able, in their rational minds, because it lies largely outside the
domain of science. Yet wildness is 'surely complementary to
biodiversity. This is what I ask scientists who say that concepts
such as wildness have no place in conservation biology: Would
you be satisfied'if most species on Earth were maintained in
minimally viable populations, but were all securely confmed
to zoos, aquaria, botanical gardens, and the like? I have not
found any conservation biologists who are comfortable with
this-level of domestication. Most conservation biologists, im
plicitly pr explicitly, are talking about maintaining wild popu
lations in wild environments. Truly wild. A landscape where
every acre is intensively managed (increasingly the case in our
National Forests, for example) is not much different from a
zoo. I do not believe that containment of biodiversity in zoos
indoor or outdoor-provides a satisfying vision or a suitable
mission for conservation biology. That's why,~The WJ.1dlands
Projt;ct, we use that quaint, antiquated, politically incorrect term
"wilderness."

As you will see from the papers herein, one thing The
Wildlands Project hopes to do for conservation biology is pro
vide a framework for synthesis -something the'discipline des
perately needS. Most scientists spend much time on'analysis
(a largely left-brain activity) and little on synthesis (a right
brain activity). Similarly, most conservation biologists are spe
cialists, off doing their own thing with their favorite organisms
and not talking much with each other. We still need those de
tailed, specialized, analytic studies. Here though, with The
WJ.1dlands Project, is a framework within which popul~tion

genetics, metapopulation modeling, reserve selection algo
rithms, reserve design, wildlife biology, forestry, botany, and
all the other specialtieS that define conservation biology can
be brought together for a common purpose. And the purpose
is noble and good. I

Reed Noss is editor o/Conservation Biology, science di
rector 0/ The Wildlands Project, and science editor o/WJ.1d
Earth. He is the co-author (with Allen Cooperrider) o/Saving
Nature's Legacy (Island Press,l994).
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What Should Endangered Ecosystems
Mean to The Wildlands" Proje~t?

[The goal of the Act is] to provide a means Whereby the ecosystems upon
which endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved.

US Endangered Species Act of 1973 (P.L. 94-325)

by Reed F. N ass

2q WIUJ EARTH· WINTER 1995/96

CONSERVING HEALTHY ECOSY~TEMS is recognized as the
best way to protect biodiversity and prevent species from declining to the point
where they require individual attention. If a species has already declined to
imperiled status, then protecting or restoring its habitat~ the ecosystem upon
which it depends- is the only way to bring about its"recovery in the wild. One
of the major objectives ofThe Wildlands Project is to design reserve networks
that encompass all kinds of native ecosystems (habitats, comn,unities, land-

scapes, etc.). This objec
tive is by no means unique

. to the Project; indeed,
representation of all eco
systems in protected ar
eas is probably the best
accepted conservation
goal worldwide. The strat
egy of protecting ex
amples ofecosystems has
been called a "coarsejil
tef. "That is, by protecting
assemblages of species in
their natural habitats, we
don't have to worry about
each species individually.
If the habitats remain
healthy, so presumably
will populations of spe

cies that depend on those habitats. In practice, the coarse ftIt~r usually needs to
be complemented by a fine filter that focuses on those species with very de
manding requirements-for example, large carnivores that range over huge.
areas and use many kinds of habitats, species with very localized distributions,
and any other species extremely sensitive to human activities. Nevertheless,
most biologists agree that the coarse ftIter is likely to capture the vast majority
of species and is especially useful for organisms that are difficult to inventory
and about which little is known, such as soil invertebrates, fungi, and bacteria.
The coarse fIlter is also generally more efficient and cost-effective than a spe
cies-by-species approach, and may have a greater chance of ultimate success.

illustration by Peter Lucchetti
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like any strategy, however; the coarse fIlter has its limi
tations. One major problem is classification; ecologists can
argue for years about the best way of classifying all the habi
tats or communities in a region and about which level of
splitting or lumping is optimal for conservation purposes.
In this article I will address another problem: For many
kinds of habitats and cOmmunities around the world, op
portunities for adequate representation have bet;n precluded
by human activities. How can the cOarse filter deal with
ecosystems that have already been elilllinatedor drastically
reduced? How can we conserve endangered ecosystems?

Most common conservation evaluation techniques do
IJ-ot address well the problem of endangered ecosystems.
Many representation analyses, such as the Gap Analysis
project of the National Biological Service, use vegetation
types as surrogates for biodiversity. Maps of actual or ex
isting vegetation are produced, overlaid by maps showing
boundaries of existing reserves, and vegetation types that
,are unrepresented or under-represented in existing reserves
are shown as gaps in the reserve network. Those types then
become priorities for protection. A probl~m with this kind
of analysis, especially in regions where the natural vegeta
tion has been mostly replaced by human land uses, is that
all vegetation types are treated as equal. The goal is to rep
resent some arbitrary proportion of each type in reserves.
Never mind that some kinds of vegetation may have once
dominated the region and are now reduced to a few scat
tered scraps, or that other kinds have increased greatly due

.to human activity, such as agriculture, grazing, logging, or
fITe suppression. An historical perspective is lacking in any
approach based solely on existing land cover. One way
around this problem is to map physical habitats instead of
vegetation, and strive to represent all physical types in re
serves. This approach is being used in the Canadian gap
analysis spearheaded by World Wildlife Fund Canada, and
it makes sense ecologically. However, important biotic com
munities formed through quirks of biogeographic history
and maintained by processes such as' fire or hydrological
regimes would not be protected by focusing on physical
habitats alone. A given physical habitat can support many
different kinds of biotic communities, some of which are
much more natural or biologically rich than others. Thus,
conservationists need some way of identifying kinds ofeco
systems - ideally, defmed by both biotic and abiotic quali
ties - that' have suffered disproportionate losses since
European settlement. Those ecosystems would be logical
priorities for protection and restoration. the chances are
high that many species associated with reduced ecosystems
are now threatened and would be better served by focusing
on their collective habitat requirements than by preparing
a series of individual recovery plans.

ENDANGERED ECOSYSTEMS IN THE
UNITED STATES

With these thoughts in mind I set out a few years ago
to collect all the information I could find, from published
and unpublished sources, on losses and degradation of natu-

.cal ecosystems in the United States. I focused on the United
States because I was working on a US government-funded
project at the time. I invited Mike Scott andTid LaRoe (now
deceased) of the US Fish and Wudlife Service (now Na
tional Biological Service) to help as coauthors. We defined
an ecosystem as any assemblage of species and/or habitat
features that can be classified at some hierarchicalle'vel and
delineated on amap.' Mappable ecosystems include physi
cal habitats, vegetation types, plant associations, and natu
ral c01lll1lunities defined by floristics, structur~, age,
geography, condition, or other ecologically relevant factors.
Thus, old-growth eastern deciduous forests, South Horida
pine rocklands, inland Atlantic White-cedar swamp, mari~
time sage scrub, vernal pools, submersed aquatic vegeta
tion, and free-flowing rivers are all mappable ecosystems.
We amassed reams of information on the status of various
ecosystems and their losses since Europeans arrived on the
continent. Much of the information represented best esti- .
mates by experts, such as ecologists with state natural heri
tage programs, and had never before been published. Our
extensive review was fmally published, after many months
of delay explainable only by politics, by the National Bio
logical Service (NBS) last spring (Noss, R.E, E.T. LaRoe
III, and J,M. Scott. 1995. Endangered Ecosystems of the
United States: A Preliminary Assessment of Loss and Deg
radation. Biological Report 28. US Dept. of Interior, Na
tional Biological Service, Washington, DC). Its publication
sparked a front-page story in the New York Times and ap
parently made some bureaucrats and politicianS very ner
vous. Since publication of the NBS report, Rob Peters
(senior ecologist with Defenders of Wildlife) and I have
completed further analyses of endangered ecosystems; as
of this writing, our repOrt is in press.* .

Our NBS review of information on endangered eco-_
systems reve;lied staggering losses over the last200 years.
We categorized ecosystem types for which estimates of
decline were available into three major groups: critically
endangered (showing declines of over 98% since settle
ment), endangered (85-98% decline), and threatened (70
84% decline). We defined "decline" to include outright
losses, such as conversion of a prairie to a corn field or shop
ping mall, as well as significant degradation of ecological
structure, function, or composition. Degradation is qualita
tive and requires judgment calls, but it can be just as devas
tating ecologically as outright conversion. For example, an

*For a copy contact Defenders of Wildlife at J101 14th Street NW, Suite 1400, Washington, DC 20005.
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overgrazed sagebrush steppe may still be mapped as sagebrush"
but its herbaceous layer is now dominated by ,exotic annual
grasses instead of native perennial grasses, its fire regime is
entirely different from the regime prior to grazing, and its spe
cies richness or evenness is lower. It is a new community eco
logically and one that is of much reduced value in terms of
biodiversity.

Figure 1. (A) Distribution of ecosystem types that have '
declined by 70% or more since European settlement,
within six general habitat categories. In order to include
general wetland loss statistics, which are usually or
ganized by state, a number was added in the wetland'
category for each state with declines exceeding 70%.
The figure shows that the greatest number of reported
declines are among forest and wetland habitats and
communities. (B) Distribution of ecosystem types that
have declined by 98% or more, within the same habi
tat categories. In most regions the most severe iosses
are of gra,sslands and savannas or barrens. However,
declines In aquatic ecosystems, though represented
by relatively few "types," are widespread and critical.
From Noss, LaRoe, and Scott (1995)

Estimates of ecosystem declines can be furtheJ grouped
into several major habitat categories to give a general picture
of the kinds of habitats that have suffered greatest losses (Fig.
1). Considering all ecosystems showing declines of 70% or
more (the threatened, endangered, and critically endangered
categories combined), most of the losses are among forests and
wetlands, followed by grasslands, savannas, and barrens (Fig.
lA). However, considering only the critically endangered eco
systems, which have declined by over 98%, savannas, grass
lands, and barrens dominate the list (Fig. lB). Some kinds of
ecosystems fit into more than one habitat category. For ex
ample, Longleaf Pine-Wiregrass communities, because they
include a range of tree densities, are included in both the forest
and savanna categories. One glaring bias in the data shown in
Fig. 1 is the small percentage ofecosystems in the aquatic habi
tat category. This reflects the very poor reporting of losses of
aquatic b~odiversity at the ecosystem level; that is, very few
examples of specific types of aquatic habitats showing declines
are in the literature. Yet, available data suggest that these com
munities have been severely degraded virtually everywhere.
For example, 98% of streams nationwide do not meet even the
minimal criteria for consideration as federal Wild or Scenic
Rivers. Extinction rates of aquatic organisms in NorthAmerica,
including freshwater,fish and mollusks, are higher than for ter
restrial organisms.

As part' of the report Rob Peters and I wrote for Defend
ers of Wildlife, we analyzed the NBS data by grouping com
munities and habitats into major ecosystem types (though not
as broad as 'the.habitat categories in Fig. 1) and scoring them
in terms of four criteria: .extent of decline, present area (rar
ity), imminence, of threat, and number of threatened and en
dangered species aSsociated with them. I do not have the space
here to describe the ranking methodology or justification (re
fer to the Defenders report), but I will list below in approxi
mate priority order (there were several ties) the 21 major
ecosystem types that stood outas most endangered in the United
States by the four criteria Most of the 21 'ecosystems ar~ broad'
vegetation or landscape types that comprise many different
plant communities. For example, the South HOljda landscape
is a mosaic of upland and wetland ecosystems. The eastern
lP"asslands, savannas, and barrens comprise dozens of plant
communities east of the Great Plains. We grouped these many
communities because they are ecologically similar and face
similar threats. Again, the list below, adapted from the Defend
ers report, was developed from the NBS data and therefore
applies only to the United States. I have tried to expand this
research to all of North America, but have not been able to
obtain the necessary funding.

South Florida Landscape
, The best known ecosystem of South Horida is the Ever

glades, whose hydrological regime stretches from the chain of
lakes below' Orlando, some 200 ,miles north of Everglades
National Park" south to Horida Bay. Mismanagement of wa-
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The Wildlands Project

ter, including withdrawals for agriculture and urban areas, has'
resulted in near ecological collapse of this ecosystem'and de
clines in wading bird populations by some 90% over the last'
few decades. But even more endaDgered are certain upland
habitats in South Horida, most notably the pine rocldands,.rare
subtropical communities ~toccur on Olitcroppings of Miami
Rock Ridge limestones. Development in the vicinity of Mi
ami, and in the Keys has eliminated over 98% of the pine
rocklands. Current threats include fue suppression, urban de
velopment, fragmentation by r.oads, and invasion by exotic
species. Other imperiled communities in the South Horida land
scape include Slash Pine forests of southwest Horida, tropical
hardwood hammocks, the estuarine and marine ecosystems of
Horida,Bay, and coral reefs.

Southern Appalachian Spruce-Fir Forest
The boreal spruce-fu forests of the SouthernAppalachians,

dominated by Fraser Fir and Red Spruce, are in severe decline.
Well-developed, mature stands of Fraser Fir, which occur only
above 6000 feet, are virtually non-existent today. All that re
mains is a "ghost forest" standing above tiny firs. The culprit
is an exoticinsect, the Balsam WoolyAdelgid The spruce are also
declining, probably as a consequence of heavy air pollution
("acid fog') drifting in from the adjacent Tennessee Valley.

Longleaf Pine Forests and Savannas
Longleaf Pine communities, usually including Wuegrass

as the dominant ground layer, once covered over 60% of the
uplands of the Southeastern Coastal Plain. Most of the biodi
versity of this ecosystem is herbaceous; a single stand might
contain 200 herb species, one of the highest diversities of her
baceous plants on Earth. This diversity was promoted by fre
quent lightning fues. Longleaf Pine communities have declined
by over 98% in the Southeastern cOastal Plain and by over
85% in the West Gulf Coastal Plain since European settlement,
having been replaced by tree farms and agriculture, and by
hardwood forests that invaded after the grass matrix was de
stroyed by agriculture or fires were suppressed actively or pas
sively by roads and other fuebreaks. Remaining sites are mostly
fragmented and degraded; they lack many of the species char
acteristic of this ecosystem, such as the endangered Red
cockaded Woodpecker. Some 27 federally listed species and
99 federal candidates are associated with Longleaf Pine ~d
Wuegrass in the Southeast.

Eastern Grasslands, Savannas, and BaITens
In the ~tern, southern, and midwestern states, the forest

that dominated the landscape was spo~ed with communities
that are naturally treeless or in which trees occur as widely
spaced individuals or open groves. These communities occurred
commonly in the broad ecotone between the tallgrass prairie
and eastern deciduous forest. Some of the rarest natural com
munities in the country are in this category: the Hempstead
Plains grasslands of Long Island; the alvar grasslands and cal-

careous pavement barrens of New York; the serpentine bar
rens and Pqcono till barrens of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and
other eastern states; the calcareouS glades and cedar barrens of
Tennessee, Louisiana" and adjacent states; the bluegrass sa
vanna-woodlands of Kentucky; the oak openings of the Great
Lakes region; and the many types of oak savanna across the
Midwest. Virtually all of the great canebrakes of the Southeast
have been lost. Burning by Native Americans may have been
more important than lightning ignitions in maintaining ~any
of these communities. The more fertile grasslands and savan
nas were destroyed by agriculture after European settlement,
but fue'suppression and, in some areas, suburban development,
have been the greatest threats recently. .

Northwestern Grasslands and Savannas
The grasslands and savannas of the Pacific Northwest have

fared no better than their counterparts in other regions. Virtu
ally gone is the. great Palouse prairie of eastern Washington,
northwestern Oregon, and northwestern Idaho-only 0.1 %
remains, with most of the rest plowed and converted to wheat
fields. The shrub steppe (High Desert) of eastern Oregon and
adjacent Idaho, which extends southward into 'the Great Ba
sin, was once a shiftlng mosaic of sagebrush, other shrubs, and
grasslands. These grasslands have declined by over 90%, a
consequence of livestock grazing and subsequent alteration of
natural fire regimes and invasion by Cheatgrass and other alien
plants. In the Willamette Valley of western Oregon, some 99.9%
of the native grasslands and oak savannas have been destroyed,
chiefly by agriculture.

California Native Grasslands
By one estimate the 22 million acres of native grassland

in California existing prior to European settlement have been
reduced to 220,000 acres, a 99% loss. Some grassland types,
such as needlegrass steppe, have declined by over 99%. Agri
culture, urban development, livestock grazing, fue suppression,
and exotic invasions all share responsibility for the-loss of these
grasslands. The'remnants often can be found on serpentine
substrates, where the native plants have a slight competitive
edge over the aliens. Many hundreds of thousands of acres of
non-native grasslands now blanket California.

Southwestern Riparian 'Forests
The riparian forests of the Southwest are the most struc

turally diverse and species-rich communi.ties in the region. An
estimated 80% of all' vertebrate species in Arizona and New
Mexico depend on riparian areas for at leastpartof their life cycles,
and most cannot survive without access to riparian zones. More
than 100 stat~and federally listed species in Arizona and New
Mexico are associated with riparian cottonwood/willow for
ests. These communities have declined by over 90% since Euro
pean settlement, the major cause being livestock grazing. Other
threats include dams, water withdrawals for irrigation, conver
sion to agriculture orurban habitats, and invasion ofalien species.
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Coastal Conununities
'Wild ocean shorelines outside of Alaska are now limited

to a small part of Maine, the "Big Bend" Coast of Horida (along
the Gulf of Mexico where the peninsula meets the panhandle),
a section of the Olympic Peninsula of, Washington that is a
National Park, and smaller stretches in other states. Similarly,
the Great Lakes and other lakes have been heavily developed.
Beach and coastal strand communities (occurring on dunes)

.are most heavily affected; in many cpastal state~, these are con
sidered among the rarest and most vulnerable habitats. Estua
rine and near-shore marine communities, including seagrass
beds, are aIso heavily modified in most coastal regions.

Southern California Coastal Sage Scrub
The coastal sage scrub of south-

ern Califo~a,dominated by Califor
nia Sagebrush, buckwheat, and several
herbaceous sage (Salvia) species, is
situated on real estate worth billions of
dollars. It is also a hotbed of rare spe
cies. Two fedeqilly listed species and
53 candidate species are associated
with this community. The most noto
rious of these species is the California
Gnatcatcher, listed as Threatened,
which has interfered with the plans of
developers. The gnatcatcher and other
species have become imperiled as the

, coastal sage scrub has declined by as
much as 90% since European settle
ment. The state's Natural Community

. Conservation Planning process, al
though promising a scientific approach
to ecosystem-level conservation, has so
far not' succeeded in granting secure
protection to this community.

Hawaiian Dry Forests
Hawaiian dry forests, found mostly on leeward slopes with .

less than 50 inches of rainfall annually, contain a high diver
sity of trees in open-statured stands. The lowland dry fQrests,
·where annual rainfall may be as little as 10 inches, are savanna
like and grade into.shrubland and grassland. Many of the trees
in these lowland forests are deciduous. On the ma,in islands of
Hawaii, an estimated 90% of the dry forests and associated .
shrublands and grasslands have been destroy.ed. Some of the
rarest trees in Hawaii are found in these forests, including en- .
demic genera that are virtually extinct in the wild. The many

.listed and candidate species include vines, shrubs, trees, herbs,
and birds. Destruction of dry forests in Hawaii began with'the
Polynesians'prior to European contact, but has escalated re
cently. Alien trees and grasses and feral animals are among the
greatest threats. .
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Large Streams and Rivers
Dam and levee construction, channelization, water diver

sion for agriculture, sewage and chefuical pollutants, and silt
from farmlands, clearcuts, and construction sites are among
the many insults to freshwater ecosystems. Although lakes and
small streams are also affected by these and other activities, large
streams and rivers appear to be the most highly endangered aquatic
ecosystems. As mentioned above, 98% of streams nationwide
~e degraded enough to be unworthy of federal designation as
Wild or Scenic Rivers. Only 42 high-quality, free-flowing (no
major~s) rivers ~onger than 124 miles remain in the 48 con
terminous states. Only six rivers this long flow unimpounded
to the sea. In the Mississippi Alluvial Plain, virtually every
stream has been channelized, leveed, or otherwise altered.

Caves and Karst Systelm
little information exists on the status of caves and karst

landscapes around the country, but reports suggest that very
few caves are pristine. The faunas of caves include both ter
restrial and aquaticforms. Some-like endemic blind crayfish,
fish, salamanders, and insects-are restricted to cave environ
ments for'their entire, life cycles. Others, such as bats, hiber
nate or bear young in caves but forage elsewhere. The aquatic
confmunities of caves in most regions have been severely al
tered by groundw'ater pollution. Above-ground development
has sealed cave entrances or altered air flow in many Caves,
changing the microclimate and preventing bats from entering
or exiting. Bats are easily disturbed in caves; arousal during
hibernation can be lethal and mothers in maternity colonies
often drop their young when disturbed. I estimate that prob
ably less than 10% of cave biotas nationwide are intact.

illustration by William Crook !r.from his Sangamon. River Series
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Tallgrass Prairie
The tallgrass prairie of the Midwest and Great Plains was

a biome lUlique to North America and one of the greatest natu~
ral spectacles on Earth. An estimated 99% of the tallgrass prairie
east of the Missouri River and 85% west of the Missouri River
has been destroyed, mostly by agriculture but some by fire sup
pression. The remaining pieces of prairie are 1postly tiny sites
that were too rocky, sandy, wet, dry, or inaccessible to plow.
None of them can support the entire prairie ecosystem, which
would include thousands of free-roaming Ameri~Bison.

California Riparian Forests and Wetlands
The losses of riparian forests in California rival those of

the desert Southwest described earlier (and, of course, Cali
fornia includes some of the desert Southwest). Many riparian
areas also qualify as we'tlands. Estimated losses of riparian for
est throughout California are about 90%. Losses in the Central
Valley may be as high as 98%, or even 99.9% for riparian oak
forests. Similarly, estimates of wetland losses in California
range from 91 % statewide to 94-%% in the Central Valley.
Vernal pools, .lUlique wetlands that form briefly with winter
rains and are home to many rare and endemic plants, have de
clined by as much as 88% in the Central Valley and m% in
southern California. The loss of coastal wetlands is estimated
at 80-90%. Again, agriculture has been the primary ~ulprit, but
urban development is rapidly becoming a leading threat.

Florida Scrub
The Horida scrub is a showcase of evolution. Occupying

coastal dunes and ridges that deflne ancient shoreli~es,scrub
vegetation includes sparse patches of Horida Rosemary and
lichens, thickets of stunted oaks, and dense stands of Sand
Pine. These commlUlities form a successional sequence, set
back every to to 50 years by intense, stand-replacing flres. The
ancient scrubs of the Lake Wales Ridge of south-central Horida
are especially valuable, with some of the greatest densities of
endemic species and subspecies of any continental habitat in
the world. These taxa apparently evolved during interglacial
periods when sea levels were much higher than today, and
present scrub sites were an archipelago of islands. Citrus farm
ing and housing development are the greatest threats to the
Horida scrub and some 65-75% has already been eliminated.

Old-growth Eastern Deciduous Forest
The broad category of eastern deciduous forest includes

hun~eds of plant commlUlities, some more endangered than
others. Across these commlUlities, however, old-growth and
primary (virgin) stands have been virtually eliminated, with
losses estimated at over 99%. The biological consequences of
this loss are hard to decipher. In regions such as the Southern
Appalachians, most of the terrestrial species listed as threat
ened or endangered are associated with deciduous forests, es
pecially older stands. Remnant old-growth stands are still being
discovered in the East, and may be more abundant than previ-

ously suspected, but most are tiny. Some second-iowth for
ests are regaining old-growth characteristics, but research sug
gests that decades or even centuries may be required for the
herbaceous species composition of these forests to recover fully.

Old-growth Forests of the Pacific Northwest
This category comprises the "westside" forests that occur

from northwestern California through western Washington,
west of the crest of the Cascade Mountains. Included is the
Klamath-Siskiyou province of northwestern California and
southwestern Oregon, one of the centers of temperate biodi
versity worldwide, and the coastal Redwoods, the largest liv
ing things in the world. Douglas-fir, the dominant tree during ,
the first several hundred years of succession in most westside
forests, rivals coastal Redwood in height and biomass. Collec
tively, theseforests are home to thousands of species. Four fed
erally listed sPecies and 22 candidates are associated with
old-growth Douglas-flr forests. Loggers have destroyed some
90% of the.westside old growth. Plans to protect the Northern
Spotted Owl, Marbled Murrelet, salmon stocks, and the big
gest trees will protect some of the remaining old growth; but
about 30o/~will be logged under President Clinton's forest plan,
and much of the rest is now open to "salvage" cutting due to
recent passage of the infamouS recisions rider.

Old-growth Red and White Pine Forests
The forests of the Great Lakes states, especially northern

Michigan and much of northern Wisconsin and Minnesota,
once were distinguished by their old-growth Red and White
Pines. White Pines were the tallest of all eastern trees, some
times exceeding 200 feet. Often considered part of the north
ern hardwood forest, these forests were mostly destroyed in
the late 19th Century by heavy selective logging and subse
quent slash flres. Only about 2000 acres, or 0.05% of the origi
nal 4 million acres, remains of intact mature and old-growth
Red and White Pine in Michigan. Red and White Pine forests
have declined by about 86% in Minnesota, and much of what
remains is in Red Pine plantations. As with many eastern for
est losses that occurred decades or more ago, the consequences
of this devastation were not documented.

Old-growth Ponderosa Pine Forests
Ponderosa Pine has a wide range across the West and oc

curs in many diff~rentbiological commlUlities. Yet, across this
range, old forests of Ponderosa Pine-like the Longleaf Pines
of the Southeast-are characteristically open and park-like,
maintained by frequent, low-intensity ground flres. Ponderosa
Pine forests have been heavily affected by logging, both
clearcutting and selective cutting. An even more severe threat
is flre suppression, which has resulted in crowded stands domi
nated by small trees and higWy susceptible to drought, disease,
and insect attack. Recent research and revisitation of research
done earlier this century suggest that li vestock grazing may
play an equal and complementary role with flre suppression in
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, PR9TECTING ENDANGERED
ECOSYSTEMS

What can activists working on wildlands
type projects do with information on endangered
ecosystems? A basic premise of The Wildlanlls
Proj'ect is that each and every region, every eco
system, evet;y natural area, every species, and
every population in its native habitat is precious.
Selecting priority areas through any kind of
conservation evaluation is only a way to mini
mize the losses of biodiversity as we struggle
through the long-tenn process of regaining
harmony with the living world around us. Con
servationist Rosalie Edge once said that the
time to save species is while they are still com
mon. Yet no serious conservationist questions
the practical necessity of identifying endan
gered species before they slip over the brink
to extinction. These species have one last

chance; without our help many of them will perish. Because
humans drove species to this perilous state, we have the

.responsibility of helping them recover.
Similarly, identifying endangered ecosyst~msand sites

of high conservation value js necessary because we can't,
in the short term, protect every acre of habitat. Endangered
ecosystems are those that, if not protected, will soon be
gone,. along with the species that are uniquely associated

. with them. Protecting endangered ecosystems does not
mean we ignore other types of habitats, bUl those other ar
eas have a little more time in their favor. Thus, conserva
tionists in the northern Rocky Mountains, Alaska, or Maine
may be dismayed to find their regions missing from the
priority list of e.ndangered ecosystems. Instead they should
be happy. Their regions will come out as high priorities
when ranked by other criteria (for example, roadle~sareas,
potential for recovery oflarge carnivores), but at least their
losses of natural communities, so far, have been low com
pared to other regions.

The Wildlands Project methQ<lology uses multiple indi
cators for weighing the relative conservation value of sites:
under-represented habitat types, concentrations of rare species,
roadless iUeas, important watersheds for <!Dadromous fish, key
habitat linkages for large mammals, and many others. Endan
gered ecosystems-defined by such criteria as extent of de
cline, rarity, risk of further decline, and number of imperiled
species associated with them- should be one. of the key data
layers to be mapped and overlaid with others to detennine pri
0rities for core areas in reserve networks. The various sites and
landscapes in a region can be evaluated and ranked by many
criteria, and the.criteria can be weighted differently to reflect
the interests of the evaluator. In some regions: there may be no
highly endangered ecosystems, so this criterion would pe
weighted low.

degrading Ponderosa Pine stands. Fire suppres
sion has also allowed invasion of Ponderosa Pine
stands by Douglas-fir, true firs, and other woody
plants less tolerant of fire but more tolerant 'of
shade. Although range-wide losses of old growth
have not been reliably estimated, an analysis of
three National Forests in eastern Oregon showed
92-98% losses of old-growth Ponderosa Pine.
Some 60-70% of remaining Ponderosa Pine in
Idaho is considered degraded due to fire suppres
sion, and the more accessibl~ areas have been
high-graded. White-headed Woodpeckers and
Flammulated Owls seem to be among the species
that are declining as a result of these changes.

Midwestern Wetlands· -
Most statistics on wetland losses lump many

diverse plant communities into one category, even
though some kinds of wetlands are at far greater

· risk than others. Nevertheless, the declines re
ported are alarming. For example, summary statistics for wet
land losses in the Midwest between the 1780s and 1980s,
compiled by the US Fish andWlldlife Service, show total losses
of 90% in Ohio, 89% in Iowa, 87% in Indiana and Missouri,
85% in Illinois, 50% in Michigan and Minnesota, 49% in North
Dakota, 48% in Kansas, 46o/~ in Wisconsin, and 35% in Ne~

· braska and South Dakota. Some other sources cite higher losses,
for example, 99% in Iowa and Illinois. Statistics on specific
wetland communities i~clude a 65-77% loss of fens in Iowa,
80% loss of southern tamarack swamp in Michigan, 60-70% .
loss of coastal marsh in Michigan, >99% loss of sedge mead
ows in Wisconsin, 90% loss of eastern Nebraska saline wet
lands, <l!ld a 60-65% loss ofprairie potholes in the upper Great
Plains. The major factor in these losses has been draining for'
agriculture; followed by woody plant invasion (often related
to fire suppression), livestock grazing, mining, and urban de
velopment.

Southern Forested Wetlands
Included in this' group are the bottomland hardwood for

ests of the South and several other imperiled communities,
notably Atlantic White-cedarswamps. Bottomland hardwood
forests have declined by approximately 80% as a result of log
ging and damming and channelization of the river systems that
support them. Most of the remaining stands have been logged
of their huge cypress and other valuable trees. Atlantic White
cedar swamps originally stretched from southern New England
to Mississippi, with the greatest concentration in .the Great
Dismal Swamp ofViIginia, where this~unity has declined
by some 98-99%. The Ivory-Billed Woodpecker, one of the

· inhabitants of southern forested wetlands, is now extinct iIi the
US and on the verge of extinction in Cuba, its last hom~. Many
rare species, including the Louisiana Black Bear, depend on
the forested wetlands that remain.
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,
An appealing·rule is that not ane mare

acre ofany diminished ecosystem type be

destroyed; that is, stop all logging ofold

grawth forest, all development in
southern California coastal sage scrub, all

cutting ofIimgleafPine, and all dams.

A fundamental difference between the endangered eco- .
system criterion and many others is that highly degraded sites
may be mapped as top priorities if they are among the only or '
best remaining examples of a particular natural community that
has suffered massive declines. Other sites in more pristine con
dition, but containing habitat types that are still relatively com
mon and not at immediate risk of loss, may be ranked lower.
For example, sites containing low-eievation forests and irass
lands that have been high-graded and grazed may come out as
higher priorities than high-elevationroadless areas that remain
wild. This apparent absurdity may anger and .confuse some con
servationists, especially those from a wilderness protection
background. U~ortunately, such situations do tend to pit the
two guiding concepts ofThe WJldlands Project - wildness and
biodiversity-against each other. What to do? One must take
a "big picture" view and weigh the relative risks in the short
term versus the potential for recovery in the long term. It may
be that the low-elevation, de-
graded site can wait a few years
for protection, as'its condition
won't get much worse over that
time, but the high-elevation site
is threatened by a timber sale.
Alternately, the high-elevation'
site may have low timber value
and not be at immediate risk,
whereas the low-elevation site
contains populations of species
that face a high ~robability of
going extinct soon unless their
habitat conditions are improved
quickly.

Protection alone does not
do much for endangered ecosys
tems. Restoration is always a
necessary element of the conser
vation strategy for these sys
tems. Ecological recovery takes
time. It may require decades or
even centuries for a landscape to
regain its natural character with
healthy populations ofall native
species. But in many cases hu
man actions can greatly acceler
ate the healing process. For
example, ·roads can be ripped,
slopes recontoured, and road
beds revegetated. Tree planta
tions can be thinned, providing
opportunities for many native
species to colonize the site.
Streams can be dechannelized;
though expensive, this is being
done in som~ areas, such as

Florida's Kissimmee River. Because many of the mosthigWy
endangered terrestrial ecosystems are fire-dependent and have
declined as a result of fire suppression, prescribed burning is
an effective restoration technique. Degraded grasslands, savan
nas, and pinelands often come back beautifully after fire treat
ments. Populations of threatened and endangered species
respond positively as their habitat conditions improve. Itis cru
cial that-conservation biologists, restoration ecologists, and
'wildlands activists learn to work together to identify priority
restoration projects and then implement them.

The information I have been able to obtain on endangered
ecosystems is spotty and, in many cases, anecdotal. Because
there has tJeen no systematic national survey of the status and
trends ofbiodiversity, especially at the ecosystem level', all lists
of endangered ecosystems are preliminary. Needed now are
detailed comparisons between maps of vegetation prior to 'Eu
ropean settlement and today. Unfortunately, there is no national

map of vegetation as itexisted
before European settlement (the
closest approximation,
KucWer's map of potential
natural vegetation, has many
flaws because he assumed cli
max conditions and an absence
of fire and other disturbance).
Until the NBS state gap analy
ses are completed, there will be
no national map ofpresent veg
etation either. Case studies on
,a regional scale, however, are
achievable and can be very in
structive. For example, Jim
Strittholt, staff ecologist for The
Wildlands Project, mapped
present and presettlement veg
etation for the Edge ofAppala
chia region in southern Ohio, as
part of his' Ph.D. dissertation
project. Strittholt was able to
identify particular vegetation
types, such as mesic and wet

. hardwood forests, that hav~ suf
fered disproP9rtionate declines
since settlement. This informa
tion was used in making ex
plicit reserve acquisition
recommendations to The Na
ture Conservancy. Of course,
maps alone do not tell us every
thing we need to know to ac
complish ecoloiical recovery.
A map ofpresettlement vegeta
tion is just a snapshot in time,
and vegetation is continually

Solstice Noon, Paseco acrylic painting by Bill Amadon
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changing. Therefore, information on the
processes (fire, hydrology, predation, etc.)
that keep ecosystems functioning health
ily is essential.

I will close with a few summary sug
gestions for incorporating in[ormation on en
dangered ecosystems into wildlands
recovery efforts. Most important, conserva
tion of ecosystems must address the factors
that have caused ecosystems and their asso
ciated species to become endangered in the
first place. Ecosystem impoverishment oc
curs when distinct habitats and plant~dani
mal communities are diminished in area,
fragmented into small and isolated pieces,
or degraded in quality. Much of the degra
dation can be traced to alteration of essen
tial ecological processes such as fires, floods,
and predator-prey relationships. As ecosys
tems decline in area or quality, the species
that compose them and depend on them also
decline. Thus, an inevitable consequence ot
ecosystem degradation is an ever expanding
list of endangered species. This impoverish
ment can only be stopped by reversi.ng the
specific trends that led to it-by enlarging
and connecting protected areas, closing
roads, controlling exotics, applying fire, re
moving dams and diversions, restoring the
natural meanders of streams, and so on.

An appealing rule is that not one more
acre of any diminished ecosystem type be
destroyed; that is, stop all logging of old
growth forest, all development in southern
California coastal sage scrub, all cutting of
Longleaf Pille, and all dams. This rule is
unlikely to be followed in the near future.
Thus, conservationists are often forced to
"write off" small, degraded examples of
some ecosystems as lost causes; chances are,
the populations of sensitive species in those
areas will not survive anyway. Although I
am uncomfortable with writing offany natu
ral or even semi-natural area as a lost cause,
it is true that certain sites-for instailce, a
small patch of prairie or scrub surrounded
by residential development-are not bio
logically viable and not, in the foreseeable
future, restorable. Therefore, with our lim
ited time and money, we will be most suc
cessful putting our efforts into protecting
large, restorable patches or stretches of en
dangered ecosystems.
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The following guidelines for conserving and restoring ecosystems
may be helpful:

. 1. Base priorities for ecosystem conservation on three complementary ob
jectives: a) protect immediately all remaining, potentially viable'examples
of the most higWy endangered ecosystems; b) protect multiple, viable
examples of all native ecosystems, regardless of current rarity or threat,
and c) identify long-term conservation, management, and restoration
needs for all major ecosystems.

2. Give most urgent attention to the most highly endangered ecosystems. Other
wise, the opportunity to save them may soon be lost.

3. Supplement data from ecological inventoriesal various scales (gap analysis,
heritage programs, etc.) with detailed studies of the status and trends of par
ticular ecosystem types. These studies should include, for each ecosystem
type: a) quantitative assessments of present area compared to area prior to
European settlement; b) land ownership and protection status of remaining
Occurrences (i.e., a detailed gap analysis); c) focused studies of ecological
relationships and requirements of the ecosystem type; d) identification and
assessment of specific threats to the viability of remaining occurrences; e)
specific protection, management, restoration, and research needs.

4. Use information from ecologi~ inventories and detailed sturues to revise
the priority listofendangered ecosystems. The list should be continually updated
on the basis of the most current and defensible information.

5. Support efforts to map the vegetation aDd physical habitats of every region,
including gap analysis projects (which map vegetation in the US at 1: 100,000
scale) and higher-resolution projects (e.g., 1:24,000 scale). The highest pri
ority endangered ecosystemS recognized on the basis of available data should be
mapped in detail, with specific parcels in need ofprotection clearly delineated.

6. Draft or support legislation aime4 at ecosystem-level conserv';ltion. National,
state, or local legislation designed to protect ecosystems should include at
least three components: a) endangered ecosystems, focusing on those eco

.systems that have declined most and are at greatest risk of further decline; b)
representative ecosystems, including attention to conservation of ecosystem
types that are still common; and c) ecosystem inventory, research, and moni
toling (see my article on a Native Ecosystems Act in \.Wid Earth, Spring 1991).

7. Support adaptation of existing law to conservation of ecosystems. For
example, amendments to the Endangered Species Act and revisions of
regulations implementing the Act should emphasize multi-species list
ing and recovery efforts.As a casein point, the nearly 100 candidate spe
cies associated with the Longleaf Pine-Wiregrass ecosystem in the
Southeast could be listed together in one package. Multi-species recov
ery plans could be devised for them and for the 27 species associated
with this ecosystem that are already listed as Threaten.ed or Endangered.
Specific recovery actions would then involve groups of these species that
occur together in particular places. Ecosystem-based, multi-species ef
forts will result in a more efficient and cost-effective Endangered Spe
cies Act, which should please even political conservativ-es.
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8. After identifying landscapes that contain endangered eco
systems and ecosystems that are currently under-repre
sented in reserves, protect them. The model of reserves
embedded in a multiple-use landscape managed under the
guidance of ecological principles is widely accepted. Core
reserves, the most strictly protected areas, should be lo
cated and designed to capture the higl).est quality ex
amples of each ecosystem type, the sites most sensitive
to human disturbance, and the sites harboring the great
est concentrations of rare and sensitive species. Less sen
sitive sites can be relegated to other zones.

9. Restore and protect natural processes. Conservation at the
ecosystem level is not simply a matter of setting aside ex
amples of ecosystem types. Ecosystems remain viable only
when their processes - nutrient cycling:energy flow, hydrol
ogy, disturbance-recovery regimes, predator-prey dynamics,
etc. -continue to operate within their natural range o(vari
ability. In fragmented landscapes and other areas with a long
history of human use, active management is often necessary

to substitute for natural processes that have been disrupted.
Prescribed burning, for example, is a useful management tool
for vegetation types adapted to frequentflfe. In landscapes that
have lost their large carnivores, herbivores such as deer often
become overabundant and require control.

10. Whenever possi~le, design manageme~t and restoration
strategies for landscapes, which are mosaics of many com-'
munities, rather than for specific communitieS or habitats.
The various habitats and communities in a landscape are
functionally linked by ecological processes, and many ter
restrial animals require a mosaic of plant communities to .
meet their life history needs. Furthermore, the integrity of .
aquatic ecosystems is directly linked to the condition of the
landscapes around them. I

Reed Noss is editor of Conservation Biology (Dept. of
Fisheries and Wildlife. Oregon State University. Corvallis, OR
97331), science director ofThe Wildlands project. and science
'editor ofWild Earth..

. ,

illustration by Ann Young
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Mapping Reserves Wins Com.m.itm.ent
.The Southern Rockies Ecosystem Project

On-the-ground

mapping appeals to

.people's innate love of

exploring, giving
ordinary weekend hikes

.a sense ofadventure

and mission.
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by Roz McClellan

THE SOUTHERN ROCKIES ECOSYSTEM PROJECT (SREP) is work
ing to map a reserve system for the Southern Rockies, extending from Caspar, Wyo
ming, to Santa Fe, New Mexico, that would preserve'a full range of species and
ecosystems native to the region. SREP is collaborating on this with the Colorado
Environmental Coalition (CEq.

The time frame for creating the reserve plan is being outpaced by the rate of
ecosystem destruction, however, as the areas needed for the reserve system are eaten
away by roads, recreational development, and logging. Many of Colorado's last
roadless hmds are succumbing to motorized trails, jeep roads, and a wave of timber
sales expedited by the new salvage logging law. Many roadless area.timber sales in
Colorado are being classified as salvage sales and are now exempt from appeal.

This is a time for painstaking on-the-ground vigilance and dug-in commitment
on the part of environmentalists. SREP has found that mapping a reserve system can
enlist that kind of commitment.

For the past three summers, SREP's regional mapping coordinators have trained
local volunteers to survey roads, roadless areas, old growth and oth~rfeatures of their
National Forests. The mapping has proved to be an irresistible draw for new activists
who like the idea of getting out into the mountains, promoting visionary concepts,
and influencing the Forest Service all at the same time.

Scores of new volunteers across the state are combing the limdscape each sum
mer for old growth stands, ripaJi.an areas, signs of wildlife, roads needing closure,
and other data necessary for reserve design. The reserve proposals in tum are used to
pressure the Forest Service into adopting biologically sound management plans .

SREP recruits local volunteers through slide shows, public service announce
ments, and local networking. New volunteers are trained to identify simple vegeta
tion types, old-growth characteristics, range conditions, road usage and other
ecological factors pertinent to wildlife. EqUipped with basic naturalist training, sur
vey forms and maps, the volunteers are then assigned specific areas to survey. This
past summer, for.example, volunteers used road survey forms taken from Road RIP .

[see Road RIP article this issue] toanaiyze road densities in sensitive ecosystem types
on the Rio Grande National Forest. Data collected by the volunteers are transposed
onto map overlays which are then used in designing reserve proposals.

Through hard experience, SREPhas found that surveying is more effective when
volunteers are groundtruthing already mapped data rather than using open-ended sur
vey forms. For example, volunteers now field check maps of potential old-growth
stands developed by SREP's interns from Forest Service timber staIid data.
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In responding to site-specific threats such as timber.
sales, SREP al.so uses a mapping technique developed by
the Forest Conservation Council in Santa Fe. Overlays of
topography, vegetation, administrative boundaries, old
growth, natural heritage sites and other variables are com
bined to identify the cumulative impacts and geographical
constraints of a particular timber sale.

Although lacking in the scientific rigor that will come
when GIS is acquired, SREP's and CEC's preliminary reserve
maps have been adopted by three National Forests thus far to
be evaluated in the forest plan revisions among a range of
management alternatives. Even though the Forest Service has
not selected any of them as its preferred alternatives, the re- .
serve plans have had the effect of getting the agency to incor
porate into its draft plans the concepts of habitat fragmentation
and landscape connectivity. The reserve maps also serve as a
focus for rallying public input to the Forest Service. Thus, in
addition to setting high scientific stimdards for the Forest Ser
vice, reserve mapping is helping reanimate Colorado's envi
ronmental movement.

On-the-ground mapping appeals to people's innate love
of exploring, giving ordinary weekend hikes a sense of adven
ture and mission. SREP's volunteers enjoy the naturalist train
ing, learning to identify forest
types, old growth, and wildlife
in general. The concepts of
conservation biology make
sense to new activists, who
find the idea of large, con-
nected reserves inspiring and
motivating at a time when it is
difficult for environmentalists
to fmd hope. Conservation bi
010gy gives new credence to
what people know ins tinc
ti~ely but previously could not
explain. People also take sat
isfaction in knowing their
mapped observations will be
used to good purpose and tied
into something bigger. Basi
cally, SREP has found that
people love maps!

Reserve mapping also
gives conservationists a
greater stake in the land. Pub
lic lands politics these days
tend to be swayed by groups
with a direct economic inter
est in the land, such as logging
or livestock grazing. Similarly,
the Forest Service seems to be
listening to well-organized

illustration by Gary Bentrup

groups such as the off-road vehicle users who go out in groups
to maintain motorized trails. .

Conservationists have been less adept at expressing their
less tangible, if equally strong, investment in the land. Eco
system mapping gets people into the backcountry, giving tl;1em
the on-the-ground knowledge they need to establish credibil
ity with the Forest Service and other decision-makers. Once
volunteers are invested in public lands, they have a stake in
the legislation affecting these lands. Indeed, SREP's mapping
network also serves as a Congressional phone network.

A comprehensive' reserve plan for the Southern Rockies
may not be in the offmg tomorrow. However, the mapp~ng pro
cess itself is holding the line meanwhile, maintaiDing environ
mental commitment, countering threats to roadless areas,
keeping the Forest Service accountable, and building the data
needed for reserve design: In,the current (and temporary, w~
may reasonably hope) age ofdarkness, ecosystem mapping pro-

. vides a ray of hope and a thread of continuity for embattled
conservationists. I

Roz McClellan is afounding member ofTWP and coor
dinates ecosystem mapping in Colorado.
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Getting froIn
Here to There
An Outline of the Wildlands Res~rve Design Process

I

by David JohrJs and Michael Soule

.TUrning back the assault on the natural world is a monwnental and com
plex task; even the fIrst step-planning a network of reserves-is an enor
mous undertaking. This paper is intended as a general guide to the steps

needed to produce a regional proposal for a Wildlands reserve system. It is based
on an assessment of work lmdeI!V3y in some regions, and extensive discussion
with regional groups throughout the continent. The process will change with ex
perience. Each region of NorthAmerica is unique biologically and.,culturally,so
for each region the process of developing a' reserve system will vary. Think of
the outline. below, then, as a prelimi~ check list of important eler:nents in the

. process and of what you and Wildlands staff may bring to the process.
In the following, you will note severaI important themes. One of these.is

scientific credibility. Our vision for recov.ery and protection of wildness and di
versity is based on conservation biology. and related principles. Our reserve de
signs must be based on the long-term needs of wolves, salmon and many other
creatures. Ourdesi~must consider the life history requirements, demographic
dynamics, genetic viability, dispersal behavior, and other aspects of their fItness.
Our proposals must stand up to review by outside scientists. They need to be as
"bullet proof" as possible.

. Another important theme is broad-based support. Being morally and scien
tifically right is not enough. Policy-makers ignore what is right all the time. Both
the conservation community and the public must understand and support Wild
lands proposals for them to be successful. This means people need tQ be involved
in the process, not just have a completed proposal presented to them. It means
thinking about who our potential allies are and bringing them on board sooner

'rather than later. It means ideas flow both ways, not just from activists and sci'en- .
tists to the public. It does not mean we relinquish our values. .

Indeed, we must keep our values in the forefront. We are talking about creat
ing a new vision for NorthAmerica: -one based on biological health; one that says
"yes" to the web of life~d all of our co-voyagers. Most hwnan beings feel con
nected to the earth and appreciate that all life should be free to follow its evolu
tionary path. We must deepen and inform that feeling, try to make clear what
must be done to protect that freedom. .

Professionalism is important. Along with good scientists, we need organiz
ers, fundraisers, public speakers, community leaders, artists, writers, mappers,
and others. We need to identify people with theSe skills and bring them in. Th~
generalist grassroots activist remains the backbone of our effort, but we need spe
cialist skills as well.

Beaked Sedge (Carex rostrata) by Gary Bentrup
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Finally, there isfunding. Creating Wildlands reserve net
works will not happen without funds. While The Wildlands
Project cannot fund the regiQnal reserve design process, staff
can help with fundraising. Developing a strategy to secure fi
nancial support for regional reserve design must be a priority.

In reading the outline and the sections below that accom
pany each item in the outline, please keep in mind the vari
ability of regional contexis-ecologically and culturally, as well
as in terms of how much reserve design work activists in the

region have already done and what resources they (you) have.
Some regional groups have nearly completed the early steps
listed in the table; others are just beginning. Wherever you are
in the process, the Project has material that may help you' with
reserve design, including sources of biological information, de-

scriptions of others' experiences designing reserves, and lists
of experts. Please contact the Tucson, office for -such informa
tion. Also please keep us informed about your work so we can
share it with others.

Hold initial workshops.
Initial meetings should bring together key people in the re

gion and WIldlands staff. A good size is 30-40 people. This is not a
place todeoote the need for the vision-participants shouldal.rea:ly

be committed. Workshops will assess biodi
versity in the region and threats to it, the sta
tus of conservation work, and how
Wildlands reserve design can build upon
existing efforts,

Without making the meeting un
wieldy insize, workshops should 'include
activists and skilled committed profession
als. It is important to reach out and be re
sponsive to those interested. Wildlands
reserve design excites people, but the ex
citement wanes ifwe do not have ways for
people to participate.

Among potential key players in each
region are:' ,
• grassroots wilderness, conservation, and

wildlife groups, including those from in
digenous communities

• recreation groups (hikers, boaters, hunt- .
ers; etc.)

• chapters of national and international
groups like Sierra Club,The Nature Con
servancy, The WJ1derness Society

, • scientists, chapters of the Society for
Conservation Biology, Society for Eco
logical Restoration, the WJ1dlife Society;
university biology, zoology, botany,
ecology, wildlife departments

• staff from natural resource and conser
vation agencies

• individuals with a wide range of skills
who have a strong commitment to wil
derness and biodiversity, including law
yers, economists, media people, and
business people

• potential funders

Identify orestablish an organizational
structure for wildlands work.

One of the products of the initial
meeting(s) needs to be an organizational structure that can
oversee planning in the region. Such a structure may uti
lize existing groups for legal or non-profit status, but should
have a coordinating committee focused exclusively on Wild
lands reserve design. This committee should represent the
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various constituent groups in the region who are committed,
to wildlands goals, including thosejust listed Geographic areas
within the region should all be represented if possible, as should
important skills such as organizing, fundraising, public rela
tions, and field biology. The coordinating committee, and pos
sibly its staff, will be the ones primarily working with
Wildlands staff

Develop regional work plan for reserve design.
The coordinating committee should develop an action

plan for reserve design in the region, to be approved by groups
participating in the process, The plan should outline who will
do what and by when, It should address three broad areas:
gilthering and anaiyzing biological information and mapping
reserves based on this information; involving various or-

. ganized groups and the public in the process'at the appro
priate times; and identifying the resources needed to
complete reserve design and begin a campaign to obtain
thesl? resources. Some of the major elements in each of these
areas are noted below.

The plan should also make clear how and when progress
will be assessed. Plans must be open to revision. Priorities
and objectives should be revisited periodically.

Implement funding strategy.
Identify potential sources of support for Wildlands work,

including foundations, major donors, membership, and events.
Usually these sources will be different from support reeeived
by local or regional groups for ongoing efforts, Project staff
can provide recommendations on potential sources of support.
Consider joint fundraising efforts between cooperating .re
gional groups and The Wildlands Project. Funders like to see
groups working together.

After finding potential funding sources, write grant pro
posals, contact major donors, and plan events. Develop a bud
get that demonstrates to funders how support will be spent, 
what the product will be, and why it is important. (A budget
is also an essential part of the work plan, and provides us one
means ofgauging progress.) Plan funding events around mile
stones in the design 'process,

Combine outreach and education with fundraising. If
people support us, they will open their wallets. If they don't
open their wallets, their support is not deep and we need bet
ter ways to reach them.

Identify important groups in the region.
Who should be involved'in the process and when? Iden

tify and reach out to various sectors of the community that
are likely supporters or neutral. The wildlands process should
be as inclusive as possible without compromising our prin
ciples and goals. To have a broadly understood and supported
vision for a reserve network, people must be involved in the
process. A product produced behind closed doors Can alien
ate potential friends. On the other hand, it's not possible to
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involve everyone from the very beginning, It is useful to hold
a community meeting to display a draft product, and invite
people to improve it.

A community relations strategy also needs to anticipate
criticism and its sources, and develop creative ~ays to preempt
or respond to it. See publishing section below for additional
'ideas on public outreach. . ,

Locate and obtain existing biological information.
A first step in the reserve design process is to obtain

needed biological information. Important kinds of information
for reserve design include existing and historic vegetati?n and
soils, existing and historic distribution of animal species, own
ership and current protection, watersheds and hydrography in
formation, ecoregions, and disturbance regimes. More detailed
recommendations are available from project staff

A warning: Don't become a data junkie. An overwhelm
ing amount of information is available-more than we can ever
assimilate and use. We must choose what information to com
pile, keeping in mind our limited budget and timeframe.

Identify information gaps mid fill them.
Conduct or sponsor research to fill gaps in biological in

formation. Verify information ~ceived from other sources, since
it is often out of date. This is an excellent opportunity to in
volve volunteers in efforts to check, for example, infonnation
on old-growth stands; or to have people verify animal move
ment corridors across roads or other obstacleS, Gathering needed
biological information can also be done as Ph.D. projects un
dertaken by graduate students. Here again, we must be realis
tic about resources and time frames. We are trying to complete
regional reserve designs in a three-year period. Our goal is to
have a draft plan for North America by 2000.

Identify ecosystem types and key species.
Because our approach emphasizes wilderness and the eco

logical roles of large animals, we must consider their past and
present distribution individually. These species include, depend
ing on the region, River Otter, Beaver, Alligator, turtles, Griz
zly Bear, Black Bear, Gray Wolf, Cougar, Bobcat, Lynx,
Coyote, Kit Fox, Wolverine, Fisher, Marten, Musk Ox, Biso~,
Caribou, Pronghorn, Ek, Moose, Bighorn Sheep, Mountain
Goat, salmon, Marbled Murrelet, cranes, raptors and others.
In addition, we are concerned about biodiversity in the broader
sense of viable populations of all native species and perpetua
tion of all natural processes. Accordingly, we aim to classify
ecosystem types and ensure enough of each type of ecosystem
is included in'protected areas to restore it to health and allow it
to retain its diversity.

The Wildlands Project is currently working with World
Wildlife Fund and others to complete an ecosystem classifica
tion for North America. It is largely complete for Canada and
Mesoamerica, but must be finished for Mexico and the US.1bjs
information will be provided to groups when available.
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Analyze biological information.
Analyze biological information on key

species and ecosystems to determine what
areas must be strictly protected, where cor
ridors should be, how much needs to be

I protected and where, what are the compat
ible uses in buffers, and so on. Answers to
these questions involve making judgments
and will vary by region. It is import;mt to
take into account ecosystem succession in
reserve design.

Information should not simply be ana
lyzed by a small elite group. The knowledge,
skills and experience ofecologists and biolo
gists will playa big role, but the values and
experience of activists and other non-scien
tists are central. Make information accessible
to non-scientists and encourage wide-ranging
discussion.

Develop preliminary map and narrative.
The objective is to map reserves, corri

dors, and buffers based on analysis of the bio
logical information, and to explain that map
and information underlying it in narrative
form. The maps should show what is needed
to achieve our four fundamental goals of
maintaining all native species, ecosystems,
ecological processes, and resilience. Maps
should set priorities as well-here is what we
want to protect in 5, 10, 50 and 100 years.
Narratives may need to be produced for both
a scientific audience and the general public.
Narratives need to be clear about our values
and goals, and the way in which creating pro
tected are<l!i helps realize these goals.

Keep preliminary maps straightforward.
Maps have great power, but can easily be
made too complicated. Initially most maps
will be at 1:500,000 or 1:250,000
(1:1,000,000 for parts of Canada) and detail
may be lacking. Issues of scale and detail are
important and we will need to work together
to resolve them.

A word on Geographic Information Sys
tems (GIS) or computer mapping: increas
ingly, much information is only availabl~ in
computer format. Sharing, reproducing, and
changing maps is easier iJ:1 computer format.
linking maps to underlying information is
most easily achieved in this way as well.
Computer mapping can be very expensive
and intimidating, but there are knowledgeable
people in almost every part of NorthAmerica

THE WILDLANDS PROJECT staff has compiled a selection of papers that we
have dubbed the "Reserve Design Framework Package." We will make this infonnation
available to cooperating orgaruzations and individuals l;lpon request. This and future
updates will be' mailed from the Tucson office and any solicitations should be made
directly to Tucson.

the framework package will help answer the many important questions surrounding
the reserve'design process. The material will come to you "handsomely bound" in a
three-ring binder which can be expanded as new elements are added.

We would prefer to send this out free of chal'ge, but much of the content is made up
of booklets and copied papers that cost the Project in actual cash outlay and in staff time.
So we are asking that those interested in the package donate $25 to help defray mailing,
handling, and material costs. For more infonnation and a detailed accounting of content
and cost, please contact Rod Mondt at The Wildlands Project, POB 5365, Tucson, AZ
85703; (520) 884-(ID5.

A partiallistofcontents* for the Framework Package, soon to be available from TWP:

Conservation Strategy .
"The Wildlands Project Land Conservation Strategy," by Reed Noss
"How to Design an Ecological Reserve System," by Stephen Trombulak
Marine reserve design guidelines
Articles from Wild Earth and other sources on reserve design process: North Cascades,

Columbia Mountains, Sonoran Desert/Gulf of California, Yukon, Yellowstone to Yukon,
Alaska, Aorida, Southern Appalachians, Maine Woods.

Guidelines for undertaking ecosystem representation analysis '
"Maintaining Ecological Integrity in Representative Reserve Networks," by Reed Noss
"Endangered Ecosystems of the United States: A Preliminary Assessment of Loss and Deg-

radation," by Reed Noss et al.
"A Protected Areas Gap Analysis Methodology: Planning for the Conseryation of Biodiver-

sity," by Stan Rowe et al.
Ecosystem representation analysis in Mexico, by David Olson and Eric Dinnerstein
Reference sheet for protecting Canada's endangered spaces by Monte Hummel et al.
Guidelines for identifying key species, terrestrial and marine
"Large Camivore Conservation in the Rocky Mountains," by Paul Paquet and Arlin Hack

man
Society for Conservation Biology presentations by Paul Paquet and Tim Clark
Corridor design model, by Steve Minta

Mapping
Guidelines for mapping, inclu~ing data layers, scale, record keeping, mapping standards, by

Jim Strittholt
List of GIS labs where services can be obtained
Sources of biological information, strategies for acquisition, by Jim Strittholt and David

Johns
Ground-truthing strategies
Mapping marine reserves
Remote sensing, by Jim Strittholt
Case studies of mapping reserves
Guidelines for preparing proposals for peer review and integrating responses from review,

by Reed Noss and Jim Strittholt

Political Strategy
Guidelines for involving ~arious groups (conservation, environmental, community, scien

tists, agencies, etc.) at early stages to ensure broad support without compromising goals
Who are our friends, who are our enemies; who are potential friends, potential enemies; who

should we focus outreach on?
Preparing media and outreach materials
Use of The Wildlands Project name in regional work, by David Johns
Conducting economic analysis
List of economic consultants
Community relations strategies
List of community relations consultants ~

Klamath-Siskiyou community relations strategy, by Kelpe Wilson

Implementation ofReserve Networks
Reference Sheet for Preserving Family Lands .
"Using Conservation Easements in Creating Regional Reserve Systems," by Brian Dunkiel
List of land trusts . . .
"UN Biodiversity Convention and Existing International Agreements," by Chris W~ld

)

References and resource lists on biodiversity, mapping, corridors,
sources of materials (e.g., base maps)
Contacts from other regions
"Non-Profit Organizations, Public Policy, and the Process: A Guide to the Internal Revenue

Code and Federal Election Campaign Act," by B. Holly Schadler
"Putting oil a Conference: Checklist ofTasks." Originally compiled by the CU Environmen

tal Center, revised by lWP
"Becoming a Better Media R'esource," by The Wilderness Society

*Not listed here but also to be included in the framework package are many articles from this
and previous editions of Wild Earth
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,who can help, Paper and mylar are not extinct, but they are
threatened; nonetheless, a great deal can be accomplished with
them, Lack of access to GIS should not halt those who want to
go forward with mapping,

Conduct preliminary joint review and revision.
Before a reserve proposal is taken to a broader public or

sent out for scientific review, it 'should be reviewed internally,
All participating groups and individuals should be part of dis
cussions on the proposal: does it meet our goals; have we done
our homework; does it tie in to reserve design work in adjacent
regions? Wildlands staff will also offer comments, and try to
ensure that the proposal is consistent ~ith other efforts, that
the science is rigorous, and that it enjoys regional support, Based
on comments and identified shortcomings, the proposal can be
revised. Such review will be ongoing, as regional groups, local
people, and project staff interact throughout the process of re·
servedesign.

Peer review.
Review by outside scientists is important. It will point out

problems in our reserve proposal, enabling us to improve its
rigor and credibility. One way to obtain peer review is through
the publication process of major biological journals. Before
acceptance ill such journals, manuscripts are critiqued by ex-,
perts in the field, and revised to accommodate or respond to
criticisms. Another means of review is to simply ask scientists
W\th expertise to review the p,roposal., In either case, review
can take several months. So that the proposal caD. be properly
reviewed, keep good records on sources of biological infor
mation, its verification and analysis, and the steps from infor
mation to maps. ,

Publish drafts for wider community review.
At the same time as, or following, peer review, take the'

e
draft proposal to the wider community. One way to do this is
through a series of community meetings. These may be infor
mal, where members of regional groups invite people to their
homes to discuss it. Consider also civic or s~rvice club meet
ings. Calling public meetings may also be useful.

In organizing these meetings, get the help of community
relations experts. For meetings early in the process, keep con
trol of the venue: shouting matches with wise-uSe tYPes are
not educational. The goal of these meetings should be to present
our fmdings and ask people how we can improve our conser
vation proposals. We have to make clear the product we're
bringing to people is a draft, not fmal. The more people who
hear about our proposal from us, rather than from the opposi
tion, the better.

Think of the process as creating an ever expanding
circle of People who understand and support wil<!ness and
biodiversity: networks of people defending networks ofland
and water.
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Analy~ economic impacts.
After completing a draft proposal, have an economic im

'pact imalysis done, The strongest objections to protection pro
posals will-come from the extraction industries and'people who
love or make -~eir living from motors. Economic analysis of

,wilderness and improved protection in the US Pacific North
west has shown that areas ar~ economically healthier QIe less
dependent they are on extractive industries and the more bio
logically intact they are. Expose the subsidies extractive in
dustries receive and the other, tolls they take on our lives and
the lives of other species. Often industries paint conservation-

, ists as outsiders to a region, when in fact the companies are
multinationals, making their decisions thousands ofmiles away
for the good of wealthy stockholders, not for the good,of the
community. Show how our proposals will improve th~ quality
of life in the region.

Revise reserve design based on initial community comment,
economic analysis and other input.

Revise the proposal to incorporate suggestions that help
us better reach our goal's. The revision process is not about com
promise or backing away from our goals. We need to put be
fore the people of North America an alternative vision, of a
biologically healthy cOntinent. Self-censorship w,ould be self-'
defeating.

Publish ''final'' propo~land launch campaign.
As the final proposal is put together, including maps, pam

pWets, narratives-perhaps also slideshow~, videos, press pack
ets-a, campaign strategy for implementation should be
developed. Address imniediate goals for implementation and
the means (private lands incentives, changes in management
of lands, public land purchase, education). Launch the final
proposal at local and regional press comerences attended by
important scientists, community leaders and others. Provide
materials such as maps, press releases with quotable quotes,
Wild Earth, and regional publications, recognizing the differ
ing needs of television and print media. Be sure materials are
available for the general public as well. Most important, be
sure a structure isin place to take advantage of people's desire
to do something on behalf of what they love. The public rela- ,
tions strategy should include plans on how to rapidly respond
to disinfonpation campaigns.'

Love of nature, boldness of vision, sound org~zation,

and prudential planning will triumph. I

David Johns and Michael Soute arecojounders ofTWP.
David currently serves as Executive Director O/IWP and also
teachespolitical science at PortlandState Univer~ity. Michael
is chair o/IWP board ofdirectors and is also a cojounder of
Societyfor Conservation Biology, chair ofUniversity ofCali
fornia at Santa Cruz sEnJironmental Studies Department, and
author or editor ofnumerous publicatiOns in the field ofcon
servation biology.
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A Second Chance Jor-the Northern Forests
B-Million Acre HEADWATERS Wilderness Reserve System

Proposed for Northern Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont

. The Northern Forest Forum (vohnne 3 #5), publication of the
. Northern Appalachian Restoration Project, recently proposed the es
tablishment of an 8-million acre network of HEADWATERS Wilder
ness Reserves in the uninhabited region known as the "industrial forest"
of northern Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont. (For a copy of the
Headwaters proposal, write the Forum, POB 6, Lancaster, NH 03584.)
Calling for "A Second Chance for the Northern Forests,~' the Forum's
proposal offers a blueprint for a 75-year transition strategy to sustain
able natural and human,communities of the Northern Forests.

The proposal outlines a strategy for econwnic revitalization that
would build a locally-controlled economy within the context of pro
tected wildlands to replace the unsustainably exploited industrial for
est. The "Second Chance"proposal also outlines strategies for cultural
and political restoration for the Headwaters region's communities.

The proposed Headwaters _Wilderness Reserve System is a net
work of 16 reserves stretching froin Vermont's Northeast Kingdom
across northern New Hampshire and western and northern Maine. It
encomp,asses the wild and remote sections of the headwaters of the
region's major rivers: the Connecticut, Androscoggin, Kennebec, 
Penobscot, St. John-Allagash-Aroostook, and Saco.

The Headwaters proposal calls for incorporating existing public
lands""':" such as Baxter State Park, theAllagash Wilderness Waterway,
the White Mountain National Forest, Nash Stream State Forest, and
Victory Bog State Forest-into the wildlands system. Almost.all of the
remaining lands-approximately 7 million acres -are ~urrentlyowned .
by a small number of multinational paper corporations, heirs of 19th
century timber barons, pension funds, or .real estate speculators.

The lands proposedfor the Headwate~s Wilderness Reserve Sys
tem have no year-round residents. No one would be thrown off his or
her land by the implementation of this proposal.

The lands of small woodlot owners who live on their property
are not included in the Headwaters proposal. The property rights

.of local residents are not only respected, but actually enhci.nced by
the possibility of a stronger, more sustainable, locally-controlled,
regional economy.

For two decades, ownership patterns have been volatile in this
region. More than half of the land in the proposed Headw~tefs Wil-·
derness Reserve System has been sold since 1980.

The cost of acquiring 7 million acres for publicly-owned wilder
ness reserves is surprisingly low -approximately $2 billion, or about
$100 million a year for 20 years, of capital investment in our environ
mental infrastructure. To put this into perspective, recall that the Pen~

tagon admitted in May 1995 that it had "misplaced" more th3n $14
billion. Right now Congress is trying to spend money on the B-2

Furbish Lousewort (pedicularis furbishiae) by D.o. Tyler©1983

, by Jamie Sayen .
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PROPOSED NORTHERN FOREST HEADWA TERS

REGIONAL WILDERNESS RESERVE SYSTEM

11

.1-Nulhegan Reserve (100,000 acres)
major watersheds: Nulhegan River, Connecticut River

2-Paul Stream Reserve (70,000 acres)
major watersheds: Paul Stream, Connecticut River

3-Victory Bog (25,000 acres)
major watershed: Moose River .

4-Hunicane Brook Reserve (25,000 acres)
major watershed: Coaticook River

5-Indian Stream Reserve (100,000 acres)
major watersheds: Hall Stream, Indian Stream, Perry Stream,

Connecticut River .
6-Nash StreamR~e (110,000 acres)

major watersheds: Upper Ammonoosuc, Connectic~t River,
Androscoggin River

7-Kilkenny Mountain.$ Reserve (65,000 acres)
major watersheds: UpperAmmonoosuc, Connecticut, Andro;ooggin

8-White Mountain NatiOJiaI Forest (600,000 acres) -
major watersheds: Pem~gewasset Riv~r, Saco River, Swift River,

Gale River, Androscoggin River, Baker River

9-Boundary Mountains Reserve (1,200,000 acres)
major watersheds: Connecticut, Magallowily, Dead River, Moose

River, Upper Kennebec
1O-Umbagog, RIchardson, Mooselookmeguntic Lakes·Reserve

(220,000 acres) major watershed: Androscoggin
ll-Mahoosuc Reserve (110,000 acres)

major watershed: Androscoggin
12-Thmbledown Mountain Reserve (80,000 acres)

major watersheds: Androscoggin, Kennebec
13-Sugarloaf/Mt. Abraham Reserve (170,000 acres)

major watersheds: Kennebec, Androscoggin
14-,Moxie Pond Reserve (160,000 acres)

major watersheds: Kennebec, W. Branch Pisquatiquis
15-Kennebec Headwaters-Misery'Ridge Reserve (200,000 acres)

major watersheds: Kennebec. W. Branch Pisquatiquis
16-Thoreau Reserve (4,900,000 acres)

major watersheds: Upper Kennebec, Moose River, West Branch
Pleasant River, Allagash. Upper Aroostook, St. John. West Branch
Penobscot, East Branch Penobscot
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(Stealth) Bomber (which cost more than $750 million each),
despite statements from military leaders that we do not need
the B-2. Oearly, money is available, even in these tightbud
getary times. What is lacking is the political leadership to spend
it on our life-support system (the environment) and on behalf
of future generations.

The Headwaters proposal represents the first step in de
veloping a region-wide WIlderness Reserve System. To pro
tect the biological diversity and ecological integrity of the entire
region will require a second phase which establishes a network
of buffered, connected reserves extending from the large wil
derness reserves of the Northern Forest Headwaters to theAt
lantic Ocean, southern New England, New York's Adirondack
and Taconic regions, and eastern Canada.

The area south of the Northern Forest Headwaters is much
more developed. Ownership is much more highly fragmented.
There are no sizable roadless areas. For these reasons, core re
serves will likely be much smaller than the wilderness reserves
proposed for the Northern Forest Headwaters (phase I), and
the cores will likely' be more isolated from each other.

To assure the integrity of isolated, small reserves, core ar
eas must be buffered from developed areas, 'and connections
between cores must be identified and protected. As a general
rule, small, isolated cores require more buffering and connec
tions to other reserves than larger cores that are closer together.
Thus, design and establishment of buffers and connecting cor
ridors will playa more critical role in the develc;>pment of Phase
II than in Phase I. Also, the manner in which the landscape
outside the reserve system is managed will help determine the
size and management options of the buffer zones. If private
lands are managed in a truly sustainable manner, buffers gen
erally can be smaller than if the surrounding landscape'is in
tensively exploited. Buffer zones can enlarge a core area by
capturing key ecological elements such as rare species habitat
not included in the core area. Buffer zones can be either pub
licly or privately owned. \

Ideally, core areas would be conn~ted to other cores by
multiple linkages. Corridors should, where possible, be both
terrestrial and aquatic. Candidates for corridors include exist
ing migratory routes and trails of terrestrial animals along ri
parian corridors and ridgelines. A general rule is: the longer a
corridor, the wider!t should be, with a minimwn width of about
one-half mile.

Data necessary for the design ofNort~em Forest Watershed
Phase II Reserves include:
I) Locations of rare, threaten~, and endangered species and

populations;
2) Locations of rare, threatened and endangered natural com

munities and seral stages such as old-growth forests, wet
lands, and spawning grounds (all should be protected);

3) Distribution of natural ecosystems in the region;
4) Existing public land (federal, state, and municipal);

5) Existing private conservation land (The Nature Conser
vancy,Audubbn Societies, land trusts, etc.);

6) Inventory of roads, ,categorized by type (primary, second
ary, trail);

7) Soil types;
8) Travel routes of species (important for core reserve design

and'vital for design of ~orridors'that connect core reserves;
road kill data, sadly, is the best source of information for
large vertebrates);

9) Watershed boundaries (a core reserve must be located
in each primary watershed, and each core should include
an entire secondary or tertiary watershed);

10) Historical distribution of locally-extirpated species;
11) Ranges of wide-rangingspecies.

Some of the above data sets are available today (existing
'public and private conservation lands, soil types, roads, water- ,.
shed boundaries), Other data sets are very incomplete (loca
tions of rare, ,threatened, and endangered species, populations

. and communities; travel routes of many species). It is impera
tive that research fill critical gaps in our <tata sets as swiftly as
possible. However, we have adequate data to begin the pro
cess ofreserve design for Phase II today.

Time-fra~e for Phase II:
Begin immediately to assemble known data. Conduct re

search on the highest priority data gaps; begin to manage ex
isting public and private conserviltion lands for the goal of
protecting and restoring biological diversity and eCological~

tegrity; begin to acquire critical lands from willing sellers; de
velop and enforce sustainable forest management practices.

Within 10 years. many reserves should be established and
the job of buffering and connecting them should be progress
ing. More land acquisition and research, restoration, and moni
toring are vital during this period.

Within 25 years. the Phal;e II Reserve System should have
been clearly identified and much of it should already be in the
initial to intermediate stages of implementation. Monitoring
should indicate the success of the reserve design, and should
lead to adaptive management to compensate for experiments
tllllt have not succeeded.

In 75 years. the Phase II Reserve System should be es
sentially in place. I

Jamie Sayen is the editor and publisher ofThe Northern
Forest Forum. and a board member ofThe Wildlands Project.

Help establish Headwaters Wilderness Reserves. Please con

sider making a donation to the Northern AppaUu:hian ResfO

ration Project. Contributions are tax deductible. Checks should

be made payable to Earth Island Institute and sent to: NARP,

POB 6. Lancaster, NH 03584,
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Beyond the Big· Outside
by Mike Biltonen

\

/'

CALL IT HERESY, but I would argue that strict issue oriented envi
ronmental activism plays Ijght into the hands of those who destroy what we
try to protect. Scarce resources are utilized to fight battles that do not result
in recovery of wildlands or significant protection of ecosystems. Of course,
fighting specific threats should always be part of our work; but doing so
without a broad, proactive vision has resulted and will result in compromise
and back-pedaling.

In 1993 I embarked ona project to provide a viable basis for protecting
native biodiversity and put the Minnesota Ecosystems Re<:Qvery Project
(MERP) in the proverbial driver's seat, forcing our opponents to expend
their energy and resources countering our actions. MERP's flagship project
is the Minnesota Biosphere RecOvery Strategy (MBRS).I

Enlarging the Big Outside
Dave Foreman and Howie Wolke's book The Big Outside (1989) ex

plained why roadlessness is the primary criterion for evaluating wilderness
and described the roadless areas of the lower~ United States. The Bound
ary Waters-Quetico region of northern Minnesota and southern Ontario was
listed as the third largest at 1.1 million hectares. In short, wilderness in our
own backyard had maintained its own.

Shortly after rea<4ng their historic book, I wondered how many smaller
roadless areas remained in Minnesota and what could be done to recreate/
larger ones. More important, what was their value to biodiversity? Mter
poring over dozens ofmaps and drawing general boundaries, we were pleas
antly surprised to find over 2 million ha of roodless and lightly roaded areas
greater than 2000 ha (5000 acres, or roughly 2000 hectares, is the minimum
size definition for Wilderness designated under the Wilderness Act of 1964).
Our Minnesota Roadless Lands Inventory andAnalysis results were the basis
of a preliminary Minnesota Biosphere Recovery Strategy (Figure 1) pub
lished in the spring 1995 issue of Wild Earth magazine.

Minnesota's potential for increasing wild lands and waters exceeds many
people's wildest dreams. If rehabilitated and Protected, areas identified in
the MRLIA would represent the largest statewide wildlands reserve system
in the lower 48 United States and allow the natural recovery of the Gray
Wolf, Wolverine, Canada Lynx, Cougar, Woodland Caribou and other spe
cies sensitive to human activities.

1We do not use the term 'biosphere' in its classic sense. Instead, it refers here to all native
biotic and abiotic elements associated with the environment of the state of Minnesota.
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"Physical
9) Watersheds
10) Geology
11) Climate
12)Topography
13) Ecological Oassification System (ECS)

Biological
1) Old-growth and old forest remnants
2) Threatened and endangered element occurrences

.3) Protected areas of biological or ecological significance
4) Roadless and lightly roaded areas
5) Critical home ranges, areas of identified significance,

and special environments
6) Native ranges of extirpated species
7) Presettlement vegetation patterns
8) Current vegetation patterns

Although not necessary for all wildlands proposals, we've
chosen to utilize Geographic Infonnation Systems (GIS) in our
mapping. GIS provides the accuracy and precision needed for
mapping a scientifically defensible proposal. It will be espe
cially important as we piece together habitat fragments of the
Eastern Broadleat' and Prairie/P~klandbiomes of the state.
Important information we found available for GIS enthusiasts
included databases managed by the state Natural Heritage Pro
gram (NHP), the US Forest Service, Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources, and The Nature Conservancy. Continued
access to this information will require a good rapport with man
agers. By maintaining scientific rigor as we design the MBRS,
we inspire confidence arid enhance our credibility.

In our article on the MBRS, several data layers deemed
important were mentioned. Since then the list has been changed
and divided into three main categories: biological, physical, and
cultural. The,important data layers by category are as follows:

MRLlA Results by County
County
Saint Louis
Koochiching .
Lake
Beltrami
Cook
Aitkin
Lake of the Woods
Itasca
Cass
Mahnomen
Roseau
Momson
Crow Wing
Mille Lacs
Totals

Hectares
524,416
394,368
388,352
313,088
243,456
78,208
76,032
67,328
29,440
26,688
23,552
20,480
12,544
12,032

2,209,084

Cultural
14) Protected areas of unknown biological or ecological

significance
15) Minnesota transportation network
16) Land use designation
17) Population centers
18) County and township boundaries

The'Next Steps ,
Eight of the above data layers will be included in a site

ranking scheme for identifying Gass I and pass II core re
serves and wildland recovery areas. A (inal criterion will be
applied after preliminary site ranking: natural distUrbance re
gimes. If an area is large enough to contain varying degrees of
natural disturbances .such as fire, it will receive additional
points. Core reserves -should be able to contain large natural
disturbance events. The remaining data layers will help iden
tify overlooked priority conservation sites or help in the estab
lishment process. A full description of these data layers plus
design methodology is included in our working guidelines for
designing a reserve ~ystem in Minnesota (available upon re
quest).

Although design of a wildlands reserve system is impor
tant, it is only a first step. Lapdscape-Ievel wildlands protec
tion requires that the proposal be implemented. Reserve design
will be the easy part; winning over community support will be
much more difficult. Educating and including local citizens at
all levels of the process is imperative to its success. Although
MERP fully recognizes two distinct phases to the MBRS, the
hurdles we will surely encounter during its establishment will
not affect the design phase. ,Tailoring a strategy to ensure es
tablishment will only result in the status quo.

WJ..1dlands Project plans likely will prove difficult to get
started, but comparatively easy to keep going. WJ..1dlands re
covery will take a great deal of patience and effort, but truth is
on our side. Commitment, organization, professional acumen
and vision will go a long way to so grand an end. To be sure,
vision is the most important, for without it we have no yard
stick by which to judge our personal activities and daiiy'lives.
As ~endellBerry once wrote:

...the care ofthe earth is our most ancient and most wor
thy and, after all, our mostpleasing responsibility. To cherish
w~ remains ofit, and to foster its renewal, is our only legfti
mate hope.

Let's get on with it. .•

Mike Biltonen is the executivedirector ofMERP(POB 293,
Red Wing. MN 55066). He invites persons interested in help
ing restore Minnesota secosystems to contact him.
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Preliminary Results of a Biodiversity Analysis
in the 'Greater,North Cas~a:de~Ecosystem'

by Peter Morrison, Susan Snetsinger, and Evan Frost,

THE GREATER NORTH CASCADES ECOSYSTEM
(GNCE), a region over ten million acres in size spanning the Washington
British Cohunbia border, has been the focus of major conservation efforts
over the last five decades. While substantial progress has been made, the
current system of protected areas does not include the full array of biologi
cal communities and is not sufficiently large and connected to maintai.D.·im
portant ecological processes or viable populations of sensitive wildlife. The
task of protecting the ecological integrity of the GNCE remains incomplete.

To strengthen the scientific foundation for futur~ conservation efforts
in the GNCE, ~e Nor~westEcosystem Alliance 'undertook a cooperative
project with the Sierra Biodiversity Institute to 1) conduct a regional biodi"
versity analysis to identify areas with high conservation value, and 2) us
ing the results of this analysis, draft a
proposal for a network of new ancl existing
reserves, restoration areas, and linkage zones.

Our assessment of regional biodiversity
made use of the powerful analytical capabili
ties of geographic information systems (GIS).
As the first step in this project, we as~embled

data themes based on landscape-level biologi
cal and environmental variables correlated with
biodiversity. This involved acquiring digital data
from various agencies in both the US and
Canada, crosswalking their attributes, and merg
ing them into uniform region-wide data sets. In
some cases, digital information from the agen
cies was updated with mo~e recent information
from hardcopy maps. Many data themes (such
as species distribution and abundance) could not
be used in the final analysis because full eco
sys'tem coverage did not exist. The following
basic region-wide data themes were assembled
and used in the final analysis: .
• Existing and potential vegetation (series level)
• Forest cover, including canopy cover, succes-

sional stage, age o"i", cia" I~a11• Elevation 0 WA

• Rivers and streams Biodiversity potential

• Wetlands "=;;~=~;;;:L J:~~__~O~~2~~4~M~ile~s_~_~N~~R~iv=e~rs=-J
• Road systems L..:

Rgure 1. Example of biodiversity value model.
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Figure 2. Key Biodiversity Areas on public lands in the.Greater North Cascades Ecosystem.

From these data themes, the following additional layers
were derived for use in subsequent analysis:
• Presence/absence of wetlands
• Degree of late-successional forest development'
• Index of size, configuration, and co~ectivityoflate succes

sional forest patches
• Rarity of vegetation types with respect to overaI1 abundance

in the GNCE and current protected status
• Density and proximity of roads
• Distance from major streams and rivers
• Index of size of roadless/unmanaged regions,
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For each data theme, a weighting algorithm was developed,
with higher values indicating grea!eI'biodiversity potential. For ex
ample, large, connected patches of late-suC<;essional forest with
small perimeter to area ratios received a higher value than small,

. isolated patches with convoluted shapes.
All of these derived data themes and their relative values

were then integrated into an ARC/INFO grid-based model to
evaluate the cumulative biodiversity potential. Values for all
data themes were summed for each 1 hectare grid cell, across
the entire region. High values in the resulting grid modelrepre-

.sent areas with high biodivers)ty potential and conservation
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value. Low values in this model represent areas with
low biodiversity potential, such as those degraded by
past management (Figure1).

Overall biodiversity values were then averaged
for watershed units (1000-5000 ha in size) and all
roadless regions greater than 400 hectares (rougWy
1000 acres)in size. Watershed uni~ and roodless re
gions with relatively high overall scores were identi
fied as "Key Biodiversity Areas" for the GNCE
(Figure 2). This map of Key Biodiversity Areas has
been used by a consortium of US and Canadian con
servation groups (the Cascades International Alliance)
to delineate boundaries for a proposed Cascades In
ternational Park. Key Biodiversity Areas that are un
protected and roadless have been proposed as new
reserves or "Conservation Areas." Watersheds with
high biodiversity scores that are unprotected and
roaded have been proposed as "Restoration Areas. "
linkage zones were also delineated in order to con
nect proposed Conservation and Restoration Areas
with the existing system of protected areas.

Maps depicting all proposed Conservation and
Restoration Areas were circulated to conservation
activi~ts i~ the region and evaluated by a group of
conservation biologists. Some changes'suggested
in this/review process have since been incorporated
into the final proposal. The results of the GNCE
biodiversity analysis will have long-term utility,
serving as building blocks for future regional co'n
servation efforts.

For information and written materials about the
International Park campaign in the GNCE, contact the
Northwest Ecosystem Alliance. Contact the Sierra
Biodiversity Institute for ~ more detailed report on this
project. I

Northwest Ecosystem Alliance
PO Box 2813
Bellingham, WA 98827
(360) 671-9950

Sierra Biodiversity Institute
POB 298
Winthrop, WA 98862
(509) 996-2490

Linnaeus wrote
"The first step.

. of science is' to know '
on~ thing from another" .

but taking the world apart
demands

.the ev~n greater ,c;Z.:'-'7
of putting it . .
all together again

which is
the creative ,u.7.JeOs-
of poet • dancer • worldmaker

in his last years
Linnaeus suffered a stroke
& it is said

he who named
& classified all the known
species flora
& found of his day

forgot .
even his own name

-Lone Cone Free Poem

Note: the borrowings are from Attic Greek.
V/3ftf · hubris· fateful pride
t'E.it y,? • techne • skill, ·technique
/'< v e,.· mythos • myth
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Life Zones at Risk
Gap Analysis in Costa Rica

by G.VN. Powell, KD. Bjork, M. Rodriguez 5., and J. Barborak

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

a.

ill

OceaYL

AtlaYLtic

We analyzed the adequacy of existing protected natural areas (national parks
and biological reserves) in Costa Rica with respect to their protection of that cOuntry:s
biodiversity by comparing the distribution of protected areas with major vegetation
communities as indicated by the Holdridge Life Zone System. That analysis indi-

cated that 98% of the pro
tected area represents only 10
of the 23 life zones or major
transitional life zones in the
country, leaving most zones
with little or no protection.
From this we concluded that
a significant portion of the
country's biodiversity is at risk.

On the basis of this analy
sis, we propose a two-step ap
proach to developing a system
of protected natural areas that
will provide for the long-term
stability of Costa Rica's bio
diversity. We propose the ex-

. pansion of eight existing
protected areas and the estab
lishmentof three new ones so
that the resulting system will
incorporate at least 10,000.
hectares each of the majority
of the 23 life zones. That ac
tion woul.d increase the cover
age ofabsolute protected areas
from the current 12% to about
18% of the country. About half
of all the proposed expansion
areas already have some level
of government protection,
which would facilitate upgrad
ing them to absolute protec-

Pacific

Protection Status of
Life Zones

OceaYL

o tl203040506070

Kilometers

[] > 10,000 Hectares

~ < 10,000 ;Hectares

-Protected Areas

Figure 1

This article is based on a presenlation at the annual meeting oftbe Society for Conservation Biology, June 1994
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not provide meaningful habitat protection, we have limited this
study to an analysis oflevel1 protected areas.

Study DeSign: In the tropics we still lack sufficient spe
cies level distributional data to allow species level gap analy

ses. Therefore, we selected to use habitats delineated by the
Holdridge Life Zone System as our indicator of biodiversity.

. That system uses gradients of temperature, precipitation rela
tive to evapotranspiration, and elevation to form a theoretical
framework that delineates major plant communities. In Costa
Rica, the system delineates 23 life zones or transitional zones.
V~y all these zones are naturally forested; they range from

Table 2. Representation of lire zones in Costa Rica's syslem of protected natl.rnl areas, current and following expansions.

Table 1. Current coverage 01 life zones In Costa Rica's system of protected natural areas and distribution ot protected and unprotected

lor85t with resped. to lif. zones. Only 7 of 23 zones have more than the rrinlmum.ooosidered to be suffident (>10,000 hectares)

Adequacy or representation is indicated bv + (>10,000 hectares), • « 10,000 hal and·· «5,000 hal, .

Ule ClA'Tltnt Currently Priority Resulting Secondary Resulting Adequacy

Zone Protection Protected expansion Protected expansion Protected Aher ExpansionsLIFE ZONE
_es (totaJin co.....try)N......,., Adequacy hectMos _es _os hectaros

bosque seco-TroplcaJ (bs·T) 1 9,456 21,091 30,547 30,547 +.. 790 700 29.059 29,849 +bs·T (trans a humedo) - 2

bosque humldc>-Tropical (btl-1) , 3 9,390 39,853 49,243 49,243 +
~. 16.296 16,298 +bh·T (trans a seco) .. 2,100 14,196

5 " 1.030 2,360 3,390 6,900 10,380 +bh-T (trans a pertlu'nedo)

btl-T (traM. Premontano) 6 .. 6<0 16,363 17,003 17,003 +
bosque muy humldc>-Troplcal (bmh-T) 7 + 153,300 153,300 153,300 +
bmfl.T (trans a premom-lo) 8 + 75,410 75,410 75,410 +
bosqu. turid~tano (bh-P) 9 .. 0 5,001 5,001 5,001

bh-P (tram a Basal) 10 + 51,370 51.,370 51,370 +
bosque muy humJdo-Premontano (bmh-p) 11 8,130 64,822 72.952 72,952 +
bmh·P (trans a Basal) 12 + 16,120 16,120 16,120 +
bmh·P (trans a prehumedo) 13 .. 0 8,785 8,785 8,785

bosque pluvlal·Premontano (bp.p) ,. + 122,460 122,460 122.460 +
bp·P (trans. Basall 15 .. 0 ',967 ',967 ',967
bosque humldc>-Montano B8p (bh·MB) 16 .. 0 1,497 1,497 1,497

bosque muy humldo·Montano Ba)o (bmh·MB) 17 " 3,990 44,623 48,613 48,613 +
bmh·MB (trans a humedo) 18 .. 0 123 123 123 (',"Oha)

bosque pluvial·Montano Balo lbo·MB) 19 + 153,900 153,900 153,900 I +
bosque muy humldo·Montano (bmh·M) '20 " 50 0 50 50 (1,610ha)

bosque pluvlal·Montano (bp·M) 21 + 64,700 64,700 64,700 +
bp·M (trans a Montano 8_10) 22' .. 260 455 715 715 823ha

Paramo ptuvlal-Subalplno (pp-5A) 23 100'10 ',330 4,330 4,330 (4,330 hal

AdRquecy + gr.etet than goeS of 10,000 ha

of • < 10,000~s protKted
937,613Representation "< 5,000'hectare. protected TOTALS 677,426 224,138 901,564 36,049

p...,.,.1n Cou-l.,. 13 • 18 1 18

for long-teml protection 01 bIodive."ity.

ZONE COUNTRY AMOlJf'\lT PROTECTED UNPROTECTED

UFEZONE NUM TOTAl PROTECTEO FOREST FOREST

hectMes hecla<es ,. hecla<es hectares

PISO bosque seco-Tropical (bs-I) l' 94,350 9.456 10.02 9,456 2,343

BASAl bs-T (trans a humedo) 2 " 29.000 700 2.72 700 0

bosque hLmido-Troplcal (btl-T) 3 *; 723,500 9.300 1.30 9.390 65,782

bt>-T (1rlWlS aseoo) ." 114,340 2,100 1.84 2,100 1,441

bt>-T (U'ons a pertll.medo) 5 •• 156,<30 1,030 0.66 1,030 11,792

btl-T (tnIns a Premootano) 6" 76,150 6<0 0.84 6<0 5,725

bosque trUf tunI~Tropk:al(bfT'lh.1) 7 843,520 153,300 18.17 153,300 0

bmfl.T (trans. prernontano) , 8 260,070 75,"10 29.00 75,"10 0

PISO bosque hlll1ldc>-Premontano (bh-p) 9 .. 88,970 0 0.00 0 699

PRE· bh.p (U'ons a Basal) 10 "68,850 51,370 10.96 51,370 0

MONTANO bosque muy humldo-Premontano (bmh-p) 11 • 436,360 8,130 1.86 8,130 69,600

brJ"lh.P (trans • Basal) 12 698,"20 16,120 2.31 16,120 0

bmlrP (trans. prehumedo) 13 •• 75,890 0 0.00 0 24.522

bosque pluvtal·Premontano (bp-P) ,. 437,240 122,460 28.01 122.460 0

bp-P (trans. Basal) 15 .. 7,560 0 0.00 0 2,396

PISO bosque humldo·Montano BaJo (bh·MB) 16 •• 23,800 0 0.00 0 29<
MONTANO bosque muy humldo-Monlano BaJa (bmh·MB) 17 •• 112,490 3,900 3.55' 3,900 3<,200

bmh-MB (tran. a humedo) 18 •• 1,440 0 0.00 0 , 0BAJO

bosque pluvial-Montano 8a)o (bp·MB) 19 352,040 153,900 <3.72 153,900 0

bosque muy humldo-Montano (bmh·M) 20" 1,610 50 3.11 50 133PISO

bosque pluvlal·Montano (bp·M) 21 116,990 64,700 55.30 64,700 0MONTANO

bp-M (tran•• Montano BaJa) 22" 823 260 31.59 260 565

PISO SUBALPI Paramo p1uv1a1·Subalplno (pP·SA) 23 ',330 4,330 100.00 NA NA

• < 10,000 hectares protected

219,492"< 5,000 hectares protected TOTALS (sum) 5,122,233 677,'26 13.23

-

METHODS

The System ofProtected NaJural Areas: Costa Rica's sys
tem of protected natural areas affords two basic levels of pro
tection Levell areas consist of31 national parks and biological
refuges and three relatively large private biological reserves,
all of which theoretically provide absolute protection for or
ganisms contained within. These areas cover 12% of the coun
try. An additional 14% of the country falls within areas that
receive symbolic protection as forest reserves, priority wet
lands, or protection zones. These are level 2 areas, function
ally little more than paper parks as they allow uses contradictory
with the conservation of biodiversity. Because \evel2 areas do

INTRODUCTI.ON

Costa Rica's system of protected
natural areas., which now covers 12% of
its surface area, has been established

. over the past several. decades in an ef
fort to guarantee long-term stability for
the country's tremendous biodiversity.
While the amount of area protected is
impressive, the preponderance of high
land protected areas (above I()()() meters)
or lowland sites (below 50 meters) and
near absenCe in middle elevation sites
lead us to question whether the effort will
fulfill its objective once remaining for
ests outside of the protected areas are all
but eliminated and the protected areas
are completely isolated, a situation that
is expected to occur within the next de
cade. Will the protected natural areas, as
designed, contain sufficient acreage and
distribution to allow all of Costa Rica's
ecosystems to remain viable in perpetu
ity, or are there gaps in coverage that
should receive high priority for expan
sion of the protective network? As a step
toward that evaluation, we have com
pleted a preliminary gap analysis that
uses life zones as the indicator of biodi
versity. Following that, we have begun
identifying priority areas that should be
included to eliminate deficiencies iden
tified by our analysis.

tion. Second, we propose the establish
ment of an extensive network of linkage
zones that will maintain ecological con
nectivity among the protected areas.
Within these zones, existing natural
habitats would be protected and gradu-

, ally upgraded into anastomosing net
works of continuous natural habitat:
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RESULTS

Current Status of Protection: Our gap analysis revealed
that coverage of the life zones in Costa Rica is highly variable
in the area and percentage of each life zone represented~ the
protected areas (fable 1). Protection of life z.ones ranges from

a

a

a

p'

m

Ocean

Atlantic
or as sources of fo~d for
adults, many are likely to be '
limited in range to one or a
small number of adjacent life
zones at least during parts of
their life cycles,

, In short, for most faunal
groups as well as floras, we
are likely safe in our assump
tion that conserving the full
suite of major plant commu
nities or life zones is requisite
to protecting biodiversity.
However, that assumption can
be supported only ifconsider
ation is given to the mainte
nance of habitat linkages
among life zones'whichniany
tropical forest taxa reqllire.
Furthermore, the life zone cat
egories do not separate areas
with unique microclimates
that result from unusual soil
types or poor drainage (e.g.,
wetlands), nor do they distin
guish geographic species ~f
ferences within life zones such

,as endemics in different.
mountain ranges. Because of

these deficiencies, we must consider the gap analysis using life
zones as incomplete and as an intermediate step between the
ecoregion approach that the World Wildlife Fund is develop
ing for Latin America and a species-focused gap analysis that'
might be developed in the future.

What constitutes,adequate country-wide coverage of a life
zone Or tropical ecosystem we could discuss all day and prob
ably never reach consensus on. For this analysis, we usC;d a
figure of 100 sq kID or 10,000 hectares, recogirizing that this
size would not be sufficient on a stand-alone basis, but that it
could be considered sufficient in the context of conglomerates
of life zone blocks in large protected naniral areas.

Computer Analysis: We used the geographic information
processing'software CAMRIS to quantify the representation
of each of the 23 life zones in the coverage of level 1 protected
natural areas. CAMRIS is a menu-driven, vector-based soft
war~ that allows user-friendly access to the intimidating world
of GIS. The life ZOne data were digitized from 1/200,000 scale
maps produced by Rafael Bolanos et al. in 1993.

N;ic ar agu a

010203040506070

Kilometers

;E]Exisling Parks IIPriorily Add~tion

Ocean

Figure 2

seasonally dry on the Pacific lowlands, to montane cloud for
ests in the highlands, to continually wet rainforests on the At
lantic slopes and lowlands, Several studies have indicated that
plant communities within life zones are ~mposedof unique
assemblages of species with a large proportion of species en
demic to a single life zone or two to three adjacent zones or
transition areas, Most faunal distributions have not been stud-

, . !ed with respect to life zones. Perhaps the best data are avail
able for birds. These data indicate that the distributions ofmany
species do conform to life zones at-least during the breeding
season. Recent studies indicate that many qirds migrate to dif
ferentlife zones, still within the tropics', during the non-breed
ing season, which means that these sptx:ies are dependent on
more than a single life zone 'and that those zones are conse
quently ecologically linked. Most mammal distributions clearly
transcend multiple life zones; this means that life zones are not

, valid measures of mammalian biodiversity. An exception to
that generalization is bats, and perhaps small rodents,-which
tend to have more restricted ranges that confOm1 more closely
to life zone demarcations. Unfortunately, we do not have suf-'
ficien~ information on distribution patterns of the largest fau
nal group, arthropods, to assess the effectiveness of life zones
as a biodiversity indicator for those taxa. With this group we

. can assume only that because arthropods tend to depend on
individual or limited groups of plants as hostsJor larval stages

Pacific

Proposed Addi lions
to frotected Ar,eas
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°to 100% and from °to 150,000 hectares. Only 7 of the 23
life zones are sufficiently represented in the protected natural
areas for sustained viability according to our criterion of 10,000
hectares.

Those 7 areas account for 94% of the protected area in
the country, but only 48% of its total surface area. Adding the
protected areas in 3 additional life zones that have between.
5000 and 10,000 hectares of coverage accounts for al;>out 98%
of the area protected. Thus, the 13 remaining life zones ac
count for only 2% of the protected area. We hasten to add that.
5 of those 13 ·zones are limited in distribution within the coun
try and thus probably have depauperate floras and faunas. One,
the transitional Premontane to Basal Rain Forest, occurs on
7500 hectares country-wide, while each of the 4 others covers
less than 5000 hectares. However, with the exception of the
Paramo (life zone 23) which has 100% of its 4300 hectares
protected, and the most limited zone, transitional Montane to
Lower Montane Rain Forest, which has 260 of its 823 hect
ares protected (32%), these lifezones are receiving little or no
protection (0 -3.5%). Again, though one would expect the eco
systems represented in these life zones to be depauperate be
cause of their limited size and isolation, they are likely to
support extensive unique genetic diversity that should be pro
tected to the greatest extent possible.

We conclude onthe basis of this analysis that 11life zones
are critically under-protected (less than 5000 hectares protected)
and 3 additional zones have inadeq'uate protection (more than
5000 but less than 10,000 hectares protected). As we discussed
above, it is difficult to precisely interpret these fmdings in terms
of conservation of Cosl';! Rica's biodiversity be~use little is
known about the level of fit between the theoretical life zone
distributions and the distribution of organisms. However, it is
probably safe to conclude that the complete absence or mini
mal protection for more than half of ·the life zones in Costa
Rica is indicative that a large proportion of the country's biodi
versity is at ri~k over the longterm as remaining unprotected
forests are eliminated.

The under-protected, zones' represent a range of habitats,
distributed throug~out the country but generally concentrated
in two areas, the northwes~em lowlands and the middle-eleva
tion Pacific slope ( Figure 1). The ,zones on the Pacific slope
coincide with the areas best suited for traditional agricultural
crops, particularly coffee, and for the dairy industry. Conse
quently, these zones have been largely converted to agricul
ture and tend to be heavily populated. The northwestem lowland
habita!S were early sites for the development of cattle ranch
ing, and more recently, for sugar cane and rice plantation. ,

, The revelation .that major gaps exist in the protection of
Costa Rica's bi6mversity leads us to the next step of attempt
ing to identify priority areas, the protection of which would
eliminate the deficiencies ,in current protection. Toward this
end, we have incorporated two additional data sets into the
analysis: forest cover and human population. Our goal is to
use these data. sets in conjunction with.the life zone map to

/ Quetzal by Sarah Lauterbach

Recent studies indicate that many birds migrate

to different life zones, still within the tropics,
, '

during the non-breeding season, which means

that these speCies are dependent on more than a
, .

single life zone alid that those zones are

consequently ecologically linked.
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Recognizing the impor
tance of altitudinal migra
tions, we emphasized link
ages among poorly repre
sented middle elevation
Pacific slope habitats and
existing higher elevation pro
tected areas. Furthermore,
because northwestern and
southeastern montane envi
ronments are,not equivalent
in Costa RiCa, we attempted
to include representation.of a
full range of zones· in both
regions. This forced us to se
lect some areas, such as the
Pacific slope of the Tilaran
Mountains, even though re
maining unprotected habitats
are fragmented and de
graded. Following the iden
tification ofpriority areas, we
reanalyzed the protection of
life zones through CAMRlS
to redetermine the adequacy
of protection according to
our criteria.

Quantifying forest rem-
nants from the satellite im

ages revealed that substantial unprotected forest does exist for
some life zones; but for others, remaining forest is extremely
limited. The analysis of the distribution of the unprotected for
est, by life zone, revealed that for most zones, the remaining
forest is fragmented and for some it is widely scattered. Conse
quently, protecting representatiye samples of biodiversity will of
ten require experimentation with ways ofrestoring forest habitats.

On the basis of our analysis, we determined that by ex
panding 7 existing protected areas as a first priority and creat
ing 3 new ones as second priority (Figure 2), it would be
possible to increase the number ofadequately protected lifezones
from the present 8 zones (mcluding the limited Paramo which is
100% protected) to at least 17 (Table 2). In the process, about
260,000 hectares would be added to the system ofnational parks
and biological reserves. Abouthalfof the proposed expansionfalls
within secood level protected areas. Wj.th this relatively modest
increase in protected area, which would increase the total area of
the country JXUtected from about 12% to 16%, representation of
biodiversity theoretically more than doubles. The6 remaining life
zones are so tightly aligned with hlDDaIl distribution, largely on
the fringes of the heavily populated Central Valley, that it would
be difficult to significantly expand protection in those zones with
out greatcost and displacement of large numbers ofpeople.*

Nicaragua

o Xl 20 JO 40 50 60 70

Kilometers

I!IExisting Parks £f!IUnkage Zones
IIPriority Additions-

. Ocean

Pacific

Proposed Additions
to Protected Areas

Figure 3

optimize protection of the under-protected life zones. The hu
man population data were derived from a 1992 population cen
sus and converted to density as a function of the area of the
municipalities by which they were reported. The-distribution
of forest coverage w~ digitized from maps produced by the
Costa Rican Forest Service from 1989 TM satellite imagery.
In addition, we have taken into consideration ecological link
ages known to be critical for the maintenance of many species
that migrate among tropical habitats, particularly along altitu
dinal transects; failure to account for those linkages in the de-

. sign of protected areas would ultimately result in an extensive
loss of biodiversity.

~ecommendations to Eliminate Gaps: To take the next step
of recommending specific additions to the country's system of
protected areas, our procedure was to examine each of the un
der-represented life zones and identify principal areas with re
maining unprotected forest We then attempted·to link the best
remnants with existing protected areas and/or other intact un
der-represented habitats while avoiding human populations as
much as possible. We also took into consideration the distri
bution of second level protected areas because their presence
could facilitate conservation efforts since the government still
holds title to many of those lands. ~

*Scienc~ Ed. note: Conservationists need, however, to recognize long-term restoration potential. - RFN
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Recommendations for the Long-term Stability of Biodi
versity: It is important to note that this gap analysis is not all
inclusive of conservation needs. For example, as mention~d
above, it does not identify wetlands, either open marsh habi-'
tats or swamp and mangrove forests, or other localized habitat
types that are products of site-specific characteristics. It deals
only superficially with the question of linkages required by
seasonal migrants or species that apparently require large ar
eas to sustain their populations (e.g., Jaguars, White-lipped Pec
caries, Harpy Eagles, Great Green Macaws). Finally, it does
not deal with the more long-term issues of dispersal, reestab
lishing and maintaining linkages for gene flow, and·
recolonization after local extinctions (a recurrent process in
tropical habitats). Therefore, in addition to the recommended
a?ditions to the park system, which will protect biodiversity
for the shortterm, we have taken a step toward an inclusive
conservation plan that will conserve biodiversity over the ..
longterm (Figure 3).

In this exercise, we propose the creation of linkage zones
as a third cat~gory of additions to the system of protec(ed ar
eas (beyond priority and secondary extensions). We recommend _
that the linkage zones be establish¢ as a longterm strategy for
interconnecting the protected areas. (We suggest these land
scapes instead of the potentially misinterpreted term'corridor.')
The linkages are patterned after those ofThe Wildlands Project
and supersede the more focused Paseo Pantera and 1

Mesoamerican Corridor projects, which focus on connecting
existing protected areas with corridors. Initially at least, the link
ages would functionally be buffer zones with networks ofnatu
ral habitats in landscapes dominated by human-modified
habitats. For each area it will be necessary to initiate local par
ticipation in the design and implementation of strategic plans
that combine the purchase of critical forest fragments with pri
vate conservation action thereby allowing the restoration and

long-term protection of habitat continuity. Gradually, as a bet
ter l.lllderstanding of minimum requirements for the conserva
tion of tropical ecosystems dictates and financial resources
permit, the zones would take on a greater aspect of absolute
protection. The result will be an integrated system of protected
natural areas that protects the full~y of habitats and allows .
for the continuation of ecological processes critical to long
temi maintenanCe of biodiversity. I

. - .

George v,N. Powell ( RARE Center for Tropical Conser
vafion, 1616 Walnut St., Suite 911, Philadelphia, PA 19103; e
mail: gpowell@sol.racsa.co,cry, Director of Conservation
Biology at RARE Center for Tropical Conservation, focuses
his research program on migration and habitat-use patterns
of tropical resident avifauna to provide scienc~-based guid
ancefor local and regional habitat conservation. Robin Bjork
(Department ofFisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State Univer
sity, Corvallis, OR 97339; e-mail: bjorkr@peak.org),formerly
Research Biologist in the Conservation Biology Program at
RARE Center, is currentlypursuing a graduate degree in Wild
life Science at Oregon State University. Mario Rodriguez
(Instituto Nacional de Biodiversidad, Apartado 22-3100 Santo
Domingo. Heredia, Costa Rica; e-mail: cmrodrig@ _
quercus.inbio.a.c.c.r) is Coordinator ofthe Biodiversity Inven
toryfor the National Institute ofBiodiversity (INBIO) in Costa
Rica. Jim Barborak (Wildlife Conservation Society, 4424
NW 13th St .. Suite A-2.· Gainesville, FL 32609; e-mail:
wcsfl,@freenet.ufl.edu), staffconServationist with the Wildlife
Coflservation Society, specializes in protected area manage
ment. He Jrllds affiliate teaching positions at the University
for Peace and INCAE, both in Costa Rica, and in the De
partment ofRecreation. Resources, and TourislJ'l at the Uni
versityofIdaho.

Jaguar by Sarah Lauterbach
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A Biodiversity Conservation Plan
for ~he',Klal11ath/Siskiyou Region

A Progress Report on a Case Study for Bioregional Conservation

by Ken Vance-Borland, Reed Noss, Jim Strittholt,
Pam Frost, Carlos Carroll, and Rich Nawa
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Reserve selection and design, like most areas of con
servation biology, are rapidly evolving. Methods for
designing reserve networks that were considered in- .

novative in the mid-1980s or even early 1990s (for example,
Noss's [1985, 1987, 1993] work in Horida and the Oregon
Coast Range) would generally not be considered scientifically
defensible today. And what is not scientifically defensible is
lllllikely to be taken seriously. The WJ1dlands Project seeks to
be in the forefront of applied conservation biology by apply
ing the most advanced techniques and approaches to landscape
conservation. Efficiency, accuracy, and comprehensiveness of
methods enhance their scientific defensibility and make them
more useful in protecting land. Furthermore, methods must
be user-friendly enough that activists with basic computer
skills and biological knowledge can apply them to their own
regions. Thus, we continually refine and upgrade our ap
proaches to reserve selection and design.

This article describes work in progress in the Klamath
Siskiyou region of northwestern California and southwestern
Oregon, an area extremely rich in biodiversity and becoming
heavily assaulted by commodity producers. Our work there
is 'a long-term, team effort directed by Reed Noss for the
Siskiyou Regional Education Project and The Wildlands
Project. We consider it a pilot project or case study for
bioregionaJ conservation, and hope that techniques developed
in this study'can be transferred elsewhere. The first phase of
the research, emphasized in this article, is a physical habitat
analysis conducted by Ken Vance-Borland, a graduate student
of Noss at Oregon State University. Several other phases of
research, described briefly here, have beeJ;l initiated or will
soon follow. Our work will go beyond reserve selection and
design and will culminate in a biodiversity conservation strat
egy for the entire region. This research, however, constitutes
only the scientific portion of the overall conservation effort.
Just as important to the success of efforts to maintain the eco
logical integrity of the Klamath/Siskiyou region will be pub
lic education" socio-economic studies and projects, direct
activist involvement, fund-raising, and many other activities.
We emphasize also that biodiversity analyses and reserve de-

illustration by Martin Ring



signs do not need to be as sophisticated technically as this one
in order to serve the purposes ofThe Wildlands Project. None
theless, we do hope to provide a model that other regions, funds
and expertise permitting, can follow without mJIch trouble.

The general goals of this research are 1) to develop a bio
diversity conservation plan for the Klamath/Siskiyou region,
and 2) to develop and demonstrate conservation planning meth
ods transferrable to other regions. What is most Unique about
this research, and what makes it so difficult at this preliminary
stage of develppment, is that we are trying to combine in one
analysis tIvee types of conservation planning: special element
mapping, representation or gap an.alysis of habitats, and popu
lation viability analysis for area-dependent target species (Fig.
1). It's easy enough to.say that conservation strategy should
consider both species and ecosystems, but combining them in
a scientific analysis is technically aild conceptually challeng
ing. In this case study we are moving down all three streams
·of Fig. 1, but so far, we are only in the first or second pool in
each of the streams.

The Klamath Geological Province (Diller 1902) is ,an area
of approximately 4 million hectares on the west coast of North
America, about 1/3 in southwest Oregon and 2/3 in northwest
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ecosystems, critical watersheds, classification •• medium·sjzed carnivores)
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California (Fig. 2). The Kla
math/Siskiyou regio!! (hereaf
ter, the Klamath region) is
considered a gl9bal center of
biodiversity (Wallace '1992).
About 3500 plant taxa have
been recorded, 280 of 'Yhich
are endeniic to the region, in-
.eluding over 90 on serpentine
soils. There are 30 conifer and
45 hardwood tree species,
more than in either the Cas
cade or the Sierra Nevada
ranges, and possibly more co
nifer species than in any other
area of comparable size in the
world. Seventeen conifer spe
cies were once counted within
a one-square-mile area of the
Russian Wilderness in the cen
ter of the region (Wallace
1992). The mCN has declared
the Klamath region an area of
Global Botanical Signifi
cance, one of 7 in North
America and 200 worldwide.
The region i~ also being pro
posed as a World Heritage Site
and.a UNESCO Biosphere '
Reserve by the Siskiyou
Project and other groups.

One reason for the high
diversity of the Klamath region is that it lies at the junction of
several physiographic or biogeographic provinces (Whittaker'
1960). To the north are the Oregon Coast Range and the Cas
cades Range, to the east is the Great Basin, and to the south
are the Sierra Nevada Range, the California Central Valley, and
the California Nortb Coast Province. Many plant species reach
their southern, western, or northern limits in the Klamath Re
gion. A strong moisture gradient from the coast inland also
influences the diversity of the region. At the coast annual rain
fall can be as high as 120 inches per year, giving rise to.lush
temperate rainforests ineluding such conifers as Redwood and
Port Orford Cedar. The latter, an endemic, is threatened by a

\ fatal root fungus that is spread by logging, road-building, and
other human activities. Interior portions of the region may get
less than 20 inches of rain per year, promoting dry-mesic plant
communities such as Black Oak savanna. The Klamath region
is extremely heterpgeneous in geology and soils. The interior
of the region consists mostly of steep and deeply cut moun
tains. Geologists have called this area 'the Klamath Knot'
(Wallace 1983) to reflect its tangled complex of rugged moun
tains (Fig. 2). Because access to humans was difficult, this re
gion was one of the last in the West to be'heavily exploited for
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three are in planning phases. Vance-Borland is doing the physi
cal habitat diversity analysis for his M.S. project at Oregon State
University. Strittholt, Noss, Carroll, and Nawa will do the biodi-

~ versity analysis. Carroll will conduct a population viability
analysis of the Pacific Fisher in the region for his M.S. degree
at Oregon State. All of us will contribute to the site selection
process, and Noss will be in charge of the final reserve design
and management plan.

Physical habitat diversity is important to consider in re
serve design for a number of reasons. Gap. analyses may use

. physical habitats or vegetation to assess representation (Scott
et al. 1993, Noss 1995, Iacobelli etal. 1995). Physical habitats
can be defined and classified on the basis of climate, geology,
soils, topography, and other physical features. These features
largely determine which organisms can live on a site and how
abundant they will be. Thus, basic to any biodiversity analysis
rel ying on physical habitats is the assumption that species dis-

tributions reflect these physical variables
(Richerson and Lum 1980, Murphy et aI.
.1990). Data on physical variables such as
elevation, climate, and soils are often
available where biological data are not
(Davis et al. 1990). Thus, physical envi
ronmental data supplement biological data
for full biodiversity representation
(Kirkpatrick and Brown 1994). Inclusion
of the full range of environmental variabil
ity within a reserve network may act as a
buffer against climate change by provid
ing a range of habitats with different mi
croclimates for organisms to move into
(Hunter et al. 1988). The plant ecologist
Robert Whittaker (1960) found that plant
communities in the Siskiyou Moimtains
were associated with distinct areas of the
landscape dermed by elevation and topo
graphic-moisture gradi~tS. However, sub
strate was also an important influence, as
shown by the utiusual vegetation associ
ated with serpentine soils. The high habi
tat diversity of the Klamath reiion may
exp!ain why so many relictual species
have persisted there for long peria<;ls, de
spite dramatic changes in global and re
gional climate.

Initial data on physical variables we
have acquired for the entire region include
USGS 9~ digital elevation models and
USSCS STATSGO soils data, both at a
scale of 1:250,000. 1 The STATSGO soil
types are quite generalized, as soil scie~
tists from the SCS have grouped as many
as 21 similar soil series together into ma
jor soil types (Lytle et al. 1993, Soil sui-
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timber and other resources, but the remote character, of the
Klamath is changing rapidly. The threat of increased exploita
tion is a primary reason the Siskiyou Project contacted Noss
to undertake this research.

As shown in Fig. 1, our research will include 1) perform
ing a physical habitat diversity (representation) analysis and
2) a biodiversity (special element) analysis for the region; 3)
selecting a set of sites that fully represent the physical and bio
logical diversity of the region; 4) identifying additional areas
needed to maintain viable populations of key species in the
region; and 5) designing a reserve network encompassing those
sites and based on piinciples of conservation biology. The're
serve design will include guidelines for ecological ~gement
of various zones, such as suggestions for vegetation manage
ment and restoration and identification of likely compatible and
incompatible human uses. At the time of this writing the first
objective is well under way, the second has begun, and the other
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vey Staff 1992). The STATSGO soil classification was meant
to be used for multi-county, regional or interstate planning such
as ours. The STATSGO data for Oregon were available at Or
egon State University (OSU) and the Califomia STATSGO data
were acquired by anonymous flle transfer protocol (ftp) from
the National Center for Geographic Information Analysis in
Santa Barbara.

Most of our representation analysis will be for the entire
region at scales of 1: 100,000 to 1:250,000 (Klijn and Udo de
Haes 1994). We will do some subregional analyses at scales of
1:24,000, for example to check samples of actual vegetation
or to assess actual road density. It is beyond the resources of

this study to analyze the entire 4 mil
lion ha region at the 1:24,000 scale, or
work at the local site level at scales
larger than 1:24,000. We are using the
workstation version of ARC/INFO
(ESRI 1992) for our GIS analysis
(Sample 1994, Goodchild et al. 1993)
both at OSU and at The Wildlands
Project's GIS hib.

Based on the initial elevation and
soils data and available literature on the

-plant ecology of the region (e.g.,
Whittaker 1960, Franklin and Dyrness
1973), a simple physical habitat model
was developed consisting of six 500m
elevation bands, a south aspect (from 75
to 325 degrees) and a north aspect (from
325 to 75 degrees) and the STATSGO
soil classes, of which there were over
100 across the region.2 There are over
550 distinct physical habitat types
across the region in this simple model
at this level ofclassification Only about
1/3 of these physical habitat types are
represented in the ten congressionally
withdrawn protected areas in the region
(Fig. 3). This level of representation
does not adequately protectbiodiversity
in the region. Full representation of
rulbitats in protected areas is an accepted
conservation goal (see Pressey et al.
1993, Noss and 'Cooperrider 1994).
However, the level of classification hi
erarchy (i.e., lumping versus splitting
habitat types) may strongly affect rep
resentation analyses (Pressey and Logan
1994,199-5). Forexample,ifwerecog
nized 50 instead of500 habitat types, far
more than 1/3 would probably be rep
resented in existing reserves. We will
conduct our final representation assess-
ment at several levels in the habitat clas

silication hierarchy, in order to address this problem.
Having built this simple model of physical habitat classes

.we were interested in assessing how well it corresponded with
actual vegetation patterns in the region. So we acquired addi
tional data, including digital actual vegetation maps at a scale
of 1:24,000 for 28,000 ha in the Salmon River watershe3, part
of the Klamath National Forest in northern California The
Salmon River study area is near the center of the Klamath re
gion, and at 28,000 ha' represents less than 1% of the total area
of the region. The headwall of the south fork of the Salmon
River lies below G,rizzly Peak in the Trinity Alps. There are
over 2000 polygons and 69 vegetation types in the Forest Ser-
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vice vegetation map of this area, and 75-80% of them have
been visited at least once by Forest Service personnel check
ing the accuracy of the classification.'

We are still searching for an appropriate method of com
paring our model of physical habitat categories to the model
of vegetation categories. We assessed the influence of several
continuous physical variables on the distribution of vegetation

.in the Salmon River study area using principal components
analysi~ (PeA) in the GRID modul_e of ARC/INFO GIS, and
generalized linear modeling, generalized additive modeling,
and classification tree analysis using the statistical software S
PLUS (Chambers and Hastie 1993).3 The results of the four
methods of analysis indicated that elevation was a higWy sig
nificant influence on the distribution of vegetation in the sample
area, soil type was also higWy sigpificant, aspect was signifi
cant in some models, insolation was marginally significant in
some models, and slope was not significant in any model.

KLAMATH PROVINCE
MEAN JANUARY PRECIPITATION'

. D 73-15Omm

o 150-2ffum

• ~400mm

• 400-865mm

FIGURE 4
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We emphasize that these are preliminary results based on
only one small sampling of vegetation in the Klamath region.
Additional work on this physical habitat diversity analysis will.
include use of precipitation (Fig. 4; Dalyetal. 1994)4 and tem
perature models, testing with additional vegetation data from
around the region, combining similar soils polygons to reduce
Complexity (Host et at. 1995), an error/accura~y assessment
(Goodchild 1993, Goodchild and Gopal 1989), and classify-.
ing the entire region by phy~ical habitat classes, at several hi
erarchicallevels.

The biodjversity or special elements analysis is also un
derway. Criteria being considered include roadless areas in
various size classes, rare species occurrences, areas of high
species richness, imperiled natural communities, watersheds
of high vallie, and sites sensitive to development or adjacent
to other important sites. We have acquired Forest Service data
on late successional/old-growth areas, designated conservation

areas for the Northern Spotted Owl, and
key watersheds for endangered fish runs
(Fig. 5). These public domain data were
requested from the Forest'Service Region
,6 office in Portland and were transferred
to us on 8mm tape as ARC/INFO cover
ages in tape archive format' at no cost.
From the USGS we acquired a Digital '
Line Graph (DLG) (U.S. Geological Sur
vey 1985) of roads in the region, which
we will verify in the field in selected wa
tersheds. The Oregon and Califomia Natu
ral Heritage Programs have prtivided, for
a fee, data on rare species occurrences,
which we have mapped in ARC/INFO
GIS (Fig. 6). All of these special elements
will be conSidered in the fmal reserve se
lection and design and will be represented
by map layers which, when overiaid, will
illustrate areas of high conservation value,

Further special element assessment
~ill include an analysis of vegetatioI,l

\ change based on satellite remote sensing
data and an analysis of road density in the
region. Volunteers from the 'Siskiyou
Project and'other-groups in the region will
help with the roads assessment and with

. other field verification. The first step in
that analysis will be to identify locations
outside of Wilderness Areas having low
road density according to the USGS DLG.
Volunteers will then visit several of those
areasJooking for roads Dot shown on the'

.official maps. These analyses will help
identify roads that should be closed to bet
ter protect biodiversity (aquatic and terres-

.trial) in the region.
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Selection of sites for protection will proceed when the
physical and special element assessments have been completed.
We are working with an operations researcher at Oregon State
University trying to develop a method of using integer pro
gramming for optimal site selection, These mathematical al
gorithms are usefui in selecting a set of reserves from potential

- sites in the most efficient manner.5 · .

Although analyses of representation and sPecial element'
OccWTences, followed by use of mathematical selection algo
rithms, are useful in locating areas important to protect, the
design of reserve networks requires additional information on
species sensitive to human activities. Reserve size and con

.nectivity are two considerations that can be addressed only by
examining the autecology of particular target species. The Pa
cific Fisher is a fragmentation-sensitive subspecies associated
with late-successional fo~ests and a candidate for federal list
ing. The Klamath region may be the last population strong
hold of the Fisher in the Pacific states, yet even here the animal
is in danger of extinction. We will.use the Fisher as a target
species for reserve and linkage design. Carlos Carroll is re
searching this species in the Klamath region as part of his M.S.
work at Oregon State University. His study will include mod
eling and mapping suitable habitat and performing a spatially
explicit population viability analysis (Dunning et al. 1995) for
the Fisher. Volunteers with the Klamath Forest Alliance will
survey for Fishers using baited track plates; this information
will help refine habitat suitability models. We will use the
FRAGSTATS program (McGarigal and Marks 1994)6, which
characterizes landscape fragmentation with over 30 indices, to
assess habitat conditions for Fisher and other wide-ranging

"-

animal species on a landscape scale. Information on optimal
habitat areas for Fisher will be added as map layers to the re
serve design. The needs of other area-dependent species, in
cluding the Wolverine (very rare in the region), Gray Wolf and
Grizzly Bear (both extirpated, from the region), will be consid
ered qualitatively when designing reserves, buffer zones, and .
linkages in the region.

The reserve network design and management recommen
dations, the final part of our ·conservation planning exercise,
will be based on the goals of regional conservation plans pro
posed by Noss (1992) for The Wildlands Project: represent all
ecosystem types across their natural range of ~ariation,main
tain populations of all nativespecies in natural patterns of dis
tribution and abundance, mainlflin ecological and evolutionary,
processes, and leave room for change. Management guidelines
will identify human uses that are compatible with these goals
in each of the proposed conservation zones, as well as uses
that are incompatible. The reserve design and management plan'
will probably have the general form of the proposal by Noss
(1993) for the Oregon Coast Range. However, the Klamath /
Siskiyou analysis is far more sophisticated and the final plan
may take the form of a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve proposal.
Provisions will be made for habitat connections between the
Klamath region and adjacent regions and future research needs
will be identified. We see this conservation plan as continually
evolving and-always open to revision as new information be
comes available, but we hope that anear-fmal plan will be com
pleted in 1996 or 1997.

We close by restating the goals of our research, which are
to develop a biodiversity conservation plan for the Klamath!

I
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Siskiyou region-aglobally significant center of biodiversity
and to develop and demonstrate conservation planning meth
ods transferrable to other regions for The Wl.1dlands Project.
We hope that the methodologies developed in this case study
will be adapted, refmed, and applied across the continent. I
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FIGURES
Fig. 1. Building a reserve network of optimal scale. The flow chart shows

the steps in data analysis, reserve selection, and reserve design that
lead to a defensible ~eserve network that will have a high probabil
ity of meeting Wildlands Project conservation goals. From Noss
(in press).

Fig. 2. The Klamath Geological Province, used to delimit the Klamath!
Siskiyou study region. Topography is shown with 500 m contour
intervals.

Fig. 3. Designated federal Wilderness Areas in the Klamath region. Pre
liminary results indicate these 10 areas represent only about 1/3 of
the 'physical habita't diversity in the region. .

. Fig. 4. Mean January precipitation for the Klamath region, showing the
. west to east gradient. .

Fig. 5. Late successional/old-growth forests, Spotted Owl conservation
areas, and key watersheds, from federal databases (USDA Forest
Service, Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team).

Fig. 6. Natural heritage program data, shown on a 5-km grid by number
of recorded element occurrences.

ENDNOTES
1. Digital elevation models (DEMs) are available by anonymous file transfer

protocol (ftp) at edcftp.cr.usgs.gov (cdipubidataiDEM/250) or from the
World Wide Web at http://edcwww..cr.usgs.gov/glis/hyper/guide/
I_dgr_dem. .

2. The elevation and aspect classes were generated in AROINFO using a
program called TERRACLASS, available by anonymous ftp from
glinda.kbs.ukans.edu.

3. We performed a PCA on the continuous variables elevation, aspect, slope,
and March 21 solar insolation (a program called SOLARFLUX that cal
culates solar insolation for an area based on a DEM is available by anony
mous ftpat glinda.kbs.ukans.edu.). Although soil type was not included in
the principal components analysis because this is a categorical variable,
the results ofPCA are otherwise indicativeof what we found with the other
methods: the first principal component, accounting for 88% of the varia
tion, was dominated by elevation; the second principal q>mponent, ac
counting for only 6% ofthe variation, was dominated by aspect; the thin!
principal component, accounting for 5% of the variation, was dominated
by insolation; and the fourth principal component, accounting for only 1%
of the variation, was dominated by slope. .

4. The PRISM'precipitation model (Daly et al. 1994), covering the entire US,
is available by anonymous ftp at fsl.orst.edu.

5. For an introduction to the problem of reserve site selection see Bedward et
al. (1992), Belbin(l993), Cannetal. (1994), Cocks and Baird (1989), Noss
and Cooperrider(I994, chapter4), Presseyet al. (1993), and Underhill (1994).

6. Available by anonymous ftp at fsl.orst.edu.
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Fisher Tracks in Snow, Alternating Walk by Heather K Lenz
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Wilderness Areas
"-

and National Pa-rks
The Foundation for an Ecological Nature Reserve Network1

by Dave Foreman

In, many ifnot most

regiOnsI existing

Wilderness Areas and

National Parks and

roadless or lightly

roaded areas on the.

public lands are the

building blocks for an

ecological nature

reserve network.

Some conservationists are worried aboutThe Wildlands Project. With all
_ our chatter about using conservation biology principles to design nature

reserve networks, they're fidgeting like that cat on the hot tin roof. When
we talk about how National Parks and Wilderness Areas have not protected the

. diversity of life in North America, they start hopping just as that cat would if it
_sal on the hot tin roof. They want to know where existing Wl1derness Areas and
Nation~ Parks fit into our scheme. .

They can rest assured. The Wl1dlands Project comes not to bury Wl1der
ness Areas and National Parks, but to praise them. Nonetheless, I understand
how some of our statements might cause a whole lot of fidgeting. A basic pur
pose ofThe Wildlands Project is to apply the science of conservation biology to
nature reserve design, designation, and management. Implicit in that purpose is
a criticism of existing nature reserves, particularly of the National Wilderness
Preservation Syst~m (NWPS) and the ~ational Park System (NPS), and a rec
ognition that they have not adequately protected biological diversity, from spe
cies to ecosystems 'to ecological processes. (See my article in this issue:
"Wl1derness: From Scenery to Nature.') In a nutshell, The Wl1dlands Project
argues that Wilderness Areas and National Parks have not protected the full bio
logical heritage of the United States because they have been chosen primarily
for their scenic and recreational values, not for their ecological value or even
for their wilc!life value. As a result, Wl1derness Areas and Parks are too small
and isolated; and many ecosystems and the habitats for many species are not
represented in the protective systems (see Reed Noss's article "What S_ho\lld '
Endangered Ecosystems Mean to 1WP?"in this issue).•

You cap. easiJ,y see why some conservationists are fidgeting. I'm even fidg
eting a tad because of two dangers in oUr argument. First, it is easy to overstate
this argument, ignoring the many species and ecosystems that have been rela
tively well protected in Parks and WJ.1derness Areas. Second, opponents of the
WJ.1derness/National Park idea-ranging from certain deep thinkers on the left
and their ostensible opposites on the right, to shills for extractive industry
have seized upon our criticism to argue against protection of specific areas and
for humbuggeries like "ecosystem management" and "new forestry."

1 In this article I deal primarily with nature reserves in the United States. My argument is applicable to reserves in the other
, North American countries, DXlre so for Canada, less so for Mexico and some of the Central American nations.
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Avalanche Divide looking north; Grand Teton National Park by Evan Cantor

So let me ice down that tin roofbefore any ofus get burned.
Criticism by The Wildlands Project and conservation biolo
gists is not directed aLWilderness Areas and National Parks.
but at the political process that has shaped them over tlie last
century. In many if not most regions, existing Wl1derness Ar
eas and National Parks and roadless or lightly-roaded areas on
the public lands are the building blocks for an ecological na
ture reserve network. Far from tossing aside existing protected
areas and the NWPS and NPS. conservation biologists and The
Wildlands Project want to expand such areas and connect them.
Nor do we see traditional wilderness recreation as incompat
ible with a nature reserve network.

In this article I want to show why the NWPS and NPS2
are the basis for the kind of nature reserve network TWPadvo
cates. First though, let me identify the specific weaknesses of
existing Wl1derness Areas and National Parks. so we can see
that the shortcomings are not inherent to the Wl1derness/Parks
idea but rather are results of politics and history.

• As spelled out in my companion article. most National
Parks and Wilderness Areas have been selected primarily for
their monumental scenery and their opportunities for non-mo
torized recreation instead of for their ecological or wildlife habi
tat values.

~ The political power of cut-and-nnl. industries and local
boomers has meant that relatively few areas of rich forests, fer
tile valleys, or flowing grasslands have been protected. This
has led to the "rocks-and-ice" situation: We have done ,a pretty ,
good job of protecting alpine, subalpine, and some harsh desert
ecosystems, but not good at all with ecologically more produc
tive ecosystems.

• Because of the historic patterns of settlement and the give
aways ofpublic land to Iumber corporations. railroads. and land
speculators, many ecosystems were gobbled up into private

ownership and were not available for protecti,on as National
Parks and WildemessAreas when such lands began to be with
drawn out of the public domain. Most eastern deciduous for- .
ests. Longleaf Pine/Wiregrass ecosystems.taUgrass prairies,
lush river valleys in the West, and the grandest forests of the
Pacific Northwest became private and corporate land before
they could be protected.

• Through habitat destruction, persecution of large carni
vores, and wasteful market hunting,.many species were el.i.ri:J.i
nated or had their populations depleted before Wilderness Areas
and National Parks could be established (and some wildlife'

destruction, especially of predators, has continued even in pro
tected areas). Such species include Passenger Pigeon, Carolina
Parakeet, Bison, Grizzly Bear, Gray Wolf, Red Wolf, Moun
tain lion, Lynx, Jaguar: prairie dogs, BighoI1l Sheep, Wood
land Caribou, Bk, Pronghorn, California Condor, Gopher
Tortoise, Desert Tortoise, sea turtles, West Indian Manatee,
American Crocodile, and Sea Otter. These species, now ex
tinct, local1y extirpated, or depleted innumbers, all play important
ecological roles iIi their ecosystems. Their loss degrades the eco
logical integrity of National Parks and Wilderness Areas.

• Our lasting failure to understand the dynamics of natu
ral-fire and the resulting cult of Smokey Bear has degraded
fue-dependent ecosystems. Zealous fire-fighting in National
Parks and Wl1del1}ess Areas has led to changes in forest and
grassland'species composition, loss of habitat for plants and
animals associated with fue, and accumulation of fuels that
leads to unnaturally destructive fues.

• Seventy years ago, AIdo Leopold wrote about the ec0

logically destructive effect:' of cattle and sheep grazing in the
Southwest. livestock grazing in National Parks and Wl1der
ness Areas before and after establishment has wrecked streams
and riparian forests, degraded grasslands, changed forest com-

/

2 I co~sider tbe National Wilderness Preservation System and tbe National Park System, tbougb different in management, as tbe nature reserve system for tbe
Umted States. In tbissense, WildernessAreason federal National Forests, National Parks, National Wildlife Refuges, and Bureau ofLand Management (BLM)
lands; National Parks not yet designated as Wilderness; and Wilderness Areas on state lands like New York's Adirondack Preserve and California's Anza
Borrego State Park make up our basic nature reserve system. I don't include all National Wildlife Refuges, only tbose designated or proposed as Wilderness,
because many NWRs are little more tban duck farms and otbers are open to logging, grazing, and otber abuses.
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position, and banned wildlife through habitat de
struction (Southwestern Willow flycatcher), com
petition for forage (Elk), transmission of exotic
diseases (Bighorn Sheep), and predator "control"
(Gray Wolf and Mountain lion).

The interplay of these factors has resulted in a
Wilderness/Park system that has failed to protect rep
resentatives of all ecosystems, all native wildlife, and
ecological processes. However, the fault is with
American land-use history and the politicalprocess
ofdesignation, not with the idea'ofWilderness Ar
eas and National Parks as means ofprotection. The
biodiversity crisis is not caused by a reliance on
Wilderness Areas. If these areas have not protected
biodiversity,it is because of the political forces wOIk
ing at every step of the way to weaken and pare away
such reserves. The biodiversity crisis is worsening
partly because not enough kind has been protected
as Wilderness Areas and National Parks.

The Wildlands Project's vision ofdesi~gand
protecting a nature reserve. network begins in many
cases with existing National Parks and Wilderness
Areas as core areas. T,he next step is protection of
roadless areas and biologically important habitats on
the public lands as additions to core reserves and as
connections between Core reserves.' Yes, we need
careful scientific mapping and data analysis to iden
tify biodiversity hot spots, unrepresented ecosystems,
habitats of rare or imperiled species, and likely res
toration areas on both public and private lands; but
designated and de facto wilderness on the public
lands is wpere we begin. Let me just outline some
of the reasons why Wilderness Areas and National
Parks are at the heart ofThe Wildlands Project:

1. In the United States, over 100 million acres
is protected in the National Wilderness Preservation
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System (about half of this is outsideAlaska), and 90 mil
lion acres is protected in the National Park System (about
a third of this is outside Alaska). (These figures do not
add up to a grand total of 190 million acres, by the way,
because 40 million National Park acres are also protected
as Wilderness. So the total acreage protected is about 150
million acres.) This acreage is already publicly owned, it
is generally managed for its ecological integrity, and it is
off-limits to most commercial exploitation. A pretty good
foundation for protecting biodiversity, I'd say-except
of course, for those bioregions that have few or no Parks
or Wilderness areas.

2. Despite their smallness and isolation and the rocks
and-ice factor, Wilderness Areas and National Parks do
protect areas of great value for biological diversity. For
example, designated WildernessAreas and National Parks
on the Pacific coast safeguard the low-elevation ancient
forests of the Suiattle River in the Glacier Peak Wilder
~ess Area, French Pete Creek in the Three Sisters Wil
derness Area, and the Hoh and Quinalt valleys in Olympic
National Park. These are probably the frnest remnants of
old-growth forest. Conservationists fought hard for these
places for ecological reasons and won over the strident
opposition of the timber industrY. The frn~st and most
natural old-growth Ponderosa Pine forest in the world is
protected in New Mexico's Gila Wilderness. State and
federal Wilderness Areas and Parks in the East hold most
of the old-growth forest there and much of the best re
covering forest Some of the best remaining wetlands and
even a few sizable grasslands are preserved in Wilder
ness Areas and National Parks. Also, Wilderness Areas
and National Parks protect prime habitat (though not

. enough of it) for imperiled and sensitive species like Wol
verine, Fisher, Grizzly Bear, Gray Wolf, Mountain lion;
and Bighorn Sheep. Ifit were not for these areas protected
through the blood, sweat, and tears of recreational Wil
derness conservationists, these species wouid be in much
more danger today than they are-if they existed in the
lower 48 states at all. Moreover, Wilderness Areas and
National Parks are prime areas for reintroduction of ex
tirpated species -Gray Wolf, Red Wolf, Bighorn Sheep,
Mountain lion, Woodland Caribou, California Condor,
and soon Mexican Wolf.

3. In many regions, existing protected areas can be
linked together with other public lands, many of them
roadless or near-roodless. Such areas of de facto wilder
ness already have a strong and knowledgeable constitu
ency. Conservation groups, inspired by The Wildlands
Project, are generally eager to modify their long-stand
ing Wilderness Area proposals for such lands with eco
logical criteria. In many areas of the United States, a
wilderness recovery network designed for large carni
vores and herbivores can be largely established on exist
ing federal and state lands.

Mt. Massive Wilderness, Colorado by Evan untor
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4. Despite their weaknesses, National Parks and Wil
derness Areas are the only proven effective nature re
serves. Remember all those highfalutin Spotted Owl
reserves and old-i-owth conservation areas in Ointon's
plan for Northwestern forests? Many of them are being
clearcut today. Wilderness Areas and National Parks, in
contrast, are still off-limits to commercial logging.

5. In this era of budget-cutting and belt-tightening,
money for conservation will be harder and harder to come
by. With the·growing din from property-rights fanatics,
protection of private land becomes more difficult. Even
the staid old Nature Conservancy has been rattled by these
extremists. Thus, practicality is important. If, by modi
fying existing Wilderness Area proposals on public lands
to better meet ecological criteria, we can protect much of
Nature, this is more praciieat than primarily focusing on
private land. (Of course, to protect many ecosystems and
species, The Wildlands Project will need to work on cur-
rently private land) . '.

6. Conservationists and hikers already know the pub
liclands, often better than do agency managers oruniveFSity
biologists. Where do rare birds nest? Ask your local bird
watchers. Where are the remaining native forests? Train
some local hikers and they'll fmd them. What are the ex
isting uses, where are the roads, where are the proposed
timber sales? Check with the local conservation group.
Wl1demess recreationists know the,public lands and are
usually willing to he!p protect their hiking areas. Outdoors
people represent a tremendous resource for public lands
protection, which is not available for other lands.

7. Similarly, wilderness conservationists are a mo
bilized, effective, and knowledgeable group of political
advocates. Such a constituency is absolutely necessary
for the political process of establishing a nature. reserve
network. If we leave these folks' proposed Wilderness
Areas out of Wildlands Project reserves, however, we can
kiss our political support bye-bye.

8. We have National Parks and Wilderness Areas
because conse~ationistshave been able to sell tlJ,e idea
ofWl1derness and Parks to the American public. The dusty
old arguments ofnatural beauty, physical challenge, spiri
tual inspiration; wildlife protection, and wildness reso
nate deeply in the American soul. The concept of
biodiversity does not yet 'have that power.' Those of us
who wish to protect the diversity of life need to figure
out how to market it. Piggybacking onto the popular wil
derness preservation movement is o,ne way to do it.

I hope I've chilled off that hot tin roof, and all you
cats are cool. I

Dave Foreman is chairman ofThe Wildlands Proj~ct.
. publisher ofWild Earth. and a member ofthe Sierra CJub

board ofdirectors.

illustration by Sarah Lauterbach

The Salmon Go All the Way to Death

- They are fish. They live-in the cold ocean,
. breathe water. eat other fish.
They in turn are eaten. What do they know?

'They know they are salmon and where
they were born. They live in the cold ocean.
but when it is their,turnto die. when it is their turn
to return. they know what to do,
They remember where they were born.
exactly where it is they need to go:
And they go. The femalE? salmon stop
roaming the ocean. eating other fish.
They leave the endless deep and turn
toward the land to find the river mouth
that spit them forth. They enter the mouth.

-'. . - I
go upriver. The female salmon travel together.
And the male salmon leave the cold ocean,
the eating of other fish. They seek the land, .
find the mouth that spit them forth
from the land's constriction. and enter.
They go back guided by the memory.
They go to make the memory
continue in their way. They go to make
the salmon continue in the old way.
They swim upriver, leap the falls.
The river narrows. Swimming is harder.'
The salmon push between the rocks, against the water.
They must find the shallows where they were born.
They go to the heart of the land. There they m~et

and agree. The female waves h~r body and lays her eggs
and moves off. And the male waves his body,
sprays his seeds to fertilize the eggs and mOves off.
Then the female and the male salmon die.
In the shallows, having given birth
to eggs and seeds, a promise to their memories,
they die. The salmon go all the way upstream.
The salmon go all the way to death. -

-Anna M. Warrock
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ROAD-RIP and The Wildlands Project
Making the Connection

by Kraig Klungness and Kiiti~ Alvord Scarborough

ROAD-RIP HAs A VISION of a North American wilderness without roads
wilderness unbroken,by asphalt or gravel or bare stripped earth, uninvaded by indus
trial machinery or recreational motor vehicles~ a wilderness where Cougar and Elk ,
and conifer and fern live undisturbed in a matrix of biological richness. ,

Preserving and restoring roadless landscapes is at the heart of ROAD-RIP's mission, .,
and we do this in conjunction with The Wildlands'Project's NorthAmeri~ wilderness
recovery goals. ROAD-RIP, which grew out ofThe Wildlands Project vision, has th~ same
ultimate goal as TWP: big wilderness as home for the unimpedeq evolutionary journeys,
of North America's myriad native species.

To establish and expand the system of reserves and comdors envisioned by The
Wildlands Project, large roadless areas are needed throughout the continent. Road
density (miles of road per square mile of land) in connecting corridors needs to be as
low as possible (with impact mitigation where roads do exist). For viability, connec
tivity is key. And what bigger disrupter of connectivity is there than a road?

In fact, road density is one of the most accurate indicators of a region's ecological
health. The lower the road density, the more likely you are to frod a healthy representation
of native species. The lower the road density, the more likely you are to frod Gray Wolves;
WolveriOes, Canada Lynx, Pine Marten, Grizzly Bears, Woodland Caribou, Ferruginous
Hawks, Northern Goshawks, Spotted Owls, Bull Trout, Wood Turtles, and deep woods
indigenous plantS. The best road density goal fo!" maintaining and restoring ecological
and evolutionary processes is ZERO-NO ROADS AT ALL. And what we 'call a road
includes everything from interstate highways down to two-track logging roads, off-road
vehicle trails,'an<;l snowmobile routes. They are ail swaths of ecological destruction.

Almost any kind of disruption of wild habitat begins with road construction. We fre
quently quote Dave Foreman and Howie Wolke on this topic: 'Th~ army of wilderness
destruction travels byroad"- by logging road, by mining'road, by jeep road, and by roads
built for other industrial, commercial, and residential developments.

The very existence of such roads splits the landscape into tiny pieces and barri
cades individuals of road-averse species into smaller and smaller islands of road
bordered habitat. Meanwhile, the roads allow people both individual and industrial
access, further reducing habitat quality as poaching, noise, housing development and
other types of encroachment increase. The natural dispers31, and therefore genetic
viability, of wide-ranging species is undermined; the sensitive habitats of deepwoods
flora are lost. Biological diversity declines. This pattern of impoverishment, with roads
'eating away wilderness, today pervades most of the contiguous United States and'
much of Mexico, Canada, and Alaska.. .
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That's why a program like ROAD-RIP is essential to the ultimate suc
~s of The Wildlands Project. In order to assure the connectivity that TWP
envisions, we need to close roads-lots of roads-and we need to close them
fIrst where it will do the most good.

ROAD-RIP's primary focus for road elimination is US public lands. These
lands contain much of the best roadless habitat left and many of the best op
portunities for ecol~gical restoration through road removat. At the same time,
they are under assault from massive publicly fInanced road-building and road
maintenance schemes for the benefIt of logging, mining, oil, and ORV inter-_
ests. The US Forest Service alone maintains 370,000 miles of road and
continues to build more each year.

.To conserve biodiversity, wildland advocates need to fiercely protect
roadless habitats, and minimize road densities on already roaded public wild
lands by getting roads obliterated and reveg-
etated. Several federal environmental laws
provide activists the opportunity to do this. They
not ~nly requi:-e that federal land management
agencies comply with environmental standards
regarding the existence and construction of roads
(agencies are frequently out of compliance), they
allow concemed citizens to petition for road re-

./ moval anp challenge road construction ~oposals.
ROAD-RIP helps activists who want to get

roads closed. We've compiled a series of road
ripper's guides that spell out the administrative
and legal nuances of working with public agen
cies on road removal. At this writing, we have
three guides, with two more in preparation.

The Road-Ripper:S Guide to the National
Forests. by road-fIghting veteran Keith Hammer,
is a revised and expanded version of Keith's
original A Road Ripper:S Guide to the Nmionai
Forests (1990). The new guide contains updated
research, updated Forest Service directives, and

I .

a more detailed discussion of road density. It
shows how to debwlk Forest Service fudging on
road density, explains what constitutes an effec
tively closed road, and outlines making a case
for removing or preventing a road. "Six Steps to
Close a Road" are presented, along with road clo
sure ground-truthing forms, sample letters and
a comprehensive flow chart of the entire road
closure process.

All this is presented from the perspective
of an author who has ample experience with
his subject matter. Keith has been hammer
ing the Flathead National Forest for years
about its road system and has gotten the For
est Service there to remove or commit to re
move over 1000 miles of road.

The strength of The Road-Ripper:S Guirfe
to the N.mionai Parks, authored by environmen
tal attorneys David Bahr and Aron Yarmo (Bahr
and Stotter Law OffIces), is-as you might ex-

illustration by Jim Nollman

I

Every road revegetated

means habitat

reconnected, a more

expansive wild

landscape restored.
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Twelve Terrible Roads

I Bisecting Big Cypress Nature Preserve-, Interstate 75 from Iiaples to Fort Lauderdale, Horida (better known as
AlligatorAlley) is one of the most ecologically devastating roads in the country. Alligator Alley disrupts water
flows and severely fragments Horida Panther and Eastem Indigo Snake habitat. Alligator Alley also provides
access to over 1400 miles of ORV trails, 900 of which are in Big Cypress Nature Preserve.

I Forest R'oad 600, on the highest ridge of the Talladega Mountains in Alabama, passes through some of the state's
l~t old-growth stands and separates the Cheaha Wilderness from three other proposed Wildemess·Areas. The
streams in the area contain several federally listed snail and mussel species. The Forest Service has plans to tum·
this jeep track into a scenic highway -closing it now would stop that threat in its tracks.

I Corridor H is a proposed 1OO-mile, four-lane highway from Ekins, West Virginia to Strasburg, Virginia. Routed
through two National Forests, Conidor H would cause extensive environmental damage-crossing more than 40
rivers and streams, fragmenting wetlands, and exposing acid mine drainages.

I Piercing into Adirondack Park's largest wilderness area, the South Meadow Road provides access to a heavily
overused portion of the High Peaks region. The road concentrates hikers into the sensitive alpine zone where
fragile vegetation is easily damaged by q-ampling. Frequent hlilllan disturbances .threaten the population viability
of recently reintroduceO Lynx. Closing this road would reduce threats to camivores and assist in successful recov
ery of the park's 85 acres of alpine vegetaton.

I Minnesota State Highway 116 splits the northem and southern sections of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
Wilderness. As this highway crosses the Superior National Forest, Lake Jeanette State Forest, and some. private
land, it fragments Eastern Timber Wolf, Wolverine, Woodland Caribou, Canada Lynx and Moose habitat.

I The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem is a symbol of wilderness to the American people. The AshtonIFlagg Ranch
Road (Forest Road 261) on the Targhee National Forest separates Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks,
disrupting migration conidors for wide-ranging species such as bears and Ek. Closing the road from Hagg Ranch
,tgAshton would help protect this treasured ecosystem.

I Cutting through the heart of the SelwaylBitterroot ecosystem, the MagruderCorridor divides the largest poten
tial roadless areas in the lower 48 by separating the Frank Church River of No Return and the Selway Bitterroot
Wilderness Areas. Closing this road would ensure undisturbed habitat for Ek, Grizzly Bears, Gray Wolves, Bull
Trout, salmon and uncountable additional animal and plant species.

I In the midst of one of the wildest areas in Oregon, the Forest Service proposes to pave Overlook II-a dirt road
along the west rim of Hells Canyon of the Snake River. Upgrading the existing road would imperil ill, Bighorn
Sheep, Wolverine and Lynx populations in the area. The road destroys Sca(ce flat land that is crucial for ill
calving and spriilg feeding. It also creates dangerous hazards for animals as they migrate from the Wallowa Moun
tains to Hells and Imnaha Canyons.

I High within the steep slopes of the Cascade Crest is the Schoheim Jeep Trail This dirt track fragments the Soda
Mountain Wilderness Study Area in southern Oregon and is part of an effort by ORV user groups to create a
Mexico-to-Canada "Pacific Crest Trail for ORVs."As an ecotone between four ecosystems, the area serves as a
crucial link for plant and animal species in these zones.

I Orange County California is looking to expand urban sprawl into undeveloped coastal sage scrub habitat by
huilding the Southern Foothills Transportation Corridor. This 11 'mile long road would abut the ClevelaJ}.d
National Forest and act as a catalyst for developing tens of thousands of houses. Several endangered species in
the area would be further threatened if this development occurS. .

I Located in the San Juan National Forest, the Upper Piedra Road separates the Weminuche Wilderness from the
Piedra Wilderness Management Areas in southwestern Colorado, disrupting a migration conidor for Ek between
winter and summer ranges. The road runs through the headwaters of the Piedra River-a proposed Wild and
Scenic River. The area may harb9r the only remaining Grizzly Bears in the region, and is considered prime habi
tat for wolf reintroduction.

I The Dalton Highway (also referred to as the Haul Road) was built along with the Alaska North Slope Pipeline. It
is the maintenance access to the pipeline and was closed to public access until summer 1995. Cutting over 300
miles across taiga and arctic tundra, the Haul Road extends from Fairbanks to the Beaufort Sea. Opening this road
to the public poses an unacceptable risk to native people's traditional lifestyles and to wildlife habitat for Caribou,
Musk Ox, Moose, Grizzly Bears, wolves, Peregrine Falcons, Gyrfalcons and the many other species who still.
fmd refuge in the wild colpltry of northern Alaska.

- Bethanie Walder andMarion Hourdequin. codirectors. ROAD-RIP
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pect-its excellent coverage of laws that apply to the pres
ence;co~struction,and use of roads in National Parks. Be
ginning with a brief overview of the founding legislative
acts for the National Park Service, it shows how to use the
laws affecting NPS road a'dministration and the General
Management Plan process to challenge NPS roads. Wide
spread use of this guide to counter the growing trend of more
convenient motorized access to National Parks will benefit
their native inhabitants, and help end the use of the parks
as a marketing gimmick for automobile sales.

Almost all categories of public lands have been abused as
recreational areas for off-road vehicles. Driving an ORV across
sensitive habitat is a form of road-building. Because ORV trails
have all the same ecological effects as roads and' then some,
ROAD-RIP decided that stopping the ORV juggernaut is inte
gral to our mission. We asked a smart and motivated TWP in
tern named Dan Wright to author The Road-Ripper sGuide to
Off-Road Vehicles.

Dan's comprehensive compilation of the strategies, laws,
regulations and tactics applicable to stopping ORV abuse of
public lands includes a discussion of the lesso'ns learned from
the Barstow-to-Vegas motorcycle race and a thorough bibliog
raphy. The guide's preface notes that since ORVs are at odds
with the ecological needs of the land itself and with almost every
other form of enjoying public landsiit is reasonable to ask that·
these lands be altogether off-limits to ORV use.

Coming soon are The Road-Ripper sGuide to the Bureau
ofLand Management and Tlu: Road-RippersGuide to National
Wildlife Refuges. The guides are all part of the binder-format
Road-Rippers Handbook which also includes a "Road Impact
Assessment Guide," a copy of Reed Noss's classic article "The
Ecological Effects of Roads," inforInation on the Freedom of
InformationAct (FOIA), contact addresses, and a recommended
reading list.

We use the Road-Ripper sHandbook as a text at work
shops that teach how to petition public agencies to close
roads on public lands. These workshops, being held region~

ally aroUnd the country, provide activists with basic infor
mation about the ecological effects of roads, the role of road
closures and stopping road constructiori in establishing con
servation reserves, and administrative and legal toolS to use
in road closure efforts.

Sound science is a key component ofTWP's efforts, and.
ROAD-RIP also provides activists with solid scientific infor
mation on'which to base their road-closing efforts. This year, a
crew of bibliographers headed by Reed Noss compiled a com
puter database for us that includes over 6000 citations for sci
entific literature detailing the ecological effects of roads. We
can provide activists with access to this information by doing
literature searches and preparing bibliographies on such topics
as fragmentation or Grizzly Bear habitat viability or the effects
of road noise on songbirds.

For example, the bibliography-currently contains 112 ci
tations on the topic of roads and habitat fragmentation; we can
print out a bibliography listing those citations, or create one
more specific, such as fragmentation's effects on various bird
species. Activists can use this information to find papers sup
porting their road removal efforts. Ofte.n this scientific docu-
mentation is key in gaining legal road removal. .

ROAD-RIP is using TWP vision maps in its choice of
the most critical roads to work on closing. The vision maps
and associated biological inventories and species status reviews
pfQvide a basis for prioritizing habitat conservation efforts.
Genetic viability for all endemic species, natural disPersal of
wide-ranging species, and species restoration are the funda
mental goals. Road removal priorities parallel the habitat con
servation priorities for large-scale NorthAmerican wilderness
recovery. We have formulated a list of Twelve Terrible roads
that activists will target for closure. (See Terrible Twelve
sidebar.)

We are about to begin worhng with local groups to get
each of these 12 roads closed. We will also use the Terrible
Twelve list as the basis of a broader public education cam
paign, showing how road closure can restore native ecosys
tems and speed ecological recovery.

We will publicize the Terrible Twelve in the same way
we spread the word about various specific road-closing efforts,
in our newsletter. Given funding, we'll also conduct a media
campaign, including press releases, ads, radio spots, and re
gional events to call cri ticaI attention to particular roads.

ROAD-RIP's work is ~ery focused, orien,ted toward the
specific details of getting roads removed and revegetated. Ev
ery road revegetated means habitat reconnected, a more ex
pansive ~ild landscape restored. And that's critical for Tht:
Wildlands Project's big picture of big wilderness. ROAD-RIP
will help make the grand vision of The Wildlands Project a
reality, piece by roadless, interconnected piece. I

Kraig Klungness and Katie Alvord Scarborough co
founded ROAD-RIP (the Road Removal Implementation
Project) and now serve on its steering committee. ROAD-RIP
and its current codirectors. Bethallie Walder and Marion
Hourdequin. can be reached at POB 7516. Missoula. MT
59807; (406) 543-9551.
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Real Work and Wild Vision
Highlights of Wildlands Network Design

by Rod Mandt

IN THE FIRST Wild Earth special issue, The Wildlands
Project off~red a short list of organizations from around
North America that were "leading the way" toward an eco
logically sound vision for the continent. Today, three years
later, these groups and a passel of other grassroots organiza
tions and individuals have taken several more s~eps toward
North American wilderness recovery. They have started the
complicated process ofmapping the first iteration or the "rough
cut" regional reserves, and the equally complicated process of
building organizations and structures that will maintain the
vision and the energy needed to see the work tln;ough to the
end. Using the goals, methods, and general direction of Wild
lands Project staff and supporters, these organizations are work
ing together to produce a vision ofan ecologically vibrant North
America. Here we offer just a few examples of wildlands ef
forts already underway.

Last year at our annual meeting, TWP board agreed on
what we all knew in our hearts. As much as we want to cover
every ecosystem, it is impossible to concentrate on the entire
North American continent with a small staff. We need to focus
our energy and resources, With this admission came the con
current realization that the regional concept was, in some cases,
too unwieldy for our mapping purposes. In order to remedy
this situation, the staff and board decided to temporarily di
vide and prioritize the regions. However, we want to be very
clear that this ranking does not mean we are ~bandoning the
other regions or subregions. It means we will be working at
different levels, with different time frames, depending on the
status of reserve proposals already drafted, organizational struc
tures, mapping, and other key elements of functional reserve
design. We will continue to work with any individual or orga
nization that shares our goal of biodiversity protection and
rewilding through design and implementation of a core/buffer
zone/corridor reserve system.

This report is intended to highlight the accomplish
ments of some of the individuals, groups, and coalitions that

illustration by Robin Peterson
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have taken a hard look at our planet and decided to spend'
at least part of their precious time, energy, and money on
long-range, scientifically based planning. It is not'meant '
to take anything away from the thousands of other groups
and individuals working on the everyday fights. The Wild
lands Project is all too aware that in our currel)t political
climate, a Wolverine-like defensive posture is also vital, .
and will be needed so long as the onslaught of ecological
destrUction continues.

This report, then, is merely a ~ef1ection of some of the
more advanced work taking place around the continent. For
information abOut other wildland afflliates and regions not
mentioned here, contactThe Wildlands Project office inTuc
son, Arizona. Also read the individual project progress re
ports in this issue.

Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society
National Office
Suite 380, 401 Richmond St. W.
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3A8
canada
(800) 333-WILD
(416)979-3155
Contact: Mary Granskou

Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS) has been
working in many regions and with many different groups to
advance the wildfands vision in Canada. Their Boreal For
est campaign involves cooperation with World Wildlife
Fund-Canada's Endangered Spaces program,Alberta Wil
derness Society, and Friends of the Northern Rockies, as well
as Yukon Wildlands and the Yellowstone to Yukon connec
tion. (See Y 'toY article by CPAWS president Harvey Locke
in Wild Earth winter 1993/94.) Much of the information in
our upcoming framework package is based on the work of
these organizations. CPAWS hopes to complement its Y to
Y campaign in the West with anA toA campaign in the East: .
Algonquin to Adirondacks.

Yukon Wildlands
30 Dawson Rd.
Whitehorse, Yukon Y lA 5T6
(403) 668~6321
Contact: Juri Pepree

Together with the Alaska Conservatipn Foundation,
Alaska Rainforest Campaign, and Sie,rra Club activists,
CPAWS and TWP affiliate Yukon Wildlands is busy con
verting black flies, Caribou and a predominately wild ma
trix into the beginnings of a northern addition to the
Yellowstone to Yukon effort being mapped by their neigh
bors to the south. Working with FIrst Nations peoples, Yukon
Wildlands has already garn~red tremendous support for large
ecological reserves-in the Yukon. .

Alliance for the Wild Rockies
.POB8731
Missoula, MT 59807
(406) 721-5420
Contact: Mike Bader

The Alliance has been advocating ecosystem-wide habitat
'Protection for about as long as anyone group. Their efforts '
hav~ helped raise the level of conservation activism in the
Nort4ern Rockies; and their experience in dealing with the
political and cultural barriers to reserve design should help
cushion the blow for others attempting to implement cross
border ecologicallybased plans.

American Wildlands
6551 S. Revere Pkwy.;Suite 160
Englewood, CO 80111-6410
(303) 649-1211
Contact: Sally Raimey

• I

The "Corridors of life"program foreshadows a strengthened
relationship between The Wildlands Project, American Wild
lands, and other organizations working on mapping and plan
ning for the Rocky Mountain region as a whole...

. California Wilderness Coalition
2655 Portage Bay East, Suite 5
DaVIS, CA 95616
(916) 758-0380.
Contact: Ryan Henson

The CaliforniaWilderness Coalitionhas taken the role ofregional '
coordinating group for The Wildlands Project. Notwithstanding
theirongoing string offorest plan appeals, wilaerness oversight,
and other defensive work, they are helping organizeTWPmap
Ping meetings. The first took place in Santa Barbam. There, with
the help of the local Patagonia outlet and the Environmental De"
fenseCenter,CWCimpelledactiviststocommencemappingand
organizing to implement The Wildland Project's vision in
Calif0m!a's central coast range.

Sky Island Alliance
1639 E. 1st Street
Tucson,AZ 85719
(520) 323-0547
Contact: Susie Brandes or Dale Turner

SIA has been working to put together a working group to map
a reserve design for the Mogollon Highlands, Gila country,
and Sky Islands of southeastern Arizona and northern Mexico.
SIA hopes to be the catalyst for other organizations, such as
Life Net and ihe Southwest Center for Biological Diversity,
and a'ho'st of activists in engendering a far-reaching plan for
this region.
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RESTORE: The North Woods
POB44O
Concord, MA 01742
(508) 287-0320
Contact: Michael Kellett

RESTORE h,as offered one of the bolder park
proposals of recent years. Its Maine Woods
National Park proposal has earned it the enmity
of the Sportsman's Alliance of Maine (SAM,
an affiliate o(the NRA), the Maine Forests
Products Council, and Maine Audubon Soci
ety (not an affiliate of National Audubon Soci
ety), and haS received notable coverage in a
variety of places. RESTORE's proposal should
soon connect with other proposals from the
Greater Laurentian Region Wildlands Project
(and is encompas~ed by the Northern Head
waters Reserve proposal, outlined in this issue);
as well as with proposals by Penns Woods Al
liance to the south and Maritime Canada groups
to the north.

Minnesota Ecosystems Recovery Project
POB293
Red Wing, MN 55066
(612)385-7512
Contact: Mike Biltonen

While Mike Biltonen has been mapping and
organizing in the Minnesota portion of the
Great Lakes basin, Northwoods Wilderness
Recovery in Michigan (POB 107 Houghton,
MI 49931), Superior Wl1derness Action Net
work in Wisconsin (c/o Biology Dept., Univer
sity of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, Oshkosh, WI
54901), and Friends of the Boundary Waters in
northern Minnesota and Quebec (1313 Fifth St.,
SE, Suite 320, Minneapolis, MN 55414)have
offered guidance on other subregions in the
Great Lakes Northwoods region. (See Mike's
article in this issue.)
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Southeast Wildlands Project
Route 3 Box 24-H
Hawthorne, FL 32640
(904) 481-9922
Contact: Susan Marynowski

The Southeast Coastal Plain group will use a
cooperative steering committee model to cover
the Gulf and Atlantic Coastal Plains from Mis
sissippi to North Carolina. Their work will dove-

. taillike a finel y crafted annoire wi th that of the
Alabama Wilderness Association, the state of
Rorida, The Nature Conservancy, the Coastal
Plains Institute and eventually with the more
distant Southern Appalachian Biodiversity
Project. (SeeAWA proposal in Wild Earth SlUll

mer 1993; SABP proposal in WEITWP special
issue #1.)

Heartwood
Box 402
Paoli, IN 47454-0402
(812) 723-2430

. Contact: Andy Mahler

This core group of Ozark forest lovers and
Heartwood activists is striving to integrate the
use of geographic information and wildlands
criteria into their ongoing battle to restore and
protect our heartland's hardwood forests.
Heartwood's area of concern is huge-':"encom
passing the whole Central Hardwobds region

, from the Appalachians to the Ozarks-and their
work should help tie together the efforts of the
Coastal Plains group, SABP, and Central Ap
palachian activists (Virginians For Wl1derness,

. Rt. 1 Box 250, Staunton, VA 24401).

Southern Appalachian Biodiversity Project
34 Wall Street, ,Suite 408
Asheville, NC 28801
(704) 258-2667
Contact: Brownie Newman

Mapping in the SouthernAppalachians ofNorth
. Carolina and Tennessee was initiated by the

Southern Appalachian Biodiversity Project and
the Southern Appalachian Forest Coalition.
Now being added is the work ofVirgiIiians For
Wl1derness in the north and the Southeast Wl1d
lands Project in the south.

Rod Mandt is the Outreach Director for
The Wildlands Project.

illustration by Sumnne DeJohn



The Wildlands Project

Land Ownership/
Private and· Wild

A Proposed Strat~gy

by Eric T. Freyfogle

WHEN EUROPEAN SETTLERS arrived on the east coast of North America
four centuries ago they found a continent rich and mostly wild. From the early days of
'Colonization, wilderness helped form the new Euro-American culture. But in rapid suc
cession, axes and plows cut into those American wilds, watershed by watershed, as na
ture gave way to colonization and one of its key 'cultural components-private property.
To own land privately, settlers believed, was to tame it, to put it to use raising annual
crops and feeding immigrant livestock.·Though colonists had many excuses for seizing
lands from natives, among the most potent was their arrogant claim that Native Ameri
cans did not really own the land. They didn't own it because they didn'l "use" it; they
didn't clearcut the trees, erect fences, and replace native life forms- the usual if not es
sential hallmarks of private land possession.

The Wildlands Project seeks to recover important parts of that now lost American
wilderness: to preserve what little is left; to restore where no wilderness remains. Among
the many obstacles that loom ahead is the entrenched institution of private land owner
ship, American style. But how sizable an obstacle is private property, as myth and as
reality? Is the.re, as early settlers assumed, a sharp dichotomy between wild and owned?
Does open warfare lie ahead on this issue? Or might there be ways to defuse this strain,
ways even to enlist the UIiderstanding of some of todais proud carriers of the private
property banner? '

For opponents of environmental regulation, private property has become a rallying
cry' these days. Americans, to be sure, want a clean environment, but they hold private
property every bit as dear. The noisy "wise use" movement has grabbed hold of this pri
vate ownership issue, and gotten good mileage out of It. Yet, it would be a grave.mistake
for environmentalists'to view the private-property crusade as merely a front for extrac
tive indus.tries. The property-rights movement is more popular and wide-spread than this.
It has arisen with little or no prompting, its energetic workers moved by a cause they hold
dear. In truth, Americans are inordinately fond ofprivate property, especially private land.
Those who have it ,want to keep it; those who don't have it want to get it.

As Wendell Berry reminds us, the word "property" shares its etymological root with
such words as proper, appropriate, and propriety.' Thus, embedded in the word, if not in .
teday's version of the institution, are certain, seemingly inescapable ideas-of rightful
scale and proportion, of balance and order, of personal responsibility. To make something
one's own-to transform'itintoone's property-is to make it part of one's lif~, an exten
sion of one's person and character; it is to bring the thing within the fold of one's indi-

. vidual care and duty. Do these ethical ideas, we might wonder, lurk somewhere beneath
the surface of American property law? If so, is it possible that friends of biodiversity
might tease them out, in a way that makes ownership law more ecologicaliy sound?

To rrzake 'something one's

oum-.to tra1J.Sformit into
one's property-is to

rrzake it part ofone's life,
an extension ofone's

I

person and chtlracter; it is
to bring the thing'within

the fold ofone's inqividual
care and duty.
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THE REALITY BEHIND THE MYTH

When anthropologists study a particular culture
they pay close attention to ownership nonns. What
they find is that ownership schemes come in a wide
variety offonns-and types. Rights are defined, lim
ited, and allocated to commwrity members in a nearly
.endless array of ways, each devised to meet the val
ues of a given society. Private property isn't an inert
object, something that a society buys off the shelf,
bells and whistles'in place. It is an organic institu
tion that grows within a culture, responsive to the
evolviI)g needs and hopes of each particular society
and influenced for good or ill by its technology and.
power structure.

A common American myth is that property
rights in America began in absolute fonn, and only
deviate4 from that form in the twentieth century (de
generated, some would say), with the advent of zon
ing rules and environmental controls. But Americans
are rarely good in history, arid such popular tales
about property's past are no more accurate than other
American stories. When the first settlers spread out
over the Massachusetts landscape in the 1630s, many
new towns placed finn limits on the use and transfer
of private lands.2 Town leaders wanted to promote
neighborly watchfulness and cohesive communities,
so they often barred families from building homes
on their farmlands, requiring instead that they live
in towO. Because the identities and morals of com-

o munity members were so important, towns often
barred land sales to outsiders unless the communal
leadership first gave its approval. Many early set
tlers came from regions in England that practiced
open-field farming methods whereby farmers shared
fields and farm tasks, working their lands collec
tively. Aniving in the New World, they naturally con
tinued their old collective ways, at least for a time.
Owning land meant belonging to a community.

Among the American colonies, Puritan Massachu- ,
setts was perhaps most prone to embrace land-use re
straints, yet -restrictions on private land use have
confronted all generations of Americans in all places.
Writing in the mid-eighteenth century, legal scholar Sir
William Blackstone might wax poetically about property
as "that sole and despotic dominion that one man claims
and exercises over the external things of the world, in total
exclusion of the right of any other individual in the wri
verse,''3 but his comments are easily misread when taken
out of context. Blackstone spoke of p.roperty as myth, the
idea of property "that grips the imagination" as he put it,
not property as real-life institution, which was a far dif
ferent thing. When James Madison and Thomas Jefferson
a few decades later added their own paeans to private

o property, they too were' familiar with a system of owner
\ ship that contained what owners could do.

The surprising truth-sadly missing from today's pri
vate-property debate-is that land-use norms in
America's early years displayed a remarkable environ
mental sensitivity.4 Farming' supplied the paradigm land
use in 1790, the baseline of entitlement when conflicts
among users arose. When early industry began throwing
off sparks and disrupting finicky hens, the s~nsitive, tra
ditionalland use enjoyed protection; the more. noisy, in
tensive industrial use had to give way. Under the
prevailing tlleory of water law, a railroad or texti\e mill
could use water only if it did not alter the natural flow of
the river, either in quantity or quality-which meant no
consumptive water uses, no diversions, no pollution. In
states like Illinois that embraced the civil-law rule for
surface water run-off, a farmer could not drain a wetland
if the drainage disrupted a neighbor. Only later did own
ership norms shift to allpw more noise and ecological dis
ruption, as Americans became prouder of their industrial
growth and big business grew in power. In time, riparian
landowners gained the right to consume and pollute wa
ter so long as their actions were "reasonable" under the
pro-growth norms of the day. In time, farmers could drain
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Today's paramount /
need... is ecological
education, helping
landowners to see

the harms they cause,
helping-legislatures

and judges to see how
-one land parcel is

inevitably linked to
the next and how the

ripples ofa given
land use can spread

far and wide.

The Wildlands Project

their wetlands if their actions amounted to :'good hus.
bandry" as newly defined in the steam-shovel era.

In American land law, owners have never had the
right to engage in unreasonable land uses that cause harm,

, either to neighboring landowners or the public at large.
William Blackstone embraced this idea of limited land
pwnership; so did James Madison andThomas Jefferson.
And so too do most Americans today.

HARMFUL LAND USES IN THE AGE OF
ECOLOGY

Although American land-use law has long banned
many land uses that are unreasonably harmful, the idea
of harm has not stood still. It has been, in fact,little more
than a shell concept waiting to be filled with meaning, its
inherent vagueness giving rise in practice to almost lim
itless definitional flexibility. Each community and gen- .
eration has faced the task of deciding whether particular
land uses are or are not harmful. Over time, their answers
have varied.

Today there is little dispute about whether landown
ers can engage in unreasonably harmful land uses - there
simply is no such right. But what a trained ecologist con
siders harmful can differ wid~ly from !he opimonS ofless
knowing observers - including observers in high places.
In the closely watched Supreme Court case from 1992,
Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council,s South
Carolina's coastal planners sought to ban further construc-

( -

tion on a fragile barrier island, knowing the dangers that
such construction posed. Sadly, many members of the
Supreme Court-particularly the decision's author, Jus
tice Scalia-simply could not or would not appreciate the
harm that was involved. As best Scalia could grasp, the
state's aim was simply to promote tourism or create some
type of public park. Landowner David Lucas simply
wanted to build a home, Scalia proclaimed. What land
use could be more appropriate than homebuilding? What
use could be less harmful?

South Carolina lost Lucas, not because the institu
tion ofprivate land ownership is inflexibly slanted toward
development, but because of a failure of ecological edu
cation. Not enough members of the Court were ~ble to
understand the ecosystem disruptions that come from

.building on ecologically sensitive lands. Regrettably, with
: the Lucas decisions now as precedent, more and more

landowners have filed suit demanding compensation
when their development plans are frustrated, most com
monly when they can't fill their wetlands.6 And some are
getting that compensation, largely because the ecologi
cal harms of altering sensitive landS are simply beyond
the ken of too many judges. As judges size up cases
and, indeed, as many rank-and-file Americans size up
land-use disputes - the decisive question is relatively
simple: does a land-use rule ban an activity that is harm-

ful? Or inst~d does it ask aland
owner to shoulder what really

. ~hould be a public burden, to use
her lands in a way that will spe
cially benefit the public at large?
A rule that bans a-harm is valid,
with no compensation. A rule that
asks a landowner to confer a pub
lic benefit goes too far; the pay: .

, ment of money to the owner is
only right and fair.

This harm-benefit distinction
may sound clear, but its siriJ.plicity
is.deceptive. Whether a rule ban,S
a harm depends on the viewer's _
knowledge and sensitivity. If people can' t see a par
ticular harm- if it is subtle,long-term, or indirect-'
community sentiment can easily shift to the
landowner's side. Formal logic alone cimnbt tell us
whether a land-use law bans a harm or solicits a pub
lic benefit; to draw that distinction we need an ex-

.ternal standard of conduct to use as a gauge. The
place for lawmakers to find that standard- the Only
place, really, to look for it-is right in the commu
nity itself, by referring to the values of the people
and to the colIlII).unity's sense of right and wrong.

Today's paramount need, without quesJion,lis
'ecological education, helping landowners to see the
harms they cause, helping legislatures and judges to
see how one land parcel is inevitably linked to the
next and how the ripples of a given land use can
spread far and wide. The definition onand-use
"harm"has always evolved with the times as human
numbers and knowledge have increased and as com
munal values have shifted. Today, conservationists,
biologists and others must work to continue that evo
lution; they must talk, act, and push haid so iliai the '
governing idea of harm comes to recognize a wide
range of ecologically disruptive land uses. This is a
dawIting, often infuriating task, confronting as it does
a mass of people whose attention is tuned almost,
but not quite, exclusively to other matters. Yet no task
is more central. If we can redefine harm to include
substantial ecological disruption, thereby pushing
such land uses outsi& the botmds of-protected own
ership rights, private ownership then becomes a
much smaller obstacle in the path ahead.

How, then, might this come about? How
might we plant and nourish a new vision of land
ownership, one tlIat obligates a landowner to re
spect ecosystem processes, one that limits land
uses to those consistent with (as Aldo Leopold
phrased it) the "integrity, stability, and beauty of .
tile biotic comnjunity"?7
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NATURAL LAND USES?

III 1972 the Supreme Court of Wisconsin handed~

down a ruling that stands today as the most eloquent call
for a new vision of land ownership, a vision based on
natural integrity and respect for the limits of the land.·In
Just v. Marinette Count! the court dealt with a local or
d.inance limiting the alteration of wetlands. As it weighed
the competing interests, the court had little trouble up
hoJd.ing the land-useofd.inance, despite its direct clash
with ~e plaintiff-landowner's hope for monetary gain.
"An owner ofland," the court announced, "has no abso
lute ~d unlimited right to change the essential natural
character of his land so as touseit for a pUrpOse for which
it was unsuited in its natural state." While cognizant of
the sharp drop in the land's market value, the court was
unconcerned about lost value "based on changing the
character of the land at the expense' of harm to the pub
lic.''9 The just-compensation requirement simply d.idn't
protect such hypothetical gains.

In the years since this ruling was handed down in
1972, several other states have embraced Just as a prece
dent and drawn on its almost lyrical language. Sympa
thetic legal 'scholars have quoted it often, for it appears
to supply the attitude needed to bring land degradation
to a halt, or at least to remove constitutional protection
from abusive land uses so that, when governments do
build up the courage to impose regulatory restraints, com
pehsation need not be paid.

While Just v. Marinette County has gained devoted
legal admirers, however, the d<:;cision's language'has
brought fear to other fronts. It has added fuel to the erro
neous claim that conservation and environmentalism are
fundamentally at odds with private ownership and ind.i
vidual rights. So potent is the language and reasoning of

.Just, a doubtful reader might conclude that it could jus
tify more or less any land-use limit adopted in the. name
of ecological health. The fear is that, drawing on Just,
governments could enact almost any draconian restraint,
draining private land of all of its market value and de
priving ind.ividuaIs and families of their accumulated sav
ings. In an insightful essay, Professor Joseph Sax has
explained how Justice Scalia's opinion in Lucas is aimed
in no small part at ward.ing offjust this possibility - ward
ing off the possible growth of an ecological ownership
idea, an idea, Scalia apparently feared, that might vest
governments with almost limitless power to halt inten
sive l,and uses without any Compensation to the owner,tO

As appealing as the reasoning of Just might be on
the surface, ecologists know that the natural blends into
the unnatural by the smallest of steps, Any human land
use will alter a surround.ing ecosystem, thereby in at least
some small way "changing the character of the land."
Who is to say when a change becomes legally significant?
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Aside from this.biological d.ifficulty is a legal one.
Property law .needs to apply broadly, in a manner that is
fair among landowners and doesn't single out a few for
harsh treatment. A govenunent agency simply cannot in
fairness brand one land use as "unnatural," while allow
ing the sanle land use to occu,f on ecologically similar
lands elsewhere; if a given land ~se is harmful, the over
riding concept of equal protection demands that a restric
tive regulation apply to all similarly sinlated landowners. II

, Ardent enviromnentalists may'see little reason to fear
when govenunents impose laild-use limits. But to the
mass of Americans, ,suspicious of govenunent conduct
and motives, private property stands as a much-needed
bulwark against a meddlesome, overreaching state. To
serve this role, property laws must contain broadly ap
plicable norms that protect ind.ividuallandc;>wners against
d.isparate treatment; if the govenunent wants to single out
particular landowners for mpre restrictive treatment, it
should pay for what it takes.

In the end,.the language of Justis better understood,
and better useq, as long-term vision rather than as opera
tive legal test. A government Cannot escape paying com
pensation simply by alleging that a p£l!1icular landowner's
activity is "unnatural." More proof is needed, a.showing
that aspecified land use is ecologically harmful within
the meaning of governing norms that apply broadly and
fairly to all similarly sinmted lands. American property
law is fanliliar with the 'idea of harm, and easily able to
incorporate evolving conceptions ofharm: Harm is a com
munal judgment, a shared, democratic decision that a
particular land use conflicts with commllIla! expectations.
The law is far less familiar with tile idea of "natural " land
uses. Who's to say what is natural? Conservation biolo
gists? Restoration ecologists? Office-bound government
officials? The answer is unknown, and part of the anxi
ety that Just arouses is due to this uncertainty.

APROPOSED STRATEGY
, .

In light of private property's firm roots in American
cultUre, in light of the suspicions aroused by decisions
such as Just v: Marinette County, how might proponents
of The W~dlands Project respond to the champions of
private property rights? How should they talk about pri
vate land and the meanings of private ownership? How
can private ownership be shaped so as to reduce the cost
and shorten the timetable for implementing the Project?

1. Support for private property. As a first step,
wildlands advocates have ample reason to support the
institution ofprivate ownership, and to' make this sup
port clear. Property is a flexible institution, as potentially
useful as it is obstructive. Rather than attack the institu
tion, the more prudent strategy is to bend it, to reshape it
so that land uses become more ecologically sensitive. In



The Wildlands Project

the end, whether land is owned privatdy or publicly
makes little difference- the central issue is how the land
is used. Government landowners can be, and often are, .
less ecologically sensitive than responsible private own
ers. Indeed, private ownership can have positive virtues,
helping instill a sense of place and helping empower
people to resist nearby activities that threaten destruc
tion. Moreover, support for private property is by no
means inconsistent with a claim that we need far more
acres in public hands.

2. New definitions of harm. As Americans have
become more aware of environmental degradation
they've become more receptive to laws that halt en
vironmental harms. Friends a/biadiversity can and
shauldpush hard ta expand this list afland-use harms.
even while they openly embrace the institution of pri
vate ownership. Timber harvesting on steep slopes,
mining in stream beds, denuding riparian corridors
these actions and many others like them can all be
addressed by widely applicable rules aimed at halt
ing harms, on private as well as public lands. I2 Over
time, the overriding notion of harm will likely shift
to include harms that are more subtle, diffuse, and
indirect; to accept less demanding burdens of proof
so that governments can act in the face of uncertainty,
without waiting for undeniable proof; to encourage
longer time-frames for planning, allowing actions now
to divert long-simmering hazards; to embrace the idea
that impermissible harm includes harm to the privately
owned land itself, not just harm to neighboring lands.
With any luck society will also come to see, as did
Aldo Leopold decades ago, that the land includes not
just the soils but waters, plants, and animals.

Property law can recognize these harms without un
dercutting private ownership as;m institution, but only
to the extent that commUnities come· to perceive ecologi
cal harms and understand ~eir significance. Generations
ago we knew littl(: about how ecosystems functioned ~d
how hwnans and their food sources were linked to other
life forms: Now that we know more, it is only right that
our cultural institutions reflect that new knowledge.

In short, wildlands proponents can embrace private
property at the same time that they push hard to change
it. Today's environmental messes arise less from the
broad idea of private ownership than from the culturally
contingent, pre..ecological norms that still carry such
weight. lf we can adequately redefme what it means to
own, private ownership can stay. Land ow'nership can
become, not the right to exploit a commodity, but the
opportunity to participate in a community. Once reframed
along these \iDes, ownership law will recognize rights
the owner has against other humans, not rights held
against the land itself.

Peregrine Falcon by Libby Davidson

I

We abuse land because we regard it

as a commodity belonging to us.

When we see land as a community to

which we belong, we may begin to

use it with love and respect.

-Aldo Leopold
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3. Due compensation. Before
The Wildlands Project is fully imple
mented, a good deal of public tax
money will need to go for the purchase
of private property, both fee interests
and conservation easements. We can
expect individual owners to use their
lands in ways that cause no harm, eco
logical or otherwise; but many needed
land-use limits will go well beyond
that point, pa,rticularly limits imposed
on core wilderness areas, wildlife cor
ridors, and imler buffer zones, where
few human uses are·allowed.

One principle on which The
Wildlands Project should be based is

this: Landowners must use their IGllds only in ways that
cause no harm, and regulations that ban particular harms
should not necessitate compensatiQn. Beyond that, land
use regulations .Can be drafted so that landowners who
are restrained also gain benefits from the restrictive
rules-much like the urban dwellers whose land is lim
ited to single-fanlliy use but who benefit because sur
rOlJUdiug lands face identical limits. When land-use rules
give rise to this type of "average reciprocity of advan
tage,"again no compensation is needed. In the many other
cases, however-where a rule does not apply broadly to
ban a land-use activity considered harmful, and where it
does not result in an average reciprocity of advantage
compensation will typically be fair. '3

More so than in the past, proponents of The Wild
lands Project need to express their support of private
property as a general idea. They need also to express
their support, loudly and clearly, for compensation
when individual landowners are singled out to shoul
der burdens that owners of ecologically similar lands
are not expected to bear. The more vocal this support,
the fewer the fears that will arise. The few.er the fears,
the JIlore feasible it will be to undertake the vitally needed .
project of long-term ecological education. Once Ameri
cans understand the ecological roles of particular
lands-as they largely do in the case of wetlands
they can support new land-use limits. Step by step,
they can embrace new ownership Dorms. Without that
education, without that knowledge, ownership norms
will remain in a pre-ecological age.

4. The right to exclude. When Americans think of
private-ownership one of the flfSt ideas that comes to mind
is the right to exclude, to keep other humans at bay. Cases
from the Supreme Court support the centrality of this idea,
for while the Court has sanctioned many land-use con-
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troIs, it has consistently rejected efforts to tamper with
the right to exclude. 14 Why this right is so fundanlental
is far from clear: Other nations often allow hikers to wan
der freely ,over private lands, so long as they cause no
physical danlage or disruption. Nonetheless, the Supreme
Court has been adamaIit, and the issue fornow is resolved.

From the perspective of The Wildlands Project the
right to exclude is a property limit easy to live with: given'
tilat exclusion means excluding people. not other forms
of life. Hikers might bemoan the loss of new trails, but
recreational access does not enhance ecosystem health.
Indeed, recreational use can become disruptive in core
wilderness areas, however much it stirs tile defensive
passions of visitors. For tilose focused on biodiversity and
land healtil, olle of the most useful strategic steps to
day would be a loud and clear denial of any aim to
open private lands to public use without the payment
ofcompensation.

5. The flexibility ofeasements. When private lands
are needed to create core wilderness reserves, govern
ments should take full title to the property and pay for it
accordingly. On the other hand, when private lands fall
in other planning categories, in buffer zones of one typt;
or another, the interests purchased by tl1e public can take
the form ofconservation easements, imaginatively shaped
and drafted so as to allow tl10se uses, and only tilose uses,
that are compatible witil ecosystem planning goals. An
early aim ofthe Project should be to flesh out the types
and intensities of land uses permitted in the various'
buffer-zone or limited-use areas, and then to translate
these use rules into the language ofnew types ofcon-

.serv{ltion easements. States should tilen be asked to en
act statutes that autilorize. tile creation, acquisition, and
protection of tl1ese new forms of easements. Negative
easements -easements that restrict how a landowner can
use her lands - can take more or less any form, allowing
particular uses and restraining otilers. In drafting statutes
that autl10rize such easements, tl1e flexibility is more or
less limitless: Biodiversity planners should take advan
tage of it. 15

As more and more privately owned acres become
subject to land-use restrictions and conservation ease
ments, tl1e line between private land and public land will
diminish in importance, and rightly so. On public lands
today, ranchers, timber companies, and miners all have
such extensive powers tl1at public control is at best par
tial. In ·years to come shared control will likely become
more common on private rural lands, as it already is in
many cities. What counts ultimately is not whose name
is on tl1e deed, but how tl1e land is pu~ to use, and who
makes tl1e land-use decisions. 16
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"CONSERVATION IS GrnING NO
'WHERE," Aldo Leopold observed in the in
troduction to his Sand County Almanac,
"because it is incompatible with our
Abrahamic concept of land. We abuse land
because we regard it as a commodity belong
ing to us. When we see land as a COnimunity
to which we belong, we may begin to use it
with love and respect."I? '

Leopold wrote these words, not just as
an ecologist, but as a private land owner. More
than his colleagues, he knew that conserva
tion could not be bought with government
programs and tax dollars, although both at
times would be needed. It required public
education and more mature individual ethics,
including ethics that showed up, as he put it,
on "the back forty," on private land subject
to private control. As Leopold's personal case
shows, private landowners can help the con
servation cause when 'they use land wisely.
And private land today can playa major role
in The Wildlands Project, if like Leopold's
Wisconsin River farm it begins to enjoy the
rule of sensitive owners.

Too often environmentalists have al
lowed themselves to be boxed into the cor
ner, accused of being so~ialists or statists,
enemies of one of America's most hallowed
institutions. In the long run, however, private
property is flexible and communally respon
sive, able to bend to the values of the people,
able to restrict actions that cause unreason
able harm, even new types ofecological harm.
Proponents of wild lands and wild life need
not hesitate in supporting private property;
neither should they hesitate to give the insti
tution the swift kick forward that it so very'
much needs. Brought into the age ofecology,
private ownership caD become a vital ally. I

)

Eric Freyfogle (504 E. Pennsylvania'
Ave., Champaign,/L61820) is the author of
Justice and the Earth and a professor oflaw
at the University ofIllinois.
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Endangered Interrelationships
Thi Ecological Cost of Parasites Lost

'by Donald A. Windsor

Collectively, parasites form
a pervasive matrix of

interrelationships within
an ecosystem which tends

to hold'it togr;ther, acting
almost as a glue.
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T
he biosphere is not just an assembly of millions of species living to-

. gether-like a giant zoo or an enormous barnyard. It is a higWy in-
, tricate organized system of multidimensional interrelationships'among or-

, ganisms ofevery kingdom and phylum. These interrelationships anchor upon many
unifying axes, but the most prominent are habitat, predation, and symbiosis. These
axes interweave phylogenies such that relatively umelated, as well as c~osely re- I

_lated, species are amalgamated together into a cohesive matrix, often so tightly
compressed and so deceptively mysterious that it cannot be discerned nor its many
components resolved. Nevertheless, we try. Not looking for a needle in a hay
stack, as it were, but more like dissecting gossamer threads from'h~ge blobs of
cotton candy on a hot humid day in poor light. And, unfortunately, just as we are
beginning to understand a few of these flimsy threads, the biosphere faces the
imminent danger of a catastrophic melt down. .

Describing species was the fir~t stage ofmodern biology. Umaveling, their
numerous interrelationships is the next, even though the first stage is not yet fin
ished. Although we may indeed be the generation documenting the end of the
world, there is some hope that we may be able to document a better story, To
obtain our bearings we tend to draw upon our own personal interactions with
nature. However, since we all spring from·diverse backgrounds and have differ
ent experiences, there may not be adequate commonalty upon which to start. For
tunately, we all share an affection for certain historical figures and that may serve
to unite us. So, let us tum to one of them, a revered hero of yesteryear.

When Aldo Leopold bought a woodlot back in the· 1930s, he soon realized:
" bought almost as many tree diseases as I had trees. My woodlot is riddled by
all the ailments that wood is heir to. I began to wish that Noah, when he loaded'
up the Ark, had left the tree diseases behind. But it ~oon became clear that these
same diseases made my woodlot a mighty fortress, unequaled in the whole Cowty"

. (Leopold 1949). He went on to describe how these diseases actually enabled a
diverse assembly of wildlife to live there. Throughout his writings, Leopold re
fers to various parasites and recognizes thein as essen~al'parts of nature. His in
sight is a good lesson for us all. In his classic book Game Management (Leopold'
1933), he devotes an entire chapter to wildlife diseases and ascribes four major
roles to diseases: controlling predators, limiting geographic ranges, regulating
population densities, and controlling sex ratios and fertility. It took (and unfortu
nately is still taking) considerable time and effort to tum around most people's
mindset against predators. Converting people to appreciate the benefits of para
sites is even more difficult. Not au parasites cause a full blown disease, yet just
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the thought of sharing one's body with a creepy crawly critter
from another phylum is repugnant-even to parasitologists..
Humanity has always admired and feared predators; eagles and
lions as symbols of power have deep roots in our history., But
worms, arthropods, and microbes have always disgusted

'people. Plague and pestilence are seen as curses, scourges to
be e1iminated. Cute and GuddIy, parasites are not; but neces
sary they are. AIdo Leopold called the Prothonotary Warbler
the 'Jewel of my disease-ridden woodlot" (Leopold 1949).
Perhaps this is a good strategy; camouflage the parasites un
der the banner of the cute and cuddly. Show the warbler; show
the woodlot; but do not show the underlying pathology that
makes it an possible.

Collectively, parasites form a pervasive matrix of interre
lationships within an ecosystem which tends to hold it together,
acting almost as a glue. All species have parasites. Moreover,
many parasites have several hosts, often in different phyla. A
diagram of all the parasitic life cycles in even a small woodlot
would make the food web for the same place look simple. Para
sitism and predation are somewhat similar, in that nutrition is
gained-from the host, for parasites; from the prey, forpreda
tors. However, in parasitism, the host is also the Illi.bitat. The
food web tends to be fast moving and volatile, whereas the .
parasitic web, becaus'e of its habitat in the hosts, exerts a cohe
sive drag on the ecosystem which can serve to dampen drastic
swings of popul~tionsand enables a dynamic natural equilib
rium to persist within certain bounds. Not only do parasites
regulate their hosts, but hosts regulate their parasites. This is
especially evident in population dependent relationships, where
host population increases can result in more in[ections and host
population decreases can result in reduced transmission of para
sites. Just as parasite,S and their hosts coevolved, so too did their
mutual coregulation.

Furthermore, by preventing some organisms from be
coming too plentiful, parasites foster biodiversity, as Aldo
Leopold realized. I speculate that if not for parasites ap
pearing very early in evolutionary history, the enormous bio
diversity we witness today would not have evolved. Instead,
just a few very successful species would have taken over Earth
long ago. Computer simulation models tend to show this.
Monbcultures of ,anything do not last long in nature; human
agricultura1 attempts to force monocultures on the earth are met
with bio~rebellions. It takes a huge amount of fossil fuels to
preserve monOcultures, because the forces of predation and
parasitism'simply oppose uniformity.

When parasitism is viewed in its larger category, symbio
sis, the unifying force is seen as even more comprehensive.
Symbiosis, or living together, is usually subdivided into four
major categories, Commensalism is living together where one
species benefits and the other neither suffers nor benefits from
the relationship. Barnacles living on oysters are thought to be
an example. Phoresis is the living together where one species
benefits by being transported by the other: barnacles on turtles,
for example. Mutualism occurs when each species benefits from
the. other, nature's win-win situation. Mammals and their co
lonic microorganisms are good examples. The microbes ob
tain a nutrient-rich habitat protected from the outside world
and in exchange help perform some of the mammals' diges
tive functions for them. Parasitism/is the situation where one
species benefits at the expense of the other. Most parasites do
not kill their hosts, but some do. Those that do as a routine
course of their life cycle are called "parasitoids"; the parasitic
wasps are examples, for the wasp larvae eat· their host as in
situ predators. As might be expected, some of these divid
ing lines are rather arbitrary and deeper layers of subcat
egories abound.

fruiting bodies ofSJwestring Root Rot (Armillariella mellea), scratchboard by Suzanne DeJohn
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deer or the oak tree

were suddenly
rendered invisible, you
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really multiple species,
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certainly much more
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. .
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Symbiosis is a hall~ark of biodiversity, as can readily be attested by just going out
doors and picking up a specimen of any living organism. Whether a blade of grass, a
leaf, an earthworm, a fly, or a squirrel-none of these are only what they appear to be.
Each is not just a single organism but an association of several species in symbiosis.
When you are walking through a field and a deer pops up, how many species do you
see? You may see one, the deer. I see several dozen, from all the bacteria and protozoa in
its gut, to the ticks, mites, and flies on its integument, to the fungi on or in its hooves.
Also it may suffer from larger helminth parasites, such as brainworm.

The same analysis can apply to other creatures. That oak tree behind it may harbor
several mushrooms, mosses, and lichens, as well as insects galore. Whether or not we
can see the mushrooms (fungal fruiting bodies), its roots are functioning with the ben
efits of mycorrhizal fungi. A blade of grass may have insects, protozoa, and mites. Theo
retically, if the deer or the o~ tree were suddenly rendered invisible, you could still see
where they stood because all their symbionts would be disclosed. If every species we
look at is really multiple species, then our biosphere is certainly much more complicated
than·we can imagine. Each species is, in effect, a Noah's ark; forsake itand you may lose
the whole boatload. So, when the promulgators ofmanagement plans for foreSts or range
lands or wetlands (or even entire ecosystems!) explain how they will manage these ar
eas, they arrogantly ignore that these areas are already being manage<I, taken care of by

the astronomical number of species whose interactions at the moment happen to rule..
Fundamental to such self-management are geological and atmospheric forces, predator!
prey relationships (including those of carnivore and herbivore), and symbiotic associa
tions (including parasitism).

Since the parasitic aspect is the least commonly recognized, it deservesJurther ex
planation. Our typical attitude is that parasitism' is an evil, a disease, a situation'to be
avoided, or once contracted, cured. From the point of view of a hapless host, yes of
course. But this is a'human attitude, not a nature-oriented one. Nature abhors a vacuum
and an uninfected host is an e~pty niche opportunity which some other species will
exploit. The proof is that every species has other species which parasitize it. A species
acclaimed not to have any parasites is a species not adequately studied. Because para
sites coevolve with their hosts, they can become extinct with them. Studying nature with
out studying parasites is like studying chemistry without studying chemical bonds. Sure,
substances can be mixed together and color changes or explosions can be witnessed, but
the underlying mechanisms that lead to syntheses and analyses are absent. Yet, this kind

of alchemy is brought into ecology by biologists who ignore parasites, worse yet, by
ecosystem managers who condemn them.

Since the prevalent attitude holds the parasite to be a pathogen, it may be valuable
to examine a few situations where the parasitism does not involve killing or weakening
the hosts. However, here is where the generalization has to stop and we could become
drenched in particulars. Parasitology is often a never-ending cataloging process whereby
an overwhelming roster of wlique interactions floods the literature. Perhaps we can just
highlight a few of them. .

Life Cycles.
Parasites can stay within a single species, as with many of our human diseases; but

many parasites spend parts of their lives in hosts of altogether different species. The
protozoa causing malaria spend part of their life cycle in the mosquito and part in their
vertebrate host The canine tapeworm spends part of its life cycle in the canine flea. The
ovine liver fluke spends part of its life in a snail; and so on. The wlifying generality is
that parasite life cycles can cut across phylogenetic trees.

A particularly amazing life cycle is in a small order of folded-winged wasps, the
Strepsiptera, which, as larvae, parasitize other insects (Askew 1971). Not only do the
male and female have a very different morphology, they infect hosts in different orders!
Myrmecolacinae larvae developing in ants (Hymenoptera) t>ecome males, wher<;as in
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Orthoptera they be<,x>me females. Orie can only marvel at how'
this curious circumstance could possibly have evolved. Yet,
there are about 200 described strepsipteran species, 60 in'
North America. Their obscurity is undoubtedly due to their
strange life cycles and minute sizes. This lack of atten~on

may change, because the notorious fire ant, Solenopsis invicta,
an alie~ that.has plagued the southern states since the 1940s,
has become parasitized by one of these strepsipterans,
Caenocholax fenyesi, itself an· alien from Brazil
(Kathirith~byet al. 1995). The natural parasites of the fire·
ant are phorid flies, which are absent here, thus creating a
parasite vacuuni. Nature did not let this vacuum go unfilled
forlong.

Matchmaking.
Some parasites serve ecosystems by acting to bring.

other species together. The rust fUligus Puccinia monoica
inhibits flowering in its host mustard plants, Arabis spe
cies, and induces them to produce elevated clusters of in
fected leaves that look like flowers of another species (Roy
1993). These pseudoflowers attract insects which fertil
ize the rust. However, because these pseudoflowers are
so attractive, they enhance insect pollinatio? of the nearby
flowering plants. Here, then, is a si~tion where a para
site plays a cupid"role and many species are then affected
by a complex set of interactions.

Chaperoning.
Some parasites serve ecosystems by keeping other spe

cies apart. Hybrid cottonwoods are more susceptible to aphid
parasites than are their parent species, Populusfremonti'i and
P. angustifolia (Whithanl 1989). Consequently, most of the
aphid population is concentrated in the hybrid zone between
the parents. This aphid ~inkhas a double-edged effect; it dis
courages the aphids from adapting to the more numerous par
ents and it keeps the parents as separate species.

Vectors for Other Parasites.
like other species, parasites have parasites. Ectopara

sites, such as ticks, can be parasitized by microbes and can
transmit those germs tQ their hosts. LYme disease and Rocky
Mountain spotted fever are famous examples.

Promoters of Disposable Nests.
Some parasites are specific for certain hosts and infest

their nests, forcing the hosts to avoid reusing the same nest
again. The environmental effect is that nesting si tes or mate
rials are in heavier demand. The larvae of the blood sucking
blowfly Protocalliphorasialia in Eastern Bluebird nests is a
well known example (Zeleny 1976). On the other hand, be
cause of species specifIcity in parasitic relationships, the aban
doned nest ofone species can often be used by another species,
for example a Great Homed Owl using a Red-tailed Hawk
nest, or small passerine birds nesting in active Osprey nests.

Foisting on FOster Parents.
Some species do not raise their own offspring but instead

. pawn the job off on some other species. The Bro~n-headed

Cowbird is the most notorious example, laying its eggs in. the
nests ofother birds. Forest fragmentation is enabling the cow
birds to invade more nests and is thought to be a major factor
in the decline of many neotropical migrants. Since many
neotropical migrants are primarily insect eaters, the total ef- /
fect on inse.ets and on the plants they eat could be enormous.

Aiding Succession.
Some par&Sites direct the movement of other species of

, plants and animals, acting as gatekeepers, determining which
. organisms can enter a given area and even when they can.

Ungulates avoid parasites by avoiding their vectors. Caribou
favor the ocean front lands during SUDliller so that sea breezes
stave off pesky flies and mosquitoes, a factor contributing to
the controversy regarding oil exploration along the Arctic
coast. Some of the movements of plants are more subtle.'
Beach sand dunes are constantly shifting and the succession
of plant species tries to keep pace. Along northwestern Euro
pean coasts, the normal succession is Marram Grass,.
Ammophila arenaria, followed by the fescue Festuca rubra,
Sand Sedge, Carex arenaria, and climaxing with the Sea
Couch, Elymus athericus, and Sea Buckthorn, Hippophae
rhamnoides. Soil nematodes and flmgi are pathogenic for both
Marram Grass and the buckthorn, causing them to degener
ate. SuccesSors, who are tolerant of these parasites, can move
in. However, since'Marram Grass is- the initial beach stabi
1izer, its pathogens cannot be too virulent or else no succes
sion would take place. (Van der Putten 1993). Here is a case
where the reigns of some species can be regulated by para
sites so as t9let other species participate.

.Behavior Modification.
Some parasites change the behaviors of their hosts so

that the hosts are more apt to be eaten by their predators. Sci
entisb. already know many examples of this and are discov
ering ever more. Here are three. The .terrestrial isopod
Armadillidium vulgare is normally found under leaf litter,
where moist and dark conditions prevail. However, when this
isopod is infected by the acanthocephalan Plagiorhynchus
cylindraceus it lingers on light colored substrates in exposed'
areas, making it more vulnerable to birds. Illtermediate host
behavior has been modified so as to enhance transmission to
birds, the acantllocephalan's definitiVe hosts (Moore 1983).
This behavioral modification of a host so as to push it be
yond its preferred niche forges ap ecological link between
two species that may not otllerwise be connected. The Euro
pean Starling is a definitive host of P. cylindraceus but does
not normally eat tile isopods, giving rise to the speculation
that this parasite was brought over to America by tile star-"
ling. Since tile starling has only been he~e for about a cen-

o tury, the adaptation by tile parasite has been rapid, if this
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scenario is true; and it nicely illustrates that the species you ,
seeis not necessarily the only one you get-a pOint to remem
ber when dealing with aliens. Another isopod, this an aquatic
one, Caecidotea intermedius, is an intermediary host for the
acanthocephalan Acant!wcephalus'dirus. This isopod is nor- .
mally eaten by the Northern Creek Chub, Semotilus
atromaculatus, which serves as the definitive host for A. dirus.
Infected isopods do not display their normai antipredator ac-,
tivities.Instead ofhiding under leaves, they loiter in the open,
even as the number of chubs increases (Hechtell993).

The trematode Gynaecotyla aduncais a parasite ofshore
birds which p~ses through two intermediate hosts, the snail
Ilyanassa obsoleta and one of several crustaceans, the arnphi
pod beach hoppers Talorchestia l()ngicornis and T.
megalopthalmia, and the fiddler crab Uca pugilator. Uninfected
snails follow receding tides back, keepip.g under water and out
of the range of the semiterrestrial beach crustaceans. However,
infected snails remain stranded on the beach releasing cercariae
as sporocysts, which get into the crustaceans (by a yet unknown
mechanism) where they become metacercariae ready to infect
shorebirds who eat them (Curtis 1987). Since the fate of the
beached infected spails is not known at this point, the full eco
logical consequences of this parasite driven behavior remain
to be discovered.

Promoters of Biodiversity.
Some parasites actively manage for biodi,versity- A good

example is in Northeastern forest successions, where the White
, Ash is a very abundant tree after disturbed land is left alone, .

yet older ashes are sparse and scattered. Ash Yellows, a bacte
rial parasite, is credited as being a natural tree thinner and may
even accelerate forest development (Castello et al, 1995). A.s
is often the case, however, the pathogen acts not alone in its
role as thinner of forests, but together with drought and with
several landscape features. Attempts to thwart the pathogen may
have unintended or even very undesirable resul.ts.

Integrated pest management, mainly an agricultural prac
tice to maintain monocultures without heavy inputs of pesti
cides: is an attempt to use parasites and predators to contro~

undesirable plants aJ.ld animals. Its application to managing
ecosystems is being advocated (Haack 1993). Passive use
would be welcomed, but an aggressive approach coUld wind

. up as large-scale meddling, especially ifalien biological agents
are introduCed.

Mutual Aid.
Some plants, when assaulted by herbivores, such. as cat

erpillars, emit chemicals that attract parasitic and predatory
'arthropods to attack the herbivores. This squeeze play is Ii will

barnacles on. Thin-shelled Littleneck by Robin Peterson
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for the plant and a~in for the parasites but a loss for
the herbivore. This kind of mutual aid (plant gets pro
tection; parasites get hosts) has evolved in several un
related species (Turlings et al. 1995). Human
interference, as by the ll$e of biocides, not only endan
.gers such intricate relationships, but also interferes with
other interactions these affected species inay have with
yet other species.

MORE WORK NEEDS TO BE DONE

This battle cry of science is certainly appropriate
when it comes to understanding parasitic relationships.
Parasites do not simply regulate their hosts; they do so
under the influence of other factors, acting almost like
very complicated servo motors in complex machines.
The'ciliate Lambornella clarki infects larvae of the
mosquito Aedes sierrensis; in tum, the mosquito lar
vae are predators of the ciliate. Both regulate each other
in their tree cavity pools. When food"for the larvae is
sufficient, mortality from the ciliate reduces the num
ber of emerging adult mosquitoes. But when food is in
short supply, the mosquitoes eat more ciliates, thereby
retarding their ability to infect, and so more adult mos
quitoes emerge (Washburn et al. 1991). Although the
parasite is regulating the host population, it does not
always induce a reduction; in this case it can actually
allow an increase. Such reaction indicates a true regu
lator and not just a cut-off valve.

CONCLUSIONS

If a single message jumps out from all the
myriad details of parasitology, it is that the complex
interrelationships among parasites and their hosts
are essential to the natural functioning of ~cosys

terns. Furthermore, since we have just begun to dis
cover them, there is a great danger that many
interrelationships will be disrupted or destroyed
before we even find out about them. We have the
Endangered Species Act to help us preserve species,
but we have enacted nothing comparable to help
preserve int«;:rrelationships among species. Clearly
needed is an "endangered interrelationship" law.
However, since the possibility of getting one is too
remote to plan around, the best step is to preserve
the habitat itself, while ,resisting the temptation to
introduce alien parasites to "control" alleged pests.
Parasites can adapt to new habitats and to new hosts
and c::an form interrelationships that cannot be pre
dicted. Perhaps the most salient admonition is the
'1aw of unintended consequences" (Seligman 1995).
Although devised by the social scientist Robert
Merton in the 1930s, this "law" seems particularly
applicable to the management of ecosystems. It states
that no matter how worthy and well-intentioned a hu-

man action may be, some of its unforeseen conse
quences may be not only unintended, they may be
contrary to the original intent. There is a correlation
with politics here. Just as liberals want more govern
ment and conservatives want less, the environment
seems buffeted by a similar dichotomy. Some envi
ronmentalists want more management by humans
and some want less. Nature will ultimately decide. Just
as parasites regulate their hosts, hosts regulate their
parasites. We humans have become parasitic on the
Earth. We take at the expense of our host planet.
Indeed, we are becoming parasitoids. We are killing
our host. We ~e overdue for some regulation.... I

Donald Windsor (POB 604; Norwich. NY 13815)
is an invertebrate zoologist whose research has in
cluded the cpmparative pharmacology ofclam hearts,
the comparative physiology of lung flukes in no~mal
and abnormal hosts, and tetrapyrrole metabolism in
leeches. He worked as an information scientist in a
pharmaceutical research and developmentfacility for
three decades until his recent retirement. During this
industrial stint, he maintained contact with nature by
birding, by botanizing. and by being active in conser
vation alld environmental organizations. He' is now
4eeply immersed in theoretical biology.
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Obstacles to Implementing
The Wildlands Project Vision

by Steve Trombulak, Reed Hoss, and Jim Strittholt

UR PRIMARY GOAL in this presentation is to iden
tify some of the barriers we see to implementing The Wild
lands Project vision. There are three good reasons for
ending Wild Earth/Wildlands Project Special Issue #2
. on such a pragmatic note. First, recognizing the barri
ers 'and wlderstanding how to deal effectively with them .
are important for the conservation activists who will play
central roles in the design and implementation of wil
derness recovery strategies throughout North America.

I

Second, we believe the scientific and technical barriers
are challenges that, once recognized, can be solved as bi-

\ologists and geographers work to develop ana,J.ytical and theo
retical approaches to designing ecOlogical reserves. Third, we

think it important tQ indicate to the scientific and conservation communi
ties that The Wildlands Project is well aware of these barriers even as we
advocate the creation of a system of ecological reserves to protect and re
store biological integrity in North America. So as not to sound Wlduly pes
simistic, however, we also want to highlight some of the solutions we see
emerging to overcome the barriers.

Of course, this discussion is not really restricted to'the efforts of The
Wildlands Project, but is relevant to any program that involves the use of
infoffilation on the geographic distribution of biological and geologjcal fea
tures to ~chieve conservation goals. Some of the work of The Wilderness
Society and the Sierra Club and much of The Nature Conservancy's work
fit within these parameters. Therefore, our remarksshould be interpreted in
the context of landscape-scale conservation efforts in general, rather than
only The Wildlands Project's.

Such efforts have really set for themselves two broad tasks: mapping,
or using information t6 identify exactly where conservation efforts should
be targeted, and implementation, or turning the maps into reality. Boili of
these tasks have unique sets of barriers that can broadly be divid¢ into
iliose scientific and technical and iliose social and political.

This paper is based on a talk deljvered in the symposium ''The Wildlands Project Underlying Ecological Principles" at
the 9th Annual Meeting of the Society for Conservation Biology, R Collins, Golorado, 7-11 June 199;5. .

illustration Mary Elder Jacobsen
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We have identified seven important scientific and techni
cal barriers to mapping.

1. Availability and acquisition of infonnation.
We don't want to be overly negative here. A lot of data is

available, and more is beconringso every year. Yet the perfect
data set remains elusive for all regions in North America. For
example, much of the data necessary for conservation plan
ning is available only on paper maps' and only at very small
scilles. Such dati sets present challenges in developing maps
accurate enough to guide decisions at the local. level, where
the work of implementation will have to occur. An increasing
amount of data is now available in digital form, the kind used
by geographical information systems (GIS), but many of these·
data sets, such as soil types, are incqmplete within it region.
Further, some agencies and organizations have possessive
views of their digital data and are unwilling to consider even
selling the information to another group if their political goals
do not match. Finally, much important information, such as'
the distribution of soif organisms and precise migration pat
terns of most species, has simply not been gathered.

We believe that these barriers will begin to fall over the
next few years or decades as more data sets are digitized from
paper maps by a wider array of research groups, as the costs of
GIS and powerful microcomputers drop (and hence the mar
ket for digitized data rises), and as the ability to share data sets
over computer networks, such as the Intemet and World Wide
Web, increases.

2. Quality of data.
Of more serious con~rn is the quality of the data being

used to develop conservation strateiies. Several issues emerge
under this concern. The most important, of course, is the accu
racy of the data, both in terms of the classification and abso
lute position of a location. Data collected by remote sensmg,
for example, is generally considered "accurate"if error check
ing of images reveals a 15% chance or less that a given loca
tion is incorrectly classified. Also; data classifications are
strongly influenced by the operational definitions used at the
time of data collection. For example, maps of wetlands are in
fluenced by the definition of a wetland used at the time the
maps were made.- Maps also represent conditions at a given
point in time. The longer ago a map was produced, the more
likely it is to be out of date, and hence provide an inaccurate
picture of current reality. .

The resolution of the map also influences its quality. The
'points or cells on a map represent some kind of average value
over the area. The size of that area will determine how useful
the average is; knowing that the dominant forest type in an area
20 meters by 20 meters is spruce-tu is a lo't different from know
ing the same thing for an area 1 kilometer by 1 kilometer. Yet
for many data sets, such as forest types in the US, 1 km by 1
km resolution is the best available. In such cases, the domi
nant forest type may indeed be spruce-fu, but other communi-

ties such as small meadows and wetlands may be embedded
in that matrix and not show up on the map.

Related to resolution is the issue of map scale. All maps
reduce the actual si~e of a represented area so that it can be
placed conveniently on a piece of paper or computer screen. A
small-scale map-such as one with a scale of 1: 1,000,000
involves a great deal more reduction and generalization than a
large-sCale map, such as one at 1:24,000, and therefore is of
lower quality for developing detailed conservation strategies.

With respect to conservation strategies, the relevance of a
data set must also be considered. For. our purposes, data sels
on ~andfill sitings, grazing potential, and recreational visitor
use are often not needed.

Solutions to these barriers are numerous and depend on
the commitment of the mapper to doing the job right. Espe
cially vital are the tasks of developing a comprehensive sys- _
tern for ground truthing and revising the data sets used, using
maps with the largest scale possible, and evaluating the meth
odology used to collect data ~ough inspection of th~metadata
(the data about the clata) that should accompany all data sets.
The mapper must be prepared to make' revisions as better in
formation becomes available.

3. Data management.
The amolint of data that must be organized and manipu

lated increases dramatically with the size of the projeclregion,
the types of information used, the frequency of data revisions,
and the desire to test analytically the proposed maps against
alternative proposals. Some of this management is greatly sim
plified through-the use of a geographic information system.
Yet GIS itself creates barriers. Most GIS software packages
are not "user friendly. " GIS takes time and commitment toleam
well enough to use effectively, and currently only scaled-down
versions are available for use on personal. computers. The com
plete packages that handle lots of data in lots of ways still re
quire large, expensive computer workstations. '

, . This barrier will come down when some software devel-
oper recognizes the large market for a powerful~ user-friendly
GIS that runs on a personal computer, when personal comput~
ers become more powerful, and when tht: folks who issue con
~acts for GIS work, such as municipal'governments, expand
the range of software packages they are willing to use. These
conditions will stimulate competition and creativity in the soft
ware development field, which will be to the benefit of the us~.

4. Leve~ of data classification.
Determining whether or not a particular conservation goal

is achieved by a particular map will depend on the precision
used in classifying the data sets. In particular, whether "repre~
sentatives of all ecosystem types" are protected by a given sys
tem of reserves depends on how ecosystems are delineated.
For example, the "Eastem deciduous forest" biome includes
several distinct forest types, such as "Northem hardwood for
ests" and "Soutllern hardwood forests. " These in tum can be
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subdivided many times into more precise forest classes: As a
general rule, more levels of classifiCation are better, but one
quickly reaches limits associated with the cost of acquisition, ,
storage, and analysis of the data. The confidence one can place
in a proposed ecological reserve system would be ~eatly im
proved by empirical evidence of how many levels wi~n an
ecosystem or soil classification scheme, or how many catego
ries within data sets like land use or roads, are optimal for con
servation planning.

5. Time frames.
Maps of ecological reserve systems serve as targets for

the establishment of real, on-the-ground conservation strate
gies. But targets for when? Over what time period is the strat
egy to be implemented? Anything is possible if the
implementation target is 10,000 years from now. Very little is
possible if the target is next week. Some intermediate, but iden
tifiable, time frame is .necessary if the strategy has any real
chance of being implemented within the context of the exist
ing culture of a region and in a length of time short enough to
make a meaningful contribution to promoting biological in
tegrity.

The Wildlands Project advocates a tiered approach to
implementation. We seek to develop a strateg.y that can be
implemented in stages, with goals set for 10 years, 20 years,
50 years, and 100 years from now, recognizing that complete
recovery may, in some cases, require 200 to 500 years.

. 6. Making decisions based on the data.
Eventually one must make the leap from mapping data

points to making decisions about what conservation tactics
should be pursued in what aieas. The Wildlands Project, for
e~ple, seeks to promQte the establishment, of a system of
connected and buffered ecological reserves in a matrix of ar
~ more intensively used by humans for resource extraction
and development.*Where should the reserves be? In what ar
eas should ecosystem management, sustainable development,
or intensive extraction be promoted? Of course, making such
decisions is not unique to The Wildlands Project or, indeed,
any conservation organization. Oassifying desired land and
water use through zoning, taxes, and promotional campaigns
is common to many groups, including local governments.

Notwithstanding. the generality 'of the problem, it is still
challenging. Theoretical models are weak for many aspects of
the design of conservation strategies: What is the best design .
for a connectivity zone when not all of the target organisms
are known? What is the optimal desi~ for a riverine or ma
riDe ecological reserve? Under what conditions are small, un
connected ecological reserves most appropriate? These
questions are among those most in need of research in this field.

Until more definitive answers are available, those devel-

oping conservation strate~es must work to circum'vent this
decision-making barrier by constantly keeping their basic con
servation goals and the scieiltific principles that relate to con
servation in mind, and constantly 'testing alternative strategies
for .their ability to better achieve the goals.

7. Consistency among participating groups..
Since regional residents (many of them non-scientists) are

.often the best qualified for developing regional cons'ervation
strategies, it is likely that a continent-wide system of ecologi
Cal reserves will be mapped and described by many indepen
dent groups, each contributing a part to the overall whole. The
ability of that whole map to achieve tlle overall goal, however,
is related to how well the parts connect, which is in tum influ
enced by how similar the approaches taken by the differeI1t

. groups are. Yet the value in prescribing a single approach to
mapping would be offset by its danger. Each region has a unique
set of opportunities and limitations that make flexibility and
initiative essential. Perhaps the best solution is for all regional,
groups to be working from the same set of general guidelines,
such as those described in Noss and Cooperrider (Saving
Nature sLegacy, 1994, Island Press) and Trombulak ("How to
design an ecological reserve system," in press, Wild Earth
Research Report 1), and adapting them as necessary.

These seven scientific and technical barriers pose serious
challenges to those who would design a comprehensive con
servation strategy in their region. Moreover, simply designing
a strategy does not bring it into being. The barriers'to imple
mentation are less technical than they are political and social.
The scientific barriers are challenging but can be ov~comewith
a little effort. It is the political and social barriers that most
people think of when they debate the potential for the realiza
tion of a landscape-scale reserve system for eeqlogical protec
tion and ~estoration. Our experience in promoting the Wildlands,
vision over the past few years has made us aware of four gen-

/

eral barriers of this type.' ,

1. Approaches to implementation.
what is the best way to implement a plan for any system

of reserves? Political and cultural sensitivity as well as eco
nomic Constraints diotate that such a Conservation strategy will
be most successfully implemented ifdone over a period of time .
as a series of coordinated projects. The escalating destruction
ofnatural habitat in many regions dictates, however, thata com~ \
prehensive system be implemented immediately. Since social
cOnstraints cannot be ignored, the goals of conservation must
necessarily be compromi~edin the short t~rm. Similarly, effi
ciency argues that the strategy be designed, enacted, and man
aged by a single group. But again, social traditions, prevailing
political climates, and the need to be creative guarantet: that

* Editor'~ note: In landscapes with low human population densiti~ (such as much ofAlaska, Maine, northern Canada, and the arid West), a converse situation
may be most desirable-with human population centers connected by travel routes and set within a wild matrix. -ill
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, .
any comprehensive system will be made of several different reserves,
each administered by different groups with different approa~hes. Even
the development of a single reserve may occur in stages, with land ac
quisition, road closures, and changes in land-use regulations occurring
over time as funds and opportunities arise.

2. Funding.
Where will the money for all of this mapping and land acquisition

come from? We really don't know for sure, but public allocation, private
donations, and major foundation support will all be needed or this entire
approach to conservation is doomed. But of course, not all land need be
acquired fee simple. Conservation easements and management agree
ments with landowners can often be effective.

3. Lies and misunderstandings.
Several vocal special interests are opposed to the development of a

large-scale ecological reserve system in North America. Their reasons
for this are diverse, but their attacks on such systems are never based on
scholarly critiques of the science behind such strategies; rather they are
based on ignorance or campaigns of self-serving disinformation. A few
examples serve to illustrate this point.

The first comes from the recent story surrounding the Northern For
'est in the northeastern US. In January of 1993, at the invitation of the
Northern Forest Lands Council, Mac Hunter of the University of Maine
and Sharon Haines of International
'Paper Company wrote a briefing paper
on the subject of ecological reserves
and their applicability to the Northern
Forest debate. This was a well-written
paper, describing in clear and concise
language concepts that have been gener
ally discussedand widely accqJted in the
conservation biology community for
years. From a scientific standpoint, their
paper was sound and not controversial.

Yet not all of the people who chose
to .review the paper agreed. For ex
ample, Fred Huntress, ill an open let
ter to the executive director of the
Northern Forest Lands Council, re
sponded thus:

"It sounds like a scheme by two
mad scientists to force .their radical
ideas on the landowners of the North
ern Forest Lands and eventually the
whole world. [Wlidlife biologists] had
to displace the foresters from the land
before they could have their own em
pire. Now, with such new words as bio
diversity and ecosystem they have
convinced the gullible public that they
can lead us to salvation. They ill:)ve
become the cult leaders of the environ
mental movement."

illustration by John Jonik
I

1/It sounds like-a

scheme by two mad
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radical ideas on the
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Scientific and

political reality are

not equivalent.

Indeed, we will go so

far as to say that there

is no such thing as

political reality.

Ask yourselfwhether

in 1993 it was <

politically realistic to

suggest that Nelson

Mandela would be

freely elected'

presid~nt ofSouth

Africa without a

bloody civil warfirst

raging throughout

the country.

Now, this pritique is so
obviously ridiculous that it is
tempting to dismiss Mr. Hunt
ress merely as someone who
cannot be bothered to look in
a dictionary or basic textbook
to gain the most rudimentary
ullder~tanding of a concept
before he attacks it. But that
would give an incomplete pic
ture of the story. Despite his
blatant ignorance of ecologi
cal concepts, he was a mem
ber of the Council's Biological
Diversity Workgroup. As
such, his opinion on this sub
ject was given equal weight to
those of people with an edu
cation in the field. When the
"ecosystem" concept itself is
so poorly understood, misin
formation is a barrier not just
to the development ofcompre
hensive conservation strate-

. gies, but to the very discipline
of ecology:
. The Wildlands Project,

too, has experienced direct at
tacks based on falsehoods and
misperceptions. For example;
a map was published last year
(29 September 1994) in all Or
egon newspaper, the
"Wallowa County Chieftain,"
that depicted about 80% of the
northwestern US (Washing

ton, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming) within a system
of buffered core reserves. The map was prominently labeled
"WJ.1dlands Project,"leading the casual reader to~ it was
a map proposed by the Project. In small print in the lower right
comer, however, the more careful reader saw that the map was
copyrighted by Environmental Perspectives, Incorporated. EPI
is the creation of Dr. Michael Coffman, a retired for~stry pro
fessor who currently advises companies and landowners on
how to counter the work of environmental groups. One wouid
think that the concept o( "truth in advertising" would require
Dr. Coffman to more clearly indicate that the map was his own
creation, not The Wildlands Project's. One is left to wonder
who is served by such fabrication. Yet Dr. Coffman, like Mr.
Huntress, has served on scientific roundtables organized by the
US Forest Service and has participated in meetings organized
by groups such as the Natural Resources Council of Maine,
where his opinions are given the same weight as those ofmore
reputable scientists.
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Such misrepresentations sadly are increasingly common.
Following the symposium on The Wildlands Project at the So
ciety for Conservation Biology""s annual meeting in 1993, a
news article appeared in Science magazine: Intending to re
port on the symposium, the article was titled "The high cost of
biodiversity," although the actual cost of protection was little
discussed. Similarly, the caption on the map ofa proposed eco
logical reserve system in the Oregon Coast Range that was pre-

, sented in the symposimn described the core reserves as "off
limits to humans" even though i,t was clearly stated during and

'after the symposimn that core reserves would be closed to hu
man exploitation but open to benign human recreation. Again,
who is served by such misrepresentation?

A frightening example of the propaganda against the
Project is the following statement by Al Schneberger, Execu
tive Director of the New Mexico Cattle Growers' Association,
speaking at the 1994 conference "Oregon Private Property and
Public Lands," as quot~ in "Wallowa County Chieftain":

"Let's evaluate [The Wildlands Project] right now. Ex- .
trapolate it out, and if people have to choose between people
and grizzlies, then are people going to choose wilderness?·If
grizzlies need 1,000 square miles of wilderness, people ar~

going to say the grizzlies are going to have to go the way of
the dinosaurs or live in zoos. The Wildlands Project people are
violently anti-human, and see themselves acting on behalf of
nature, and we aren't part of that, other than managing us for
wildlife's benefit. You'll probably have to get a permit to leave
the city." .

. The fmal two sentences are so incoherent as to barely de-
. serve rebuttal. They are not baseq on anything anyone con

nected with The Wildlan~s Project has ever said or implied,
and can only lx: intended (albeit clumsily) to provoke fear and
distrust among the very people who stand to gain the most from
the long-tenn recovery of ecological health. What is most
worrisome is the first part of the paragraph, which in places
borders on coherence. Mr. Schneberger implies in this and other
statements paraphrased in the article that we should take the
concept of a large ecological reserve system, "extrapolate it
out," subject it to peer review right now, and if we don't like
what we see, drop the idea. Too bad if this runs counter to our
constitutional right of free speech. The implication is that the
will of "the people" should determine ~hich ideas are accept
able to express and which are not: the tyranny of th~ majority
problem taken to an extreme.

The real danger in this is not that The Wildlands Project
might be suppressed but that if this philosophy were applied

'unifonnly it would 10gieatIy become open season on all con
troversial ideas that someone doesn't like. Let's "extrapolate
out" the consequences of overgrazing on public land. Don't

, like what you see? Then let's"forbid grazing. Why bother try
ing to reform grazing pr.actices so that all components of na
ture, including human societies, can get what they new, both
economically and ec6lpgically? Extrapolate 'out .the conse~

quences of hmnan o~erpopulation.Don't like that future? Then
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let's forbid having children. This approach to public discourse has never been
. a~ptable in this cquntry, and never will, we may hope. To callously suggest

that the democratic process be used to justify censorship of ideas is unworthy
~fanyone. -

4. Perceptions of impracticality.
We end our paper with this particular barrier because, frankly, it is the one

we hear most often, especially within conservation and scientific circles. 'The
go31.s of the Project are valid," it is commonly said, "~ut not politically realis
tic." How short and selective our memories are; how confident that we can
accurately discern practicality! We should all ask ourselves whether in the spring
of 1989 we would have thought it practical to suggestthat one night the people
of Berlin would simply go out into the 'streets and tear down the Wall. Ask
yourself whether in 1993 it was politically realistic to suggest that Nelson
Mandela would be freely elected president of South Africa without a bloody
civil ~ar first raging throughout the country: Almost all of us would answer
"no" to both of these questions. Yet both of these events occurred, even thougr
neither idea was practical or politically realistic. As a people we should have
learned by now that perceptions of pOlitical reality are grossly inaccurate pre
dictions of the future. In fact, the concept of political reality is, by-and-Iarge,
invented by those in power to help maintirin the status quo and their position in
it by creating an air of inevitability and permanence.

There is nothing rigid about political reality, not in the way that we think
of when we talk'about scientific reality. Scientific and political reality are not
equivalent. Indeed, we will go so far as to say that there is no such thing as
political reality. What we really mean when we say
"political reality" is "political tradition," and as the
former Soviet lInion and eastern European coun
tries have learned, pOlitical traditions change/even
as scientific reality remains the same.

So, we were given the task in this paper of
talking about the dark side of The Wildlands
Project. Given all of these barriers, the obvious
question becomes "Why bother?" The answer is
simple. We believe that the goals of conserva
tion are' right, and that the science behind the
strategy is the best we have and is getting bet-

: ter. We firmly believe that these barriers, like the
Berlin Wall, will come down. I

Steve Trombulak is a professor ofbiology and
environmental studies at Middlebury College in
Vermont and science director for the Greater
Laurentian Region Wildlands Project. Reed Noss
is the science director for The Wildlands Project,
editor ofthe journal Conservation Biology, science
editor ofWild Earth, and adjunct faculty member
in the Department ofFish and Wildlife at Oregon
State University in Coryallis. Jim Strittholt is an
ecologist and GIS specialist for The Wildlands
Project and co-founder ofEarth Design Consult
ants in Corvallis, Oregon.

illustration by Gerry Biron
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Language and Experience

I consistently confuse the marsh frog

with the purple pitcher plant.

Maybe it's because each alike makes
a smooth spine of the light, a rounded

knot of forbearance from mud.

And which is blackbird? which prairie thistle?
They both latch on; 'glean, mind their futures

with numerous sharp nails and beaks.

Falling rain and water fleas are obviously
\

synonyms, both meaning countless

curling poc/is ofpond motion.

And aren't seeding cottonwood Iqces

and orb weavers clearly the same-clever
opportunists with silk?

I call field stdrs and field'crickets

one and the other, because they're both

scattered in thousands of notches

throughout the night. And today I mistook

a blue creekside of lupine for generosity,

the way it held nothing back .. 0 reed
canary grasses and grace-someone tell me

the differen~eagain. .

Write this'down': my voice and a leaf
of aspen winding in the wind-we find the sun

from many spinning sides.
-Pattiann Rogers

This poem appears in the new collection Poems for the Wild Earth, edited by
Gary Lawless (Blackberry Books); available from Gulf of Maine Books, 134
Maine St" Brunswick, ME 04011; 207-729-5083.

Hill's Thistle (Cirsium Hillii) by Gary Eldred
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has not changed In !he preceding twelve monlhs.
Avg. preceding yrJAcbJai no. nearest nllng
Total No. Copies: 6O:J7/5913
Paid aOO'or rll(JJosted drculation:
(1) Sales Throultl Dealers a"ld Carriers, Street Vendors, and Counter
Sales: 18W2260
(2) Paid or Rll(JJesled Mail Subscriptions: 2518/2664
Total Paid aOO'or Rll(JJesled Circulation: 4378/4944
Free Distribution by Mail: 267/249
Free Distribution Outside Mail: 38n'295
Total Free Distribution: 647/544
Copies not Distributed:
(1) Office Use, Leftovers, Spoied: 700275
(2) RebJms ~om AgerIs: 3121150
Total: 6037/5913
Percent Paid aOO'or Rll(JJesled Circulation: 87%190%

Poems For The Wild Earth
A new collection. edited by Gary Lawless

$8,95

Slcnv Rising Smoke by Art Goodtimes $3
First Sight OJ4nd by Gary Lawless $7,50
Sitka Spring by Gary Lawless $5

Availab&/rom:
Bltukberry Boo,ks
RRI. Box228

~ Nobleboro. ME 04555 ~

LOON (6"x6")

woodcuts hand-printed on fine, 100% rag paper

each print limited to an edition of50 impressions

signed and numbered by the artist

$40 per print (US) postpaid. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

orderfrom: I

I Patrick Dengate
436 W. Maplehurst
Ferndale, MI'48220
(810)398-2251

-PATRICK'DENGATE
Woodcut Prints'

to benefit Buy Back The'Dacks

25% ofall sales is dedicated to the acqui$ition and permanent
protection ofimperiled Adirondack w,ildlands through the

Buy Back The Dacks fund.

MOOSE (7"x6")
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DAVIS TE SELLE
Printmaker, Illustrator'

Drawings oftlu Natural World

Artist in &sidena!
5835 Dry Creek Road, Napa, CA 94558

(707) 944-0248

William Crook Jr.
artist

945 S. First St., Springfield, IL 62704 I (217) 522-3372

436 W. Maplehurst
Ferndale, MI48220-1206

(810) 398-2251

Evari Cantor
910 Miami Way
BoUlder, Colorado 80303
303-499-1829
cantor@spot.colorado.edu

scratehboard, pen & ink
illustration .

. Box 2
Piseco. NY 12139

1-518-962-4333

Signed, limited-edition lithographs of

GERRY BIRON

P. O. Box 250. Hilchcock Road
Saxtons River. VcmlOnl 05154-0250
(802) 869-2077

RISING! LEAF
I M"'PRE5510NS

(206)378-5186

"Paola .Bertnoin.
1hnbn8~fr ·Ilkistrlltor . Mi.ed Medi/l

AMY GROGAN

Linocuts .
Woodblocks
Collagraphs
lllustration

1035 E. 4th Ave.
Durango, CO 81301

(303) 382-0571

Interspecies Communication Inc.

JimNoDman
273 Hidden Meadow

Friday Harbor, WA 98250

Illustrated Wildlife Greetin

them, please call
9 344



write or call: Ned Ludd Books
P,O, Bo\ U99 I B{'I'nalillo, '\\1 87004 I 1-='0='-867-0878

Dave Foreman's
SUMMER COURSES:

Earn 5 Science credits in Natural History
studing Ecology & Biodiversity on 6 day
llama-assisted wilderness treks in the

Cascade & SiskiyOU Mountains of
SW. Oregon & NW. California.

D.E.E.P..~
is associated with~

The Heritage 'I nstitute
Institute of Antioch r-:-~.----

University, Seattle. IA~R9HI
Do E. E. P: P.O. Box 1377

Ashland, OR 97520 (541)899-1712
E-mail: deep@mind.net

Home Page: http://id.mind.net/-deep

"'Wiftferness is our cfassroom
Nature is our Teacher"

DAKUBETEDE

ENVIRONMENTAL

EDUCATION

PROGRAMS

UNIQUE UNIVERSITY CREDIT
COURSES CENTERED AROUND

• WILDERNESS LLAMA TREKS
• RESIDENTIAL INTENSIVES
.WORKSHOPS,CONFERENCES

DoEoEoPo ECOSTERY:
17 CREDIT / 8 WEEK

RESIDENTIAL INTENSIVE
Spend spring quarter (April & May) or
fall quarter (Oct. & Nov.) at our remote
Wilderness Education Center located
on an intentional community deep in
SW. Oregon's Siskiyou Mountains.

University credits (grad. or undergrad.):
5Science: Natural History of the

Dakubetede Wilderness
3 Science: Applied Conservation Biology:

Protecting and Restoring Biodiversity
3 Humanities: Environmental Ethics:

Practicing Deep Ecology
3 Social Studies: Community Studies:

E,costery as Intentional Community
3 Education: Creating aWilderness

Education Center

The GreenDisk'II. ;~; . ' .. ' . :.'. . :

. .. )

• Forestry .
• Land Ethic
• Natural History
• Overpopulation
• Wildlife Protection
• Conservation Biology
• Wilderness Preservation
• Sustainabllity &Bioregionallsm
• ConservatIon & Ecological History
• Maps. eco-music, and more!

~~~AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
RR#2 BOX 370 VERONA,ME 04416

TRACI & DENNIS (207-469-2552)

GRASSROOTS RADIO FOR THE LIVING EARTH

STUMP CREEK RADIO: GREENFIRE

CIRCLE OF LIFE: WARRIORS OF THE RAINBOW

OUR NEW 53 PAGE AUDIO-ECO INVENTORY
CONTAINS NEARLY 1,000 SONGS AS WELL AS

OTHER INFORMATION WHICH CAN BE USEFUL .TO
ACTIVISTS INTERESTED IN HEARING MORE EARTH

FRIENDLY (ECOLOGICAL; EMPOWERMENT) BROADCASTING,
TOTAL COST $2,50 REFLECTS

$1.50 PRINTING, 15C PAPER, $1 POSTAGE

In add~ion to being a searchable database. The GreenDisk is the journal of the environmental
movement. Each issue focuses on an important topic like the anti-environmental backlash; decline
of global fisheries; World Bank; population & consumption, and is a valuable compendium of reports,
essays and resource listings. RegUlar features include action alerts, press releases, an extensive
periodicals index as well as listings of the publications, meetings, educational. materials and other
projects which are the stepping stones in the path to 8 sustainable biosphere. The GreenDisk is an
essential resource for environmental activists, educators, journalists and professionals. Subscribe
for one year and receive the back issues database (over 5000 pages!) for 550, 1/3 oil the'regular
price. II you are not 100% satisfied, you will keep all the disks and receive a full refund! A one
year (6 issue) disk subscription is 545 (550 outside US). Please fndicate the type of computer you
use. Mac or IBM-compatible editions are available on 3.5' or 5.25' disks. II you are interested in
receiving the resource-free Internet edition or our paperless brochure, send us an email message.

Paperless Environmental Journal
Box 32224. Washington. DC 20007

EcoNet <greendisk> Internet <greendisk@igc.apc.org> 1-800-484-7616-DISK
TURN YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER INTO A POWERFUL ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH DATABASE

IT300[h0 00 [flliG IT3~0 ®~[f0~cf]G
Free mail-order catalog of over 300 hard-to-fmd, important conservation books

selected and described by one ofAmerica's leading conservationists.

'.
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Natural History
Posters, Prints, Postcards,

Notecards and Bookmarks

by D.O. Tyler

..
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o
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Support wildlife by wearing env. t-shirts
10% of profits go to environmental groups

45 BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS
heavyweight 100% cotton
t-shirts, sweats, totes,etc

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS FREE CATALOG

GREAT FUNDRAISER
JIM MORRIS ENVIRONMENTAL T-SHIRTS

P.O. 18270 DEPTWE63
BOULDER CO 80308

(303)444-6430
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Share the ~arth(

has been reintroduced!

We encourage you to support
NREPA, HR 852.

Ask your representatives to . 
support it, and work with your

local conservation groups to get
them to support it.

- The Northeril Rockies
Ecosystem Protection Act

pricelist:
Tyler Publishing
p.G. Box 243
Augusta, ME 04332
phone: 207-622-7379
fax: 207-623-8781

.---

•

~ ~

•••••••••••••••••••••
" ,.

WE DON'T SEND JUNK MAIL! :
If would like you to know all about ••
our environmentally sound products •.'• you'll have to write or call us. •

~ ~TREECYCLE~
: RECYCLED PAPER :
: -W pfJ,y kif"I~d, :
• P.O. Box 5086 Bozeman, MT 59717 •
\. . . . (406) 586-5287 J
~ -'

Antioch University,
a pioneer in public
interest higher edu
cation, now offers
an M.A. developed

for professionals interested in the
interdependence of environmental
and social issues. This two-year
program includes three two-week,
on-campus sessions, with illl other
study and work done at home.

Focusing on the interfaces be
tween values, ideas and constructive
change, the program \yorks to foster

~ environmental stewardship and ac
countability in and across communi
ties, organizations and institutions.
Students study social change pro
cesses and applied philosophy, eco
nomics and policy, participate in case
studies, and undertake individualized
research projects and practica.

The program is designed for
environmental and social advo
cates and educators, and other
related professionals in the non
profit, public and private sectors.

AdK>cIlismmiltdby,IltCOlllllissioaoal_oIHilbtt_
oIt1ltNoltbC<lIlnI~orColl<t<saodScbools.

800 Livennore S\.,YeUow Spri~, Ohio 45387

III" For
information, call 513-767-6325, or
write to Admissions, The McGregor
School of Antioch University.

The McGREGOR SCHOOL of

MJlQQH

WorkFull-Time,
Live atHome
and Earna

Master's in our
Program on

Environment&
Comrnuni~
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Wild Earth Bac'k -Issues

1'4 • Summer 1994 Wilderness Watch,
9 • Spring 1993 The power of hope, "experimental, non-essential" populations,
primitivism, avian activism, mitigation .' building a legal file, bioregional mapping,
scams. Hydro-Quebec, Pacific Rim forest, silvicultural fiction, a road-fighting strategy.
tropical biodiversity (Part 1). A proposal Hanford's sage-steppe, the impact of log-
for a park without fences: Adirondacks, ging on songbirds; Bald Eagles, Gila Trout, -

- the Ozarks, and the Oregon Coast Range. serpentine rock, hemp. Eastern old growth,
"In Defense of Wildlife and Open Expres- butchering the Salmon-Selway, regenerat-
sion" by Michael Frome. "The Breadth and ing bush and soul in Australia, Great Plains

.Limits ofth~ Deep Ecology Movement" by restoration (Part 1). "A Wal~ Down Camp
Arne Naess. . Branch" with Wendell Berry and William

Catton on carrying capacity. .

Spring 0 • 0 0 0
Summer 0 0 D' 0 0
Fall • 0 0 0 0
Winter 0 0 0 0 0
o Wild Earth's first special issue

d o~ The Wildlands Project
I.:J (check selections and complete information on reverse)
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12 • Winter 1993194 Overworking the
North Woods, the Tuliptree, Sutter Buttes,
freedom of information, consensus vs, in
dependent activism. Bats, endangered
invertebrates, exotic pests. The evolving
Wilderness Area model, Rocky Mountain
National Park reserve. system proposal,
Yellowstone to Yukon proposal, South-Afri
can population stresses.

13' Spring 1994 Wilderness Land Trust,
Sea Shepherd, environmental edu9ation,
bonding with the wild, w~ole-tree logging,
ozone depletion, the anatomy of a burn,
Spruce-fir Moss Spider. Mohawk Par.k, Nova
Scotia, southern Utah, nuclear dump in the

. Mohave Desert, Brookhaven irradiated for
est, Southern Appalachiao National Forest
mismanagement, Vermont wildernj3ss.
"Saving Aquatic Biodiversity" by Allen
Cooperrider and Reed Noss, and "The En
emy" by Edward Abbey.

. 15 • Fall 1994 Environmental lawyers,
biocentric broadcasting, resisting mining,
historical records in mapping. Red
cockaded Woodpecker, wombats, seabird'
restoration, fish stocking. Central Appala
chian forests, the Algoma Highlands,
old-growth Acadian hardwoods, Pacific
Coast wilderness, Thoreau Regional Wil
derness Proposal, Great Plains restoration
(Part 2). "TheCornucopiaScam, Part 1" by'
Sandy Irvine.

,--------------
I . Back Issue. Order For~

I
.... ('.lC0..".LO
0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\
0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\I ....................

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

11' Fall 1993 Biodiversity, caves,
ecological economics, land man
agement lingo, legal standing in
environmental litigation. Atlantic
Salmon, imperiled Gorillas,
Kittatinny Raptor Corridor. The
Selkirk Mountains, Wild and Sce
nic Rivers, wildland restoration.
"The Rhizome Connection" by
Dolores LaChapelle and "Crawl
ing" by Gary Snyder.

10' Summer 1993 The Zero-Cut solu
tion, ozone depletion, topophilia, organic
archeology, immigration. Wildlife contra
ceptives, predator eradication, bear
wisdom: The Greater SalmonlSelway
Project, deep ecology in the Former So
viet Union, tropical biodiversity (Part 2).
Threats to Southern Appalachia, Alabama
proposal, Eastern forest recovery. "Ari
zona, The Floating Desert" by Gregory
McNamee.

• Special Issue #1: The Wi.ldlands
Project: Plottinga North American Wil
derness Recovery Strategy. TWP
Mission Statement, preliminary proposals
for the southern Appalachians, northern
Rockies, Adirondacks, and Pas.eo Pantera
"A Vision for the Meantime" by Michael
Soule, "TWP Lar)d Conservation Strat
egy" by Reed Noss, "Developing a
Regional Wilderness Recovery Plan" by
Dave Foreman, "Coming In To The Water
shed" by Gary Snyder.

8 • Winter 1992/93 Patriarchal manage
ment, Supreme Court setbacks, "natural
law" and human' population, planetary
oncology, grassroots resistance in devel- .
oping countries. Coral reefs, jellyfish, wild
fossils, the Eastern Indigo Snake, and
zoos. A Greater Desert Wildlands Ecosys
tem proposal, ColoraQJo Riverdelta. Howie
Wolke's "Bad Science Lacks fhe Visceral
Connection." '

7 • Fall 1992 Earth Summit, Endangered
Species Act, Grandfather Mountain. Radi
cal environmentalism, a wildemess work
ethic, thedignityofwildthings. Lynx, Wood
land Caribou, tarantula, Sugar Maple,
woodpecker wildemess, Adirondack old
growth. Southem Califomia biodiversity,
Texas's Big Bend Ecosystem. Max
Oelschlaeger's "Mountains that Walk."

5' Spring 1992 SORRY, THIS ISSUE IS
SOLD OUT.

4 • Winter 1991/92 Devastation in the
North: Canadian deforestation, threatened
northern rivers, Hydro-Quebec vs. James
Bay, natural gas development. ... The BLM
in Arizona, the Finger Lakes of New York,
and the North American Wilderness Recov
ery Strategy. Saving Yellowstone, t~lIgrass
prairie, and the White Pine. Roderick Nash's
vision of an" Island Civilization," and "Biolo
gists, Biophiles, and Warriors" by Reed
Noss. .

6 • Summer 1992 Endangered species
crisis, Perdido Key Beach Mouse,
speleomanders and trogloherps, Eastem
Hemlock, and fungus. Civil obedience, the
cost of compromise, "wise use" lies, deep
ecological practicality, the language of own
ing, metaphor iQ science. Japan's beech
forest, Shenandoah National Park,
Monongahelawildlands.

3 • Fall 1991 SORRY, THIS ISSUE IS
SOLD OUT.

2' Summer 1991 The New Conservation
Movement, ancient forests on trial, Grizzly
hunting in Montana, killing the coasts, what
wilderness can do for biodiversity. Ski
development in White Mountain National
Forest, an Ancient Forest Reserve pro
posal for the Mendocino National Forest,
and exploring Chile's rainforest.. Howie
Wolke's Wild Rockies, and Part 2 of "Is
PopUlation. Control Genocide?"

1 •Spring 1991 Ecological Foundationsfor
Wilderness, The Earth First' Wilderness
Preservation System, A Native Ecosystems
Act.. Proposals for Florida, the Klamath
Mountains, and Yellowstone. "Is Popula
tion Control Genocide?" by Bil.1 McCormi9k.
Dolores LaChapelle uncovers the wild hu
man: 'Dave Foreman's "Dreaming Big
Wilderness," and Howie Wolke's "The Im-·
poverished Landscape."



16· Winter 1994/95 Locking up wildlands,
bureaucratic jargon, biophilia vs. techno
philia, natural fire, road removal. Urban
Peregrine Falcons, snails,'cryptogamic
soils, the Red Maple. Wisconsin timber
law, restoring Lebanon, Great Lakes bio
diversity, and''TheComucopiaScan, Pcrt2."
Dave Foreman, Reed Noss, and J. Baird
Callicot debate the idea of Wildemess.

17· Spring 1995 Grassroots vs. nationals,
Free Market Environmentalism, and com
munity-serving economics. Prairie dog
ecosystems, wild to domestic animal ra
tios, wildlife biologist Susan Morse, India's

threatened mangroves, Species Requiem
Daypropos'al, vernal pools. Palouse Prai
rie, Banff, Hoosierforests(Part1), Minnesota
recovery, and "The Cornucopia Scam,
Part3." J. BairdCallicot'sretort, and "Wilder-
ness Does Work" by Michael Frome. .

17· Summer 1995 Logging and wildfire,
great trees oftheGreatSmokies, we~ands,
the environmental consequences of being
bom in the USA. Gulf Sturgeon, bumble
bees, illegal wildlife trade,. grazing issues.
Utctlwildemess, Nevadabodversity, acon
servation plan for the Columbia Mountains,
and Hoosier forests (Part 2). "Lossof Place"

by Howie Wolke, "Health Implications of Glo
bal Warming and the Onslaught of Alien
Species," by Michael Soule, and ajourney to
Bristol Cliffs Wilderness with John Elder.

18· Fall 1995 Sustainable silviculture,
SLAPPs, conservation easements, global
warming and The Wildlands Project. Cow
Cops, Spirit Bears, Buffalo Commons, the
Black Birch. Eastside forest restoration, old
growth in the Adirondacks andCatskills, Hoo
sier forests (Part 3), Gila River-Sky Island
Region proposal. "Private Property and the
Common Wealth," by Wendell Berry and
"Scenes on a Round River," by Rick Bass.

WILD EARTH AND THE WILDLANDS PROJECT

For some ofyou new to Wild Earth (WE) and The
Wildlands Project (TWP), a brief explanation
could help you better digest the contents of this
special publication. WE and TWP are both rep
resented by these pages but are also both much
trlore than you'll see in these pages. Briefly, the
quarterly journal Wild Earth is a forum for the
many grassroots wildlife advocacy groups com
prising the New Conservation Movement, a ve
hicle for making accessible to conservation
activists the teachings-ofconservation biologists,
and the publishing voi,\€ for TWP. TwP is the
group guiding the design ofa continental wilder
ness recovery strategy, as explained in the pre
ceding pages. Wild Earth and The Wil9,lands
Project are clqsely allied but independent non
profit organizations. Each invites your inquiries,
assistance, and donations.
I Wild Earth, POB 455, Richmond, VT 05477
I The Wildlands Project, POB 5365 , Tucson,

AZ 85703

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Wild Earth is a non-profit periodical serving the biocentricgrassroots elem
within theconservation movement. Weadvocate the restoration and pratec
ofall naturalelementsofbiodiversity. Oureffort tostrengthen the'conserva
movement involves the following:

I We provide a voice for the many effective but little-known regional and ad ho
w.ilderness groups and coalitio~sin North America.

I We serve as a networking tool for grassroots wilderness activists.

I We help develop and publish wilderness proposals from throughout the
continent.

I We are working with The Wildlands Project to complete, and subsequently
publish in book form, a comprehensive proposa) for a North American
Wilderness Recovery Strategy.

I We render accessible the teachings of conservation biology, that activists may
employ them in defense of biodiversity.

i We expose threats to habitat and wildlife, and offer activists means of combat!
the threats.

I We facilitate discussion on ways to end and reverse the human population explosi

I We defend wilderness both as concept and as place.

Back Issues and Subscription Order Form
/

Wild E8Ith bad< issues are $8/each for WEsubscribers, $1 O/each
for non-members, postpaid 0n US). Use form on reverse.

#__ba::k issues (@$8or$10)$. _

o sample issue ($3) $ _

o new subscription or 0 renewal $, _

rates: $25 US

$30 CanadaMexico

$45 overseas airmail

$15 US low inoome
Here's my t~-deductible donation
to the Wild Earth Research Fund $, _

TOTAL $

Please allow~ weeks for sample issue delivery.

Name _

Street_:-- _

City ---. State __ Zip _

o payment enclosed 0 bill my VISA I Mastercard (circle) .

_card number ..:.... _

expiration date__,-

signature ---,- _

GoMp/~t~ and Mail to Wild ~arth, P'O~

. '1-55, RidlMo"d, vr 05'1-11
oY'...c-all v~: 1-802-'1-3'1--'1-011



Species Spotlight

- .
~~~~'
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The Whimbrel as Symbol'

Whimbrel (Numenius phae9pus) by O'OJ Tyler

The Whimbrel (Numenius phaeopus) well symbolizes..several desiderata central to T~e Wildlands Project.
Together with its curlew cousins, the Whimbrel represents cross-continental connections, migrating

yearly'from Arctic breeding grounds to winter in Sout~America, affir~g effort~ to restore and main

tain habitat· connectivity across the Americas.. Likewise/the Whimbrel, a coastal feeder, links marine

and terrestrial habitats, even as The Wildlands Project envisions and works to realize an ecological

reserve network that e~compassesmarine and ~oastal in· addition to terrestrial habitats. More ab

stractly yet equally importantly, 'this swift messengeI: bet,ween remote D-i'lbitats in the far north and the
- .

far south symbolizes h~alth, wildness, and hope. -JD-

Maine artist Diana Dee Tyler (w!wse work also appears on p. 37) is_ well known for the scientific accuracy she
brings to her artwork. Her many book illustrationcredits include Bears in the Wild; Keepers of the Arum~ls, 

field guides, and several children's books (three ofwhich received Outstanding Science Book awards).' D.o. and
Hank Tyler operateTyler Publishing (POB 243, Augusta, ME 04332), which distributes [l.D. 's natural history
posters, prints, bookmarks, notecards, and postcards.- - TB '
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* Donations oUl00 or
more include a ye8r's
subscription to Wdd
Earth magazine.

The Wildlands PrOject is
a non-profit educational
scientific, and charitable
organization. Contribu
tions are tax deductible
as allowed by law.

"The Wildlands Project
is the Promised Land

ofAmerican conservation,
the most hopeful and

positive idea imaginable.
I strongly urge
your support. II

-David Brower

o

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

CREDIT CARD

o $50

o $10

o othl
I

o

PHONE

STATE/PROVINCE

EXP. DATE

CHECK ENclOSED

Here's my gift of:

o $25

o $50

o $100 *

MASTERCARD / VISA NUMBER

CARDHOLDER'S SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

NAME '

TOTAL AMOUNT

CITY

COUNTRY

I support North American wilde
recovery and want to assist the ,
of The Wildlands Project.

THE WILDLANDS PROJE'CT
PO Box 5365, Tucson, AZ 85703L ~---------

r-~:;-r:~t:;e-:n~-r:~o-n~::t--· • ~'
North American Wildlands ~...
Please join The Wildlands Project ~Cr~"
in making a blueprint for wilderness ' _ I ~. • '
recovery in the 21st century. 'II~ I_

We must restore the ecological richness .., it ~I
and native biodiversity of North America by .~ ~.".
creating a network of reserves that protects ~ .61.
all native species and ecosystems. 'I~iI-rlbJ

Become part of this unprecedented .. MV~
collaboration between grass-roo ."9'"
and conservation biologists. \ i

Together we can avert the lac I
biological cata~trophe. I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,I
I

-I
,I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I


